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Abstract 
This th si regards economie a on tructive systems. A onstructive system i · d -
fined a· a ystem who e later compon nts are g nerated during the interaction of it 
earlier component·. Th th sis dev lops a model that simulates an evolving spatial 
economy: as time progresses, it generates n w product ' and new technology. The 
model i built around von eumann technology matrice , but this model docs not 
assume fixed matrices as is usual. Instead it progressively expands the matricc. by 
adding columns and row, repre enting new technologies and product . The additions 
are not predetermined, but are composed of new combinations of existing product 
and techniques, and by this means new innovative functionality is created. A . pa-
tial individual based model con i. ting of economic ag nts and a price mechanL m, 
decid s where th profits are and thus selects the successful additions. Th model 
hows that through the localiz d pric mechanism and agents' local optimi7-ation an 
efficient global economy can exist, illustrative of Adam Smith's invisible hand, and 
can evolve: according to a measure develop d by B dau et al. (199 ) the mod 1 
demonstrates real evolutionary dynamics. r w goods and kills allow the conomy 
to enlarge, either through a growing population or through incr as d on. umption. 
The model allows the study of spatial implications of continuous creativity, whi ·h 
is important in our world of continuously changing economic challenges and oppor-
tunities. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Our economy is one that nev r tands still. Jew companie appear and oth r 
become obsolete. w products arise, and then disappear agaiu. This con1:>tcmt 
renewal of elements is one of the most fascinating char act ristics of our e onomy. 
The diversity of products, and of the mechanisms to manufacture them, is astound-
mg. D "' pite these characteri tics conomi ·. for the larger part, choo to ignore 
t his aspect of the economic stem (Hoclg on, 1993; I3lat.t, 1983). A de 'Criptiv 
t reatm nt by Schumpeter (1961) and followers is a rar xception. Mainstream 
economics treats the system as if it wer in quilibrium, or at. lea. t nearby and 
moving toward equilibrium. Although the field of economic geography, whirh in 
t he nineteen sixties closely followed developments in economics, has largely left that 
quantitative age behind, the descriptive approach that ha taken its place doc not 
allow a thorough analysis of the processes of innovation. However, as Dosi et al. 
write, technological change i 'now widely r cognized to constitute a primary source 
of industrial dynamic .. ' (Dosi et al. , 1997, p.12 ), or it is even "the driving for e 
of economic growth" (Dawid, 2006, p.1237 hi .. empha is). o wonder the sue ess 
of these approache is limited, when the evolving capa -iti that are re ponsible for 
t he diversity, and which are recognized a a driving fore behind the whole co-
1 
nomic ystem are completely ·hut out. This the is addresses the lack of attention 
to innovation and diversification of our economy, and propo 'es a model framework 
to includ evolution in our analysis of the conomic nvironm nt we live in. A 
useful theory of economic geography mu t be based on an appropriate economic 
framework. Once an appropriate economic theory is developed, one that deals with 
endogenous change, this newly developed theory can b extended to include , patial 
considerations, and thu contribute to the field of economic geography. 
1.1 The road to dynamic modelling 
Currently, economic geography is going through a tran ·ition phase (Boschma and 
Frenken, 2006). One can think of ·everal reason for thi ' . Firstly, sin e the quantita-
tive revolution in the nineteen sixties, more and more researchers have realized that 
neoclassical equilibrium theory which was borrowed from economics, is incapable 
of keeping up with reality. Location theory tell u what patial distribution of er-
vice to expect ba ed on a given et of economic activities, assuming that physical 
suitability. infrastructure, and government, a well a the set of e anomie activi-
ties remain the same. By its very nature, a location theory ba ed on eqnilibrium 
economic theory is incapable of xplaining phenomena such RS change, het rogene-
ity, persistence of diversity, turbulent dynamics, and at the same tim , invariaut 
structural patterns (Dosi et al., 1995; ·elson and \iVinter, 19 2; Rigby and Essl t-
zbichl r , 1997). Likewi e, a competitive market system i an e sentially dynami " 
y tern, Blatt writ ·(Blatt, 19 3, p.5) , and in that case, it can not b und rstood by 
focusing on a static economic equilibrium. Krugman argu that neocla sical equi-
librium th ory chooses to ignor is ues such as development economics, because the 
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formal tools regarded as acceptable in the field are inappropriate to deal with these 
issues (Krugman, 1995, p.6 ). Most importantly, none of the existing theories are 
capable of dealing with the que 'tion of how and why economies are expanding and 
becoming more complex, with the diver, ity of technology and products increasing 
all the time (I~auffman, 1995, 2000). 
A ware ness of the limitation of the neocla sical approach is not new. In the 
nineteenth c ntury, Marshall was already arguing that quantitativ changes resulting 
from a shift in demand or price were important, but that qualitative changes were 
of much greater importance, and that economics should draw from the life science 
instead of physic and equilibrium theory (Hodg on, 1993). 
In short term cenarios, change in economic activity may b approach d a if 
the economic system finds its lf in a closed environment. The dynamics observed 
in the ystem may b the re ult of the y tcm moving toward a. balanced . tate 
where , upply and demand are equal which is obviously a ituation to be preferred 
over a mi match between supply and demand. In such a closed environment , the 
equilibrium approach does not ignore technology, but it a ·sum s technolog-y to b 
given (Rosenberg, 1994). Furthermore, it is a. surned that any imbalance can be dealt 
with quantitatively within the given technology et, i.e. a higher demand drives the 
price up and as a consequence t.h supply will go up. If we assume complete mark t , 
i.e. if we assume that for every commodity that will be traded in the futme, th 
demand and supply ar known then Arrow and Debr u have shown that cet r'is 
par·ibus there exists an equilibrium at which markets clear. However, what happen · 
when supply cannot be increased and the equilibrium is not feasible dne to certain 
old or new constraints? In reality, the economic environment is not closed, and 
3 
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an adaptive system such as our economy will change it ·elf qualitatively a w ll a · 
quantitatively as a reaction to disequilibrium ituations that occur. Uncertainty, due 
to future innovation for example, which is very prominent in our economic system, 
limit the applicability of equilibrium theory and thus "the wonderful Arrow-D br 11 
theory i ·fundamentally flawed" (Kauffman, 2000 p.215). 
This thesis addresses that weakness. Innovation and technological change arc 
regarded as a driving force of economic development (Dawid, 2006; Nelson and 
Wint r, 19 2; Schumpeter, 1961). The adaptive capacity of an economic 
is truly remarkable (Kauffman, 1995, 2000), though adaptations arc not always 
ucccssful (Diamond, 2005). Due to different levels of scarcity, th rei a continuou 
drive to make proces es more efficient or to substitute current, limited input with 
less carce input . Furthermore, the ever diversifying s t of commodities creates an 
ever larg r set of po ible new con tunable and interm diate products and at the 
, arne tim , new technological possibilitie . 
Ther have been other attempt to deal with the flaw of th quilibrium ap-
proach. Following the quantitativ revolution, conomic geographers became awar 
of these shortcoming·, and increasingly economic geography turned away from tb 
positivist approach ju t as the opportunity of dynamic modelling arrived. Cl arly, 
om ·thing was mis. ing in the neoclassical approach. To a certain xt nt, the gap 
was filled by an institutionalist approach: the sp cifi ·s of the location, and an 
awareness of th importance of many different actor ·, have led to a focus on the 
institution, that make up the environment in which human and economic action 
takes plac (Boschma and Frenken, 2006). In analyzing complex y tcms, however, 
a descriptive approach quickly becomes too complicated. Our mind i simply not 
4 
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capable of understanding the aggr gate cff ct of all po ·sible interactions that take 
place, and therefore some help i required. Computer based ·imulation is an appro-
priate method to assist in the study of complex ·ystems. and our evolving economy 
is most definitely a complex system. 
Due to this complexity. awarcne s of the necessity of dynamic modelling ha 
increased sharply in recent years. Over the la t three de ade , dynamic mod lling 
ha made its way into the research community of economic geographers. This can, 
in part. be explained by the increasing acce ibility of computational power, but at 
least equally important is the increasing awareness of cer tain weakn s cs in both 
t.he analytic neoclassical and the descriptive approaches. Agent based model and 
ellular automata models are inde d very ,.vell uited to capture dynamic cconomi 
processes in space. Cellular automata based urban land use models have been quite 
successful in simulating changing land us patt rns (\i\ hite, 199 ) and agent bru cd 
models, such as adaptive economic agents in agent bas d economic computation. 
(ACE) (Dawid, 2006), are excellent examples of succ sful applications of this type 
of dynamic model. The model are bottom up or process based, and the interactions 
of the ag nts or the ells are quite capable of capturing the dynamics of such system . 
The actor are part of each other s environment, and through the int ract ion of th 
actors, the environm nt becomes dynamic and require th actors to adapt. 
How ver, though thes models are dynamic, they still lack innovative qualiti 
The example mention d above may incorporate new elements through exogenou 
scenario files , or through pre-defined technology sets which already include the in-
novative t chniqucs that will be available in the coming time, but this till can not 
be qualified a evolution. Evolution involve the introduction of new products and 
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new techniques that can infiuenc future product and techniques. 
As a historical xampl of thi -., consider the following sequence of events in th"' 
arly indu trial revolution of England. Th inv ntion of a 'team driven wat r pump 
by Savery quickly improved conditions for mining coal, since prior to this hor c. 
had been u ·eel to haul the water out of minrs. \¥hen, due to a mechanical defect in 
a Savery pump the power of atmospheric pressure over va uum was revealed, the 
. afer and more effective Newcomen water pump was developed. Coal could be mined 
more cheaply with thi. new pump, and cheaply-fueled coal furnac led to better 
quality metals such as iron and brass. This in turn led to better tool , and better 
cannons. Preci ion drilling wa developed to make cannons trongcr than iron or 
brass casting allowed, since drilling led to strong perfect .ylinders in the cannon . . 
James Watt then used such drilled cylinder, together with a separate condens r to 
improve the wat r pump . In hort order. Watt 's invention wa. not merely used to 
pump water, but also to supply the rapidly increasing demand for power. Watt's 
team engine did not initiate th industrial revolution, but it did play a major rol 
in th unfolding of th event. A major reorganisation of th conomic system took 
place, followed by an equally impressive reorganisation of th urban system. New 
form of housing, food, fuel and transportation were required, wi h entrepreneur ' 
seizing the opportunities to gain profit. A imilar large cale reorganisation wa 
initiated by the introduction of the combustion engine. It caused the horse ba eel 
transportation system, with it saddlery, stables .. and smithies, to be replaced by on 
based on the automobile, and required the construction of grav 1 roads, gas station , 
motel and garage, . Ultimately, it. led to a major xpansion of both tourism and 
suburbia (Kauffman, 2000, p.216). These are examples of major innovation clusters, 
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but ther ar also many small innovations that cumulativ ly ar important. Each 
innovation plays its role in the web of technological progr s, and technologies and 
products coevolve in unforeseen direction . 
Therefore, the impact of innovation and diver ification i cnormou. and needs to 
be included in the study of economi ystems and, by extension economic gcogrR..phy. 
A small, fixed list of possible future innovations is in ufficicnt. What is ncccs ary, 
and what this thesis argues for, is an explicit handling of innovation in addition to 
dynamics. This will make the treatment of evolution explicit . 
Innovation is a difficult concept to captur in a model. It involve novelty, 
and how does one anticipate novelty? To a certain extent, the app arance of new 
element is a reaction to actual future situations that we annot fores e. Thus 
we can not pre-determine novelty, nor do we want to. W need a model capabl 
of generating novelty - new elem nts, and new relationships - ind('prndcnt of the 
modeller. Such models are studied in the field of artificial chemistry, and are called 
constructive models. 
1.2 Constructive dynamic modelling 
In a constructive dynamical system new components can app ar, which 
may hange the dynamic of the syst m. This is different from a con-
ventional dynamical system where all components and interactions are 
given at. the out et of the process. (Dittrich et al. , 2001. p.235) 
Agent based models and cellular automata models ru·e considered conventional 
dynamical systems and do no xhibit evolutionary behaviour. There ar no n w 
entities in these models, and no n w qualitie . Evolution app ars wh n a model 
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itself con ' tructs new components and new relationship among th components. 
Dynami · mod lling theory has to be expanded to include constructiv systems. 
In thi thesis it is argued that th existing field of evolutionary economics and it 
geographical applications does not include a. con tructive system. Many, if not all, of 
the evolutionary economic models focus on changes in labour and capital coefficients 
and the possible adaptations open to firms ar selected from a predefined list. This 
makes the models undoubtedly dynamic, but not evolutionary. At best, the models 
of evolutionary economic di play a. partial Lamarckian evolution, a Lamarckian 
adaptation, where changes in the environm nt (i.e. the market) force agent to 
adapt through optimizing their routines. This thesis will go further, allowing agents 
to be truly innovating, d veloping new product and technology during a model run. 
As a. result, an increasingly complex economy, with a diversifying s t of products 
and te hnologies, i generated during a model run. 
The ultimate aim of this thesis then is to imula.te a patial economy that is both 
dynamic and evolutionary. This mean. d veloping a model with two fundamental 
charact ristics. Fir t, the model must display adaptive b haviour du to th int r-
action of its parts. Secondly, at the same tim the mod l has to be a constructive 
syst m, which means that new variabl s and new qualitie are introduced to the 
mod l by the model itself. Thi is more than just dynarni al modelling. 
1.3 Space 
Evolutionary economics, and evolution in gen ral, depend on variety among the ac-
tors in the system. v\ ithout variety there i no inheritanc of differ ut traits and 
no selection of the fitter traits. \iVithout variety, there are very r stri ted possibil-
ities for combining elements into new feature·. The persi tent variety among firm 
concerning the use of labour , technology, productivity and profits i · one of the phe-
nomena that can not be explained by traditional economic ' . Traditional economi , 
argues that where differences exist, the system will strive for the unique mo t ef-
ficient production method and variety will di appear; consequently the ystem can 
be dealt with analytically. Equilibrium methodology does not ea ily accommodate 
firm specifics (Dosi et al., 1995). However, recent research ha shown that there i. a 
wide variety of kills and techniques for a ingle product , and furthermore there cx-
i t patial variety in production technology (Es letzbichlcr and Rigby, 2005; Rigby 
and Essletzbichler, 2006). Essletzbichler and Rigby argue, thcr fore, that there 
is sufficient empirical evidence to upport the . patial evolutionary e onomics ap-
proach. Although Krugman's new economic geography approach has shown, as did 
other studie long before him (Allen and Sanglier, 1979; White, 1977. 197 ), that 
agglom ration can occur even in a homogcneou space, other research (see Werker 
and Athreye (2004) for an ov rvi w) shows the importance of local infrastru ture, 
such as formal and informal institutions, traffic and communication link . education, 
and r search and development facilities. Evolutionary economics a11d evolutionary 
economic geography agree with th institutionalist approach that these factors dif-
fer from region to region, and that many differences in economic activity between 
regions can be explain d thereby. Furthermore, classical production fa tor (laud 
labour capital) differ from one place to the next. The applied production techniques 
naturally depend on these. Tacit knowledge is another production factor that how · 
a strong spatial character. ccumulation of knowl dgc can lead to agglomeration 
effects (Wcrker and Athreye 2004), and another current topic of interest is spillover. 
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from accumulation of knowledge (Audretsch and Feldman, 19 6). Space matter ·, 
space generates variety, and, space also generates stability (Hofbauer and Sigmund, 
19 ) . B cause uch a model framework do not yet exi 't , this the ' i will d v lop 
a. con. tructive spatial economic sy tern. 
The emerging field of evolutionary economic geography (Boschma and Frcnkrn, 
2006) adds dynamic aspects to the descriptive institutionalist approach and patial 
aspects to evolutionary economic... . In addition to explaining difference betwe n 
regions, evolutionary economic g ography models the proccs of adaptation. How-
ever, despite its name, evolutionary economic geography doc not include novelty 
in its models, for the models are not onstructive. Thi the i will adctress this 
issue dir ctly and therel y go b yond evolutionary economic geography as it cur-
rently stands. It will describe the development of a construct ive system to model 
innovation and a div rsifying spatial economy. 
Fir t it will provide an overview of the current state of the art and a. review the 
science of volving economic systems. Then chapt rs 3 and 4 will introduce the ba i 
model and a method to expand th economy qualitatively. Chapter 5 de crib a 
typical model run and Chapter 6 results. Chapter 7 introduce a ·patial application , 
and finally Chapter provides a conclusion. 
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Chapter 2 
Background to the problem 
This chapter provides the context to the problem and gives ~om-res of inspiration 
for the approach to follow. First, it discusses the changing nature of economic 
geography and how dissatisfaction with previous methods and re ults led to shifts 
in paradigm, ultimately leading to the current institut.ionali t approach. Thi thesis 
argues that the continuing search for the right theoretical framework in part can be 
explained by the failure to realise that economic geographers are dealing not only 
with complex systems, but with volving systems as well. Our economic environment 
is an open-ended system, with constantly changing boundary conditions, and as such 
it should not be approached under the ceteris paribus assumption. The recent turn 
of economic geography away from a quantitative approach was, in part, an attempt 
to deal with this problem. However, the turn stranded the field in a descriptive 
approach. Descriptive approaches are not very succe. sful in providing insight into 
complex systems, in that they focus on specifics of location, and fail to recogni11e 
the principle processe governing the observed dynamics. 
Economics, where much of the inspiration for research in economic geography 
originates, faces exactly the same situation, and these issues are discussed in sec-
tion 2.2. Mainstream economics is still largely the domain of general equilibrium 
11 
thEory. None of th ~ often very irnpre sive theory on the relations between pri e , 
markets, . upply and demand has anything to say about the alway growing and 
changing economy, yet this fact 'eern ' to be ignor d. Von eurnann provided an 
elegant theory on expanding economic (von Neumann 1946), but cxpan ·ion i lim-
ited to a multiplication of economic activity per sector by a constant factor, so 
although the amount of activity increases, the relations among the activitic do not 
change, and the types of activities do not change. That is not the type of expansion 
t.his thesis addresses. Like in Schumpeter (1961 p.63) we do not con. ider mere 
growth as a process of development. Here we aim to model an ever growing set of 
product and technologies. The creation of new ctor , rather than the enlargement 
of existing sector , is the main focus of the model here. Th constant wav of new 
goods that flood our markets, and the disappearance of old-fashioned products that 
hav b com ol solete, is the kind of expansion we aim to understand. Schumpet.er 
provided a description of th e processes (Schumpeter, 1961). Here we go further 
and capture the proc sses in a model. This the is argues that though thi · ha 1 e n 
tried before in th field of evolutionaTy economics founded by N lson and Wint r, o 
far none of the model have b en volutionary, in the sen 'e that non of th mod ls 
are con tructive, a cone pt borrow d from the field of artificial ch mistry. 
Kauffman's work on a generic biology deals with the emergence of order and 
structure, and in one of his book he describes a simple con tructive conomy (Kauff-
man, 1995). His Lego world id a (Kauffman, 2000), discus ed in mor detaillat r 
is an appropriat scheme for a constructive system; it just needs to be modelled 
in an economic cont xt. Since some of the tools developed in artificial chemistry 
will be u. cful in the context of economics as well, some of the relevant ideas arc 
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discussed. Th chap er closes with an introduction to von I\eumann' · work on 
expanding economies, and follows some of the discussion his models generated. 
2.1 Economic geography 
Economic geography has always been searching for an appropriate paradigm. Over 
time, a wide variety of approaches have been explored, and uutil very recently, all 
of the::;e approaches have been closed. In other words, the sy 'tern under study is 
as ·umed to be an isolated syst m of which everything there is to be known is known, 
there i no interaction with the outside. and ::;ubsequent.ly, on aims at giving the 
final destiny of t he system under study. The final destiny i · either a description 
of how we arriv d at the CUlT nt situation. or a stable state that will be rea hed 
when everything is in equilibrium. This section consists of two parts; the first part 
discusses the characteristics of economic geography that made the approaches clo, ed, 
followed by a subsection that di cusse a partly uccessful attempt to get away from 
this limitation. 
2 .1.1 The closed approach 
Economic geography first em rg d a commercial geography, which di ·cussed the 
relations between products and location: where did products originate, and where 
were they going? When, in the nineteen fiftie. and sixti , the d criptiv approa ·h 
was rejected in favom of a · arch for a general theory, earlier German work, uch 
as that of von Thunen, Christaller and Losch, was introduced into th anglo- axon 
re earch community, and became th foundation of an expandiug body of location 
theory. Thi new approach was based primarily on the minimum energy, equilib-
rium paradigm borrowed from physic via economic . and the, e theories aimrd to 
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demon trate the stable tate of the y 'tem. 
In the nineteen seventie::;, economic geographer::; began to realize that these 
models were unsuccessful in explaining spatial economic behaviour iu oft n rapidly 
changing environments. Thu , when this formal theoretical approach did not sati fy, 
geographers changed their focus back to localities, R.nd moved away from general-
ized neoclassical economics (Bo chma and F'renken, 2006). This shift , around 19 0, 
has been called the cultural or the inst itutional turn. Several . treams of economic 
geography sprang from thi turn, such as the lVIarxist approach, the st.ructuration 
approach, and behavioural geography, and these can be put under the umbrella of 
institutionalism. According to Bo chma and F'rcnken: 
In its mo t string nt form, in titutiona.l approaches argue that differences 
in economic behaviour are primarily related to differences in in::;titutions. 
Institutional differences can be present among firm· (in term of organiza-
tional routines and bu iness culture ) and among territoric. (in t 'rrns of 
legal fram work , informational rules, policies, values and norms). Com-
parative analysis between these nnits with different in titution can then 
be related to differences in economic outcomes, such a profit, growth, 
income di. tribution and conflicts . (Boschma and F'renken, 2006, p. 27G). 
As far as understanding evolving sy terns is concerned which is the ultimate aim 
of thi · thesis, this was certainly a tep in the right direction, since the in ·tit.utionali t 
approach focu 'ed on differences in local specifics to explain difference::; in global 
developments. This i already a much more open theory, much kss restricted by the 
constraints that come with analytical research methods. 
Apparently the move away from spatial neoclassical economics created a vacuum, 
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and in the ninet en nineties. economists moved into this void with the new economic 
geography (Krugman, 1995; Fujita tal., 1999) . Though the work by Krugman and 
his follower · doe not rely on analytical techniques to come to a r sult but instead 
uses numerical xamples through imulation • . and thu app ar to be dynami , it 
does so only in order to determin the stahl end re ult. It thu merely rcintroduc d 
the consummatory n o la sical equilibrium approach into th geographic domain to 
explain trade, pecialization and agglomeration. 
Though this approach add to the existing body of neoda sic economic geogra-
phy, it ignore the fact. that uch an approa h had been t ried and declared unsuc-
ces ful to explain many phenomena. By again "using formal model a uming utility 
ma..'(imization, repr . ntative agent., and homogeneou. pace and u. ing equilibrium 
analysis to come to theoretical con lusions or predictions" (Boschma and Frenkcn, 
2006, p. 277) , it goes straight ba k to th economi geography from before the 
cultural turn. In addition, a v ry imilar approach exi t that predat s Krugman by 
almo t tv.enty y ar (Allen and Sanglier , 1979; White, 1977, 197 . 1990). ·eedl s · 
to ay uch a mov by conomi t into th lomain of couomic geography ha not 
been well receiv d , and ther is little cooperation between the two subfields. As 
Boschma and F:renk n write, "on th contrary, the d bat s hav been fierce and 
with little progres ., (J3oschma and Frcnk n, 2006). 
Bo chma and Frenken writ tha t the in -titutionalist approach and th new eco-
nomi geography differ in two ways: firstly formal mod lling i absolut 1 not don 
in the former , while it is the ba i of the latter , and secondly, bounded rationality 
and contcxtuality arc the essence of the institutionali t approach , while the opposit. 
is a ·mned by Krugman. 
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Boschma and Freuk n dete 't a third, alternative, approach making its way in 
conomic g ography, and place it between the other two. This thir i approach is 
evolutionary economic geography. 
2.1.2 Evolutionary economic geography 
Evolutionary conomic geography is spatially applied volutionary economic . which 
is bas d on Nelson and Winter's work from the late nineteen evcntic. and early 
nineteen rightie (Dawicl 200G; Foster and Holzl, 2004), and more eli t.anlly on Ve-
blen. who can be con iclered th first in titutionalist (Hodgson. 1993). Although 
Schumpeter's work i often m ntioned a the great example of evolutionary eco-
nomics (Fo ter and Holzl, 2004· nderscn, 1994), Hodg, on xplains that thi. i. 
unjust and mi leading: evolutionary economi s finds much of it. in. piration in the 
work of oth r onomi ts uch a Y, blen and l\1arshall and in biology. while Sebum-
peter him elf cat gorically refu ed to use a biological metaphor (Hodg -on. 1993, 
1995). Regardle s, Schumpeter ' de ription of development through qualitativ 
change in a . tati ' ·y tem ha inspired the fi ld of evolutionary economic . where 
his name i found everywher . Evolutionary economic geography is still a small 
field (Dawid, 2006). It focu e on dynami · by means of Lamarckian adaptation, 
and aim · at under 'tanding spatially changing technology. Furthermore, it does not 
assume the homo conomicus, the representative agent; on the contrary, it assumes 
variety among the agents. 
Boschma and Frcnken argue that evolutionary economic geography can be po. i-
tioned betw en institutional e anomie geography and new ccon mic geography. It 
hares with the nco lassical approach the u. e of formal modf'lling. and with the 
institntionali. ts it . hares the cont xtuality. However it differ from both these ap-
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proaches in that evolutionary conomic geography i dynamic. It i · not heading 
toward an equilibrium, and it docs not explain the differences in current organi. a-
tion ba. ed on the difference in present institutions. In tead it explains by studying 
the interaction of present routines. 
Wcrker and Athreyc (2004) aL o mentions the difference between the new eco-
nomic geography rooted in equilibrium th ory and the more proccs. based evolu-
tionary approaches. What is more important , however, i their discussion of the 
effect of knowledge and its spillover . They mention that: 
Changes in the endowment of infrastructure and production factors 
might lead to changes in regional supply and demand, which iu turn 
affect the industry structure of a region. As the regional indu try 'truc-
turc is the outcome as well as the driving force of regional supply and 
demand, it is oft n central to the analysis (Werker and Athreye, 2004, 
p.513). 
However, the examples of such analy. is ar then limited to the int raction be-
tween iudustry structure and local knowledg spillovers, and knowledge accumula-
tion. Results have been spars , and to a certaiu xtent , contradictory (\i\ erker and 
Athreye, 2004). 
Thi · thesis will show that supply and demand. i. e. the system of input and out-
put, and thus the flow of commodities required for exi t ing and innovative technol-
ogy, together provide an easier and more interesting link between innovation and in-
dustry structure. We agree here with Metcalfe that innovation itself i unpredictable 
in detail: " Innovation is about urprisc and surprises arc not predictable'' (Metcalfe, 
1998, p.86) . However, nothing can come of nothing. Innovations ar combinations 
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and new applications of existing concepts ani commodities. By creating a construc-
tive art ificial economy, in which xisting products and technologies are combin d to 
creat' new products and technologies, the effect of innovation on regional supply 
and demand is made formally explicit and can be studied. 
In order to generate such a. constructive artificial economy two model need to 
be integrated - a model for innovation and a model of the market. which serves as 
a. selection mechH-nism. Market · are difficult to model. Many attempts following 
the n oclas ical paradigm exi, t, but these lack locational and individual specifics. 
Here an agent ba ed model of production and trade has been developed to deal with 
locational and individual differences, where production and trade arc regulated by 
a. price mechani m. 
In the book Production of commodities by m eans of commoditic (Sraffa, 1963), 
Sra.ffa explains how it i po sible to replace the neoclas . .ical construct of utility, de-
mand, and upply for d termining price (the marginal method) by a much simpler 
method for d termining price in th steady state. Accordiug to Sraffa., in 'ta.bl sit-
uations where coeffici nts, for xample, do not change, the focus on hange that is so 
much part of the study of marginal cost , is unn cessarily complicated. By analysing 
stable fl. ws between ector , it is possible to derive the prices ba eel on comparison 
of input costs and output value per sector. If one assumes that the system is in a 
steady state, and thus, that next year 's production figure · will be the same as thi 
year 's, then this year 's output value should enable the ector to acquire next year's 
input. In the study of dynamic economic , additional information is required , but 
still much less, than what is required for the neoclassical approach (Blatt. , 19 3). 
Thus, one doc not have to make neoclassical assumptions on the character of dr-
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mand and utility functions; these naturally re ·ult from th agent l>a ·ed simulation 
of a local market if one follows Sraffa's reasoning on prices. Th ' model in this thesis 
does preci ely that. 
There i ernpiri al upport for such an approach. E lctzbi hlcr and Rigby shm,· 
that there i ignifkant difference bctwc n region in term of applied technology, 
and thi differ nee is per istent (Rigby and Essletzbichler 1997, 2006). Theirs L 
a stati. tical analysi of Censu of Mannfa tures data. It does not investigate the 
underlying cau c of these difference , but the variety is ccrtainl there. in support 
of the evolutionary e anomies approach and fal ifying the generalizing a, sumption. 
of equilibrium theory. 
Do i et al. (1995) tudie the. e regional industry sy. t<'ms, as docs Bo chma and 
La.mbooy ( 1999). These approach s, esp cially the latter -cem rather vague and 
leave the true underlying proce unexplained. Boschma and Lambooy study ''the 
effect of new vari ty on the long-term evolution of the spatial . y. tern' , but what 
exactly thi · n w vari ty is, i uncl ar and th disruptive nature of technological 
change i described in terms of 'spatiall apfrogging'· (Boschma c nd Lambooy, 1999, 
p.419). Chane i a major factor in. etting up new technology iu a r gion and after 
that, "chance vents and incr asing r turn· are important mechaui ·ms to explain 
the ·patial formation· (Boschma and Lambooy. 1999 p.424). Thi 
that imulation are needed to t t such tat ments. 
Dosi et al. eem to be aware of the n ed to model such syst "111 . They develop 
a model to simulate innovation und r different technological and market selection 
regimes, and explain several tylized facts of industrial sy t<'ms. It is important 
that a model of innovation include a market. mechanism in order to justify entry 
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and xit of good and firms, and th model by Dosi et al. 'trie to ·pe ·ify an x-
plicit market dynamics" (Dosi et al., 1995, p. 418) . The inclusion of a realistic 
market mechanism is an element of paramount importance in capturing the es euce 
of evolving economics. The market mechanism propo ed by Dosi et al. con ist of 
a probabilistic rule that determines market share and death based on an artificial 
measure of competitiveness. The resulting model is a dynamic model that deal. 
vvith innovation and election through a market mechani. m; this is done in a very 
implistic way. Innovation consi ts of a random incrca e in a mea ure of the com-
petitiveness of a firm ei · In addition, as is the case with all follower of Nelson and 
Winter, nothing new is added to the system. and ''the representation of the process 
of technological change leaves a large bla k box betw en the inflowing funds and 
the resulting productivity increase" (Dawid, 2006, p. 124 ). Since compctitiv ness 
is an artificial con truct mea ur d by a number ei, the market and mark t share in 
the model are qually artificial. 
Though such work make a. , tart toward investigating the cons qu nces of a 
changing technology expressed by a changing competitiveness, it do not allow 
the study of the r suit ing changes in the industrial syst m as proposed here. The 
interaction between the industr ' structme and innovation, mediated by supply and 
demand, such as was argued for in Werker and Athreye (2004) and addressed in thi 
thesis i not studied in the neoclas ic or institutional approach. Jar is it studied in 
evolutionary economics. Despite th focus on adaptation and a dynami perspe tive, 
and despite the word volutionary in the subfield's name, volutionary cconomi ·s 
really only deals with dynamics. The source of thi shortcoming i that creativity or 
true innovation i lacking. A Do i et al. discuss Jovanovi ' work (Jovanovic, 19 2) 
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th 'Y state that "the universe of available techniques is given from the tart: hence 
'learning', in the ·ense of discovering something genuinely new, is ruled out" (Dosi 
et al., 1997, p.16). Likewis , N lson and Wint r write: 
Use of the term 's arch'' to denote a firm's activities aimed a t improving 
on its current technology invoke · th idea of a preexisting ·et. of tech-
nological possibilities, with the firm engaged in xploring this set. This 
connotation ... seems less natunll whf'n on<"' is mnsirlr.ring R&D sim0d 
to develop a new aircraft, or, more generally, R&D activities wh re the 
terms '·inv ntion' or ''design" seems appropriate. In ·tead of exploring 
a set of preexisting possibilitie ·, R&D is more naturally viewed in these 
contexts a creating something new that did not exist bcforC'. ( Telson 
and Winter, 19 2, p.210) 
Up until this point the argument in this the is is fully compatible with the stance 
taken by el on and \iVinter. However they then continue the above statement with 
the following remark: 
But for the purpo e of our evolutionary modeling, the di ·tin tiou here 
is one of semantics not substance. The R&D activiti s of our firms will 
be mod led in terms of a probability distribution for coming up with 
different new techniques. We will discuss this in term. of ampling from 
a distribution of existing techniques. ( clson and Winter, 19 2, p .211) 
Though Nelson and Winter are aware of the problem. th lark of novelty is 
swept under the carpet, and "something genuinely new' i ruled out. Evolution-
ary e anomie has mainly followed ~dson and ·winter in thi. approach (Dawid, 
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2006). The pr sent thesis addresses this problem in that it shows that modelling 
technological evolution does not invoke the idea of a preexisting set of technological 
possibilities. As a matter of fact, it is simply impossible to pre-stat ~ the te lmo-
logical po, sibilities at any given time (Kauffman, 2000). Doing o leads merely to 
optimizing the functioning of the institution in a given environment, which includes 
the o called innovations right from he start . In this ca e variety is 'generat d 
by selecting new technology from a list . However, evolution require three ingredi-
ents (Rigby and E sl tzbichler . 1997) , of which one is a per. istent ourcc of variety. 
Furthermore, it requires some mechanism that allows the inheritance of qualities 
to preserve the system, and some mechanism which perform selection, b it better 
reproduction or better urvival. True, the latter two proce ses are botb present in 
evolutionary economics. The heredity comes from the copying of behavioural rou-
tines. Combined with a s lection m chani. m this result in a model of Lamarckian 
adaptation (Rigby and Essletzbichler , 1997). Lamarck offers a theory for the in-
heritanc of charact ristics acquired during th . lifetime, as oppo ·eel to Darwinian 
inheritable traits. which are left unaffected by life experien ·es. How ver, this thesis 
argues that a persistent source of novelty is missing in models based on Nelson and 
Winter, aud thus in volutionary conomic ' . Other \Vork related to t echnological 
evolution such as work by Ftenken and Nuvolari does allow novelty (Frenken and 
Nuvolari 2004) . However , such work depend on randomly defined fitn "s ·, and thu 
featmes a highly artificial selection mechanism. Until now there doe not seem to 
be an appropriate economic mod 1 that combines novelty, heredity and sel ction. 
The bigg st challenge i to model technological novelty. To avoid having to , pccify 
preexisting set of qualities of ome ort , we will usc constructive sy. trm , a cone pt 
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borrowed from art ificial chemi try. This approach will be discussed in Section 2.4 
of this chapter. 
Mo t of the papers discu ·sed in this ·ection are from the last two decade ' . Thi · 
sugge .. t.s that evolutionary economics is new. This is not the a e however. Long 
term economic development and change have been con idcred important since the 
early days of modern economic . To what extent it ha actually been tudicd i 
explored in the next , ection. 
2.2 Long term behaviour, dynamics and evolu-
tion in economics 
2.2.1 M echanical economics 
In this section we explore what economic has to say about whole economic systems. 
Most of the topics di cu sed in this section v.rill be used in some form later in the 
thesis. Much of the discussion h re is ba,ed on Cantcrbery (2001), who provides a 
chronological treatment of the history of the "dismal science'· , economi s. 
In the Tableau Economique of 1759, Quesnay and the phy. iocrats argued that 
the economy functioned like the circular flow of blood through a body. Agricultural 
production led to a , urplus, the output being higher than the production co ts due 
to the added value of the u,e of land , which was a gift of nat.nre. Only agriculture 
could generate a surplus due to this added value of the land. The surplus of goods 
from the land flowed to other sectors. These sectors m rely transformed the goods: 
there was no added value, b cause manufacturing output equaled input. Labour wa 
paid for by wage , wages were used to purchase goods, which enabled the labour 
force to work. This created a circular flow of goods, and an opposite flow of money 
in t he form of pmcha. ·cs and wages. However, a large part of the money flow was 
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diverted to land hold r who received money, without producing anything, in the 
form of rent . Ev n more surprisingly. taxation was ba~ed on production an l not 
on pos ' C ··ion of land. According to Quesnay, the wrong ·ector was taxed, and 
restricting the circulation by taxation or hampering the flow by tariffs would slow 
down the long term development of the system. Therefore, Quesnay argued for free 
trade in tcad of mercantilistic tariffs. This metaphorical us of the cardiova cular 
,ystem to model the flows through the economy is a very interesting idea, and it 
is on that wa too easily forgotten. Quesnay and his u c of the circular flow were 
later revived by Schump ter and Sraffa (Sraffa, 1963; Blatt , 1983). 
Adam Smith also argued for unrestricted economic activity and saw a rnnch 
bigger role for manufacturing surplus in the economic y tern. In the post N wton 
era, he argued that once the economy was set in motion by the hand of God, there 
was no need to interfere. Self int re. t drives the y, tem, but elf interest al. o is 
held in check by the self inter t of others. 'An individual is led by an invi. ible 
hand to promote an end which was no part of his intention'' (Cant rb ry, 2001 
p.54). Through pric ·. the law of the mark t det nnin the quantities of goods 
produced, as well a~ the income of workers and manufacturers, and th re i. no 
need to interfere in order to achiev the optimal state. Again, the economy wa ' 
treated as a whole, where local micro-scale deci··ions generate a. well functioning 
macro-economy. Hodgson (1993) speculates on Adam Smith's influence on Darwin, 
particularly the idea that the interaction of individuals leads to a larger, more 
complex structure that comes with a natural organisation, regardless of the fact 
that non of the individuals i concerned with anything other than his own situation. 
This might have inspired Darwin to reali e that the sum of all the parts can result 
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in more than a mer~ collection of the parts. 
During the industrial revolution in England, with a population xplosion and 
rapid urbanizatiou underway, Malthus had ideas similar to those of Smith: do not 
interfere with the system (i.e. no relief for the poor), becau e it \Vill only make the 
problem of pauper. bigger and th rcfore impede the development of the y,'tem. Fur-
thermore, Malthu ' de cription of the struggle to urvive wa picked up by Darwin. 
who wrote about it in his notebooks (Hodgson, 1993). Apparently, in the nine-
teenth century there was much interaction between biology and economic . Toward 
the end of the nineteenth century, Veblen applied clements of Darwinian evolution 
to economics, beginning a new strand of economics, the work of th , institutionalist.. 
Thi hRs never been main tream conomics (Bo. chma and Frenken, 200G) but it did 
go through a revival when elson and Winter picked it up in the nineteen sevcntie. 
and ightie . However, mainstream economi s followed not biology, but physics (a. 
did economic g ography). 
Ricardo, a contemporary of Malthus, argued once more for putting an end to 
tariff , which were lobbied for by a still powerful class of landov.rn rs. For the 
economic system to perform well the organisation of the system should be left to 
the fr market. In the welfare economics of Smith, l\1althus and Ricardo. liberalism 
plays a major role. Since manufacturing wa · the source of development , nothing 
should be done to impede manufacturing, in order to generate as much activity as 
possible. Landholders should be taxed instead of being protected by tariff . Ri ardo 
developed a model of relative prices to illustrate how the artificially high price of 
orn, and thus labour, would hamper indu trial development and favour landed 
aristocracy. Later, Sraffa expanded Ricardo's ystem of relative prices. Sraffa'. 
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theory of value will be used in the model developed in thi thesi ·. Th value of 
commodit ies, in Ricardo's system, depends on the costs of the products and labour 
involved in producing he good. This is key in the cla 'sic approach. 
Marx wrote that classic liberalism would not ave the system. Capitalism and 
the free market depend on healthy competition to fun tion well, but the same com-
petition drive competitors out of the mark t until only monopolie remain, and 
thus, capitalism is destined to collapse. His model of the economic system showed 
an unavoidable revolution of t he economic y tem. In many ways, thi. rrscmbles 
the description of an evolving system, but Hodgson argues that the development in 
Marx theory arc of a different kind t han tho e in Darwinian evolution. Hodg on 
write. that the cla s truggle in which individuals are "collectively engaged"' is very 
different from the race between a wide variety of individuals in Darwin (Hodgson, 
1993). Furthermore, Marx saw the .ocioeconomic sy tem evolve to an equilibrium 
state, i. e. the classless society. One could say that 1Iarx's theory was much more 
mechanical than evolutionary. 
The neocla ical school of t bought differs from the classical through the d "vel-
opment of an alternative theory of value. Whereas the classic idea of valu was 
based on th . cost of production, the neoclassical approa h ba ed value on utility. 
Utility i difficult to quantify, but Marshall provided a solut ion to this problem by 
linking price and utility; if one is willing to pay more, utility is higher (Canterbery, 
2001 p.l32) . This id a was coupled with marginalism both on the demand and 
t he supply side. Incremental co t and increm ntal utility are compared by the con-
umer and at the same t ime marginal cost is det rmined by the produ cr. The price 
then follow from a balance between marginal utility and marginal cost , and supply 
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and demand mat ·h at that prke. In addition to the treatment of land (Quesnay) 
and labour (Smith) as produ ·tiou factors, the neoclas ·ic · iutroduc' capital as an 
cs ential ingredient. 
Mar. hall provided a math matical met hod to value commoditic one at a time 
by comparing u ility. demand and . upply. If intcrmediat product, involved in the 
production incr·eas in price, production o ts change and a new balance between 
• upply and demand ha. to be struck, which in turn would affe t other price . . \Valras 
developed a theory of value that d alt with all commoditic at the ame time. H<' 
developed a sy tern of equation to . et the r lations between production and prices 
and purported to d mon trate that thcr wa an equilibrium for the whole economic 
system by. howing the number of variable to be equal to th numb<'r of equations. 
However, thi is neither a necessary nor a sufficient condition for the exi. tence of 11 
solution. Wald for the fir t time provided a . et of condition and a rigorou. proof 
of the xi. t nee of an equilibrium olution hy allowing inequalities (supply should 
be greater than or equal to demand). Thi implie - that som product can b " 
overproduced with price zero, whil other will have po ·itiv pri es, and lik wi · , 
some product ion proc sses are us d while others are abandoned ( {orgenstern and 
Thompson, 1976, p.2). Hicks based the set of equilibrium price on th behaviour 
of con umer and producers (Cant rbery. 2001, p.137). rrow and Debreu sub e-
quently u eel · t theory and the ash equilibrium in order to prove the existence of 
equilibria (Cant •rbery 2001 , p.406). For the e quilibria to exist uud r conditions 
of uncertainty they did however require perfect foresight, which m a.us that every 
producer and con umcr has to know all po siblc future price set , and production 
quantitic . ltimately, the theory of value and pricing has become very impre sive. 
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but very compli ated and abstract as well. Concepts su ·h a utility and demand 
are difficult to capture, except in a very simplified form, and the no11-ccouomics 
community ha always been reluctant to accept econorni ' ts' a ' umption ' on the ·c 
mattrr . 
An alternative ha already been mentioned namely the das. ic theory of value 
ba ed on o t of production. Leonticf and Sraffa expand d thi. theory by taking 
into account dire t and indirect links between sectors. Thi approach is dealt with 
in the next chapter. 
Cantcrber mentions that I\Iar hall nam ha becomr . ynon.ymou with n o-
clas iral economic. ( anterbery, 2001, p.122). while larshall' work on the evolution 
of economic in titutions was ignored. ''His followers chose to drvelop only Mar. hall's 
analytic footnotes" (Canterbery, 2001 , p.141). Hodgson not . that although Mar-
shall followf'r were most definitely n ocla. si economists, Marshall ' work contains 
ref renee. to o callrd equilibrimn. tat . bring transitional (Hodg on. 1993. p .105) . 
and not nee arily an optimal, perf t quilibrium. Furthermor . Hodg on d t ct ' 
aspects of Lamarckian evolution in Mar hall's later work. Th s are xemplified in 
the following passage from Marshall, all apparently left umJOticed by hi. follower.': 
The catastroph of mechanic ar caused by chang in th quantity and 
not in the character of the forces at work: whereas in life th ir charact r 
change· al o. 'P rogr ss' or 'evolution·, industrial and ocial, is not mere 
increa or decrease. It is organi growth, chastened and confined and 
occasionally r versed by the decay of innumerable factors, ach of which 
influence and is influenced by tho e around it; and vc:'ry . uch mutual 
influence varies with the tagc:'s which th re pectivc factors hRYe alr ady 
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reached in their growth. In this vital respect all science of life are akin to 
one another, and are unlike physical sci nces. And therefore in the later 
'tag ·s of economics. when w' are approaching nearly to th' couditions 
of life, biological analogi c. arc to bC' preferred to tlw mechanical, other 
things being equal (Hodg on, 1993. p.106). 
A hR-s been mentioned brforr, the problem with equilibrium modeL is thnt thC'y 
are not v n an appropriate vehicle for tudying dynamic y tem , mu h les evolving 
ones. An example i our atmo. ph ric ystcm (Blatt, 19 3). Du<' to the con. tant 
flow of energy into the sy tcm, th resulting . tate of our atmosphere is never in 
equilibrium. Arguably, the boundary condition of our weather . ystem are :stalle, 
but neverthcles .. every day we experience very dynamic, and far from equilibrium 
weather. Our economy .ees a similar flow of energy fueling th . ystem (the . ame 
sun, or indirectly, fo. il fuel , raw matC'rials etc.). In addition. the interactions 
among product. of t h . economic . yst.em ke p changing and the conomy grows and 
becom more com pi x. \ e tart d v.·itb a imple conomy of b ad · and primitiw 
tools made out of .·tone, and w now trade work at a desk for iPod.·. The variety 
of products, th te lmological ca1 abilitie . and the many form · of work that are 
perform d have all increased tr m ndously. Taturally th re i a driv for demand 
to meet upply; we need to balance expenditme · with income. Howewr, this nc ds 
to happen und r alway changing circumstances. Therefore, the c teribus paribu 
equilibrium approach does not provide u a complete description of the economic 
system. We need to look further. 
Alternatives to the static \Valrasian sy t m have alrC'ady be n deve-loped. The 
first alternative wa. de criptive, as Schumpeter developed a theory on the role of 
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the entrepreneur and innovation in the ecouomic system (:~Iorgcu ·t ·rn and Thomp-
son, 1976). Schump t r 's model of economic life is based on a description of a 
circular flow of good , con urn able · and laud and labour. This is r miniscent of 
Quesnay' · use of a the cardiovascular system to illu trate the functioning of an 
economy. Deci ion regarding production (to produce m ans to comhin materials 
and fore s ( chumpeter, 1961, p.65)) and trade are madr with the help of data and 
xperienres from the pa t. Under con tant condition (no suddrn changes in the 
data) and a uming that one ti·ivcs for making the be t ombination of available 
resources, gained exp rience lead to the dcvclopm nt of well-tried rout in , and 
\Valra ' table tate. 
On top of this tatic circular flow model Schumpcter place. a modrl of develop-
ment. For Schumpeter, development means Cl change in possible combination ·: a 
new product. a new production met hod. opening of a new market, a nrw . ource of 
supply, a new organLation. However, the app arance of a new combination is only 
the inv ntion. Succes ful introduction of th invention required two additional a -
tion ·. The new combination is ba ·ed n existing goods. ince all exi 'ting good · are 
produced according to the needs iu t h existing stable circular flow, Clnd similarly fi-
nance are only uffici nt to upply the existing ystem, cr dit in ord r to acquire tl1 
required resource · ha · to be provided from somewhere 1 ·e, and this i the ta ·k for 
the capitalist. N xt the new technology ha to be embedded in th exi ·ting y t m. 
Since economic activity is ba ed on data. and experi n e. and thi i non-exi t nt 
for the uew technology, a persist nt visionary, the entrepreneur, i · ueeded who can 
guide action without falling back on previous experience. Hrre chumpctcr provides 
his take on the a tor of the capitali t economic y tern: the manager dealing with 
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every day routine· in the circular flow mod 1, the inv ntor-capitalist-entrepreneur 
team supplying the d velopment. Most, or n1aybe even all of the post-sclmmpteria.n 
contributions in evolutionary conomics have dealt with the rol of th entrepren ur-
capitali. t combination. \Vhat i the effect of different market regime on innovation, 
and can adaptive R&D strategic re. ult in an evolving economy? The part play d 
by the inventor, namely the invention of a new combination to r ate a new product 
or a new technology and its effect on the economic flows has been ignor<>d. This i. 
exactly the point made by ~crkcr and Athreye mention d earlier. 
More or le s at the same time a. Schumpcter wrot hi. theory on cconom1c 
development , von Neumann developed a quantitative mod l of general cconomi 
equilibrium (von Neumann, 1946) which wa., in a very limited way, not . tatic. but 
allowed balanced growth. It i pos ible to grow and to be in an equilibrium state 
at th<> . ame time. This approa h eli cu . cd in more detail below, prrfectly model. 
Schumprter', circular flow de cription of a static economy. In addition, it turns out 
to be a very useful basi for mod lling Schumpeterian d velopment a.' an expanding 
evolutionary yst m , a, this the i will how. 
According to Hodg. on, Schumpeter's 'vork is inconsi ten ·i11ce it is an attempt 
to unit th homeo 'tati \Nalra ian system with dynamic that d p nd on fleeting 
element which n d to be ruled out in \Valras' work, and it does not serv a 
a ba i for theory (Hodg on, 1993). Ac ording to Hodgson the drive for ·tability 
required to explain the existence of a stabl e anomie s ·t m cannot b combined 
with the drive to disrupt t hi y 't "lll by introducing changes to th, 'ystem. Thi , 
the i eli. agree with Hodgson on t hi point . \Nhatcver t.h motivrs of inventors. 
capitali. t or entrepreneurs for economi actions arc ( chnmpcter, 1961. p. 93). 
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why should th "Y be th same a those of the manager '? In addition, the model 
developed in this the ·i · shows that 'triving for maximum personal gain given th 
local circum tan· · can lead to stable behaviour as well as innovating behaviour, 
and in that ca managing agent and innovating agents act on the basis of similar 
rules. 
To conclude this description of mechanical economics twcnti th century modeL 
of economics . till dominate economic. in the twenty-first centnry. These models 
are based on neocla sical equilibrium theory and do not have mu h to say about 
dynamic sy tern . . mnch less evolving one . At be t. they deal with growing ystems. 
These sy. trm grow quantitatively. not qualitatively, and 1m·-hall's remark on the 
importance of being able to deal with qualitative changes is more valid than ever. 
For example the turnpike th ories based on von Nemmmn's constant growth rate 
projection , which describe the fastc. t way of economic qu;::mtitative development 
i.e. th large t expan ion factor. are th clo est the nE'ocla. i al approach get to 
mod lling long term behaviour of the onomic ystem. As a reactio11 to thi , a new 
approach, evolutionary economi , appeared in the ninet en sev ntie ' and eightie . 
This approa h builds on the ninet enth c ntury inst itutionalist economics by Vebl n 
and oth rs. Th" following section fo ·u.-e a little more on the problems addres ed 
by this new field. 
2.2.2 Evolutionary economics 
Dawid (2006) d.i t.inguishes a number of important asp ct of innovation that have 
been incorporated into evolutionary conomic , and which have bern ignored by 
traditional economic . One such aspe t is the relation between r sear .h and devel-
opment and knowledg accumulation and . pillover. Another a. p ct L the prediction, 
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by mean· of agents ' internal mod 1 ·, of th' outcome when iutrodueing new te lmol-
ogy. The p rforrnance of new technology is very difficult to predict. However, in 
order to a ·' ·s the profitability of new t >clmology, estimate· r 'garding anticipated 
effect arc very important for firms. third aspect dealt with in rvolutionary ceo-
nomic i. the importance of the heterogeneity of adaptive ,·tratcgiC's, i.e. a firm'. 
innovative strategic . In addition to the inclusion of the e facet of innovation, which 
would be hard to achieve using the analytical approach, evolutionary -conomic ha. 
focu cd on generating o called tylizcd fa ts (Dosi et al., 1997). Examples of stylized 
facts arr 
• stallc power law distribution in firm size 
• persistence of asymmetric performances 
• instability in market size and mark t ·hares 
• turbul uce in ntry and exit of finn · 
• life cycl of products 
\Vhil th se phenomena ar left unexplained by the n o-daosical approach, evo-
lutionary e anomie. use models to xplain the otylized fact by xp rimenting with 
the condition under which the mo lels generate them. This an be lone for each 
fact at a time, 1 ut it i even mor important to combine all of these puzzles and 
find an explanation for these fa ts simultaneously (Dosi t al., 1997). How can we 
obtain stabl firm size di ' tribution with a persiotent variety of performances within 
one sector. while products come aud go. firm· come and go and markets come aud 
go? Evolutionary economic is gaining momentum and adding to th understanding 
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of economic 'Y ·terns. However. as argued in ·ection 2. 1.2. u h model have to b 
made constructive in order to deal with innovation and evolution. 
It i ' interesting to ee how e anomie has moved away from biology. While 
in the nineteenth century there wa. a certain influence of Smith and ~Ialtlms on 
Darwin (Hodg. on, 1993, p.70), and in return. of Lamarck, Darwin and Spencer 
on Veblen and Iar hall (Hodg on. 1993. p. 1). economics, and in particular n a-
classical economic , moved furt her away from biology during the twentieth century. 
Hodg on Economics and E1 olution: Bringing Life Back into Economics argue. 
for economic to find inspiration in the field of biology (Hodgson, 1!)93) . Kauff-
man, originally a biologist, argue that frameworks that apply to bio. phcres apply 
, imilarly to econo ph res (Kauffman, 1995, 2000), and aL o a.rgue that · economi s 
should shift it. attention from physic, to biology'' (Kauffman, 200G). Vve can find 
some u. eful clem nts in Kauffman' work. and in artificial ch mi. try, that need to 
be inserted into current evolutionar) economic. to make it truly ev lutionmy. 
2.3 Artificial biology 
Investigations i Kauffman 's latest book and it i this book that star ted this the L. 
Kauffman de cribe hi search for a general biology not the pecific biology her 
on our planet, bnt the general rule ' that govern evolution. Kauffman is mo tly 
known for his work on evolution and in parti ·ular, ~K fitne landscape ' (Kauffman 
1993). That particular model has been appli d to study th ·tructur f innovation 
of techn logy independent of economics (Kauffman and Macready 1995) , and a 
generalisation of the ·K model by ltenb rg (Altenberg, 1997) has b en applied to 
technological innovation in Fl·euken and uvolari (2004). 
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As i ' discu 'ed in Fontana and Bus· (1994) and in Kauffman (2000, p.16), Dar-
winiau evolution, that is, the interplay of reproduction with mutation and recom-
1 ination together with electiou, is not ·ufficient to explain the emergen e of com-
plex . tructur s. There fir t ha' to be tructure that ar capable of reproduction. 
Therefore, Darwinian evolution hy it elf cannot have led to the formation of the 
first self-reproducing structure, imply becau. e it requires reproduction to do . o. 
Evolution alone, therefore, is not the complete story. In addition we need emer-
gence. But emergence of what? Th r i. a large literature on tlw origin of life; sec 
for example the work of Hazen (Hazen, 2005). In Investigation Kauffman marvd. 
at the ernerg nee of something that can act on its own behalf, a union of matter, 
energy and information. an autonomous ag nt. As part of an answrr to the question 
of how such a thing can emerge, he propo. rs: 
in an auto-catalytic set. all the molecule· who e formation must b cat-
alyzed find mol cular spe ie within the et that catalyze ' the reaction 
forming each of those molecules (Kauffman, 2000, p.32). 
The auto-catalytic system i · Kauffman's ·olution to the em rge11ce of reproduc-
ing systems. It is po sible that the fir t self-reproducing sy,'tems were based on 
RNA or D 'tructures. but thi , i ' not very likely, sine the building block · and 
catalyst · required in this process are produ ed by executing genetic instruction·. 
Kauffman argue: that it is much mor likely that auto-catalytic sets were the first 
self-reproducers; he shows that t he em •rg ·nee of auto-catalyt ic set ' is very likely. In 
addition, a metaboli rn has to emerge to solve the thermodynamic probkm (Kauff-
man, 2000, p.47). The linking of building blocks require energy. which needs to be 
genrrated. If the generation of en rgy i cyclical, this proces can be repeated. For 
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Kauffman, the two component , reproduction and metab li ' Ill. are the essence of 
life and autonomy: 
An autonomou agent must b an auto-catalytic ·y tem able to re-
produce and able to perform one or more t hcrmodynamic \Vork cy-
cles (Kauffman. 2000, p.49). 
Matter is available in many parts of the universe, as is energy, since the univC'r c 
ha · been out of quilibrium since the big bang. The ·e d'-'via.tions from equilib-
rium can he exploited to extract. work. and this work will lead to new. cliff rent 
eli, placement from equilibrium. that can be detected again and utilized in omc 
other, .lightly more complex, way. Kauffman believe that. auto-catRlytic systems 
are capable of doing this. In short Kauffman propose a theory for the persistent 
emergence f new . pecie in an eco ystem and the extinction of old specie . . 
But the ceo no. ph ere ha. similar extinct ion and , pe iRtion C\ '<'l11 s. Con-
sider my fav rite example: The introduction of Lhe Rutomobilc drove 
the horse, as a mode of tran port, extinct. With the hor:e went thC' 
barn, the buggy. the stable, tl1e smithy, the ·a.ddl ry, the Pony express. 
\V"ith the car cam paved roads, an oil and gas industry, motels. fat food 
r taurants, and suburbia. The Austrian economist , Jo ·eph Schumpeter. 
called thes gales of creative d ' truction, where old good di and new 
ones are born (1\:auffmau, 2000, p.216). 
Such a 'Y tern. in combination with Darwinian evolution, could very " ·ell be a 
good model for an evolving economy. 
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2.3.1 Lego world 
In Kauffman (2000), but also in Kauffman (1995), Kauffman describes an idea for 
a model of an volving economy. As in molecular biology, cl.ifferent building block 
are combined into new thing , ancl. ometime these turn out to be very useful. n 
analogy that l\:auffman uses i th L go world. Smaller Lego block arc combined 
into new building block, and a a re. ult , th Lego world m ws into the adjRcent 
pos iblc, i.e. the collective of concept candidate for incorporation into the next level 
of a . yst m. Kauffman hows this applic to th biosphere, and argues it applies to 
the cronospherc a · well. This the i show that the sam id a can b applied to the 
econo phere, and through simulation it i po ~ ible to learn about . y. tcms like the c. 
The proposed mod .1 is based on Kauffman 's description of the econo ph re moving 
into the adjacent possible, combined with a market merhani. m to make deri. ions 
about extinction survival and sue e 
In real life. product innovation. ar new consumption good.', new intermediate', 
or n w production techniqu . The e are mer ly combinations of alr ady exi ting 
product , or n w ways of combining existing products, an example of whi h i shown 
in Figur 2.1. Thi figure how that a mobil phone, an iPod, a portabl hard driv 
and a camera are easily combined to cr ate a new product, called an iPhone. and 
consumer ' ar lining up to obtain one. uch ne''' combination , are not only a r 
cent phe11omenon. water pump driven by steam power and the rotary motion 
of a waterwh el w re combined to creat ~ th fir t steam engin . Thi round-about 
way of generating rotary motion by m ans of a water pump cl.riving a waterwheel 
was applied fir t and even prcferr d ov r a . t am engine directly driving a shaft , 
because of the t ady regular power provided by the flow of water ancl. the buffer 
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apacity of a 'mall reservoir, which could keep th mill going when the pump tcm-
porarily stopped (Hills, 1970, p.135). The successors of this 't ~am engine, ngincs 
driving a fiywhe "l through the use of a crank, allowed a major reorganisation of the 
economic y trm. .l\Iany more example , such as the kineto. cope, composed of a 
light bulb. ell uloid ( deriYcd from the production of billiard ball. ) , and the zooprax-
iscope (which provided the principle of generating the illu ion of movement ba.. d 
on static imag s) , can be found in Burke (1978). Burke i currently preparing a 
web, ite (Burke, 200 ) , which allows the u er to explore the technology connection 
graph. 
Figur 2.1: Innovation now and in th pa t. The left figur (Appl . 2007) hows 
an iPhon , which combines the fun tionality of a phone an iPod, a portable hard 
drive. a photo camera and a tou h pad creen. These el ment ·ombin d cr at a 
hot new con 'urnable. The right figure (Far y, 1971, p.123) ·how· the design of an 
early steam engine. It. combines a Savery steam pump with a waterwh el to generate 
rotary motion. Lat.er the waterwheel wa. r placed by a rod and crank con. truction 
which had long been known from. among t other things, spinning wheels. 
In conomic , a. in biology, auto- atalytic cycles play an important role. The 
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high demand for coal due to the shortage of wood in ·ixte('llt h century England 
led to larger mining operations, that operated at greater depth', requiring th usc 
of much metal machinery and tool. . The increased need for iron to produce the ·e 
tools led to a higher demand for metal part in the smelting op ration. a well a a 
greater need for coal to fuel th bla t furnace, . Tran portation involved in upplying 
both metal and coal required, even in the age of \vooden ships, many metal part , 
as well as annons and sheathed hull for protection (Nrf, 193G). Ju, t as Eigcn 
(1992) argue. that auto-catalyti set will outp rform non auto-catalytic sets. so it 
can be argued that England outperformed France. and expericnc d a much fa ter 
growth due to the effects of positive feedback in the cluster of metallurgical and 
mining indu. tries. (See al o Padgett t al. (2003) for a model that simulate, the 
appearancr of auto-catalytic set. in a pro luction system.) 
This thesi. doe. not attempt to add anything to the study of the evolution of 
life. However. the idea i that t heorie on the evolution of life and the mergence 
of structur . d v loped in biology particul rly molecular biology, artificial life. and 
artificial ch mistry, can be appli d to conomi as well. Thi i not a new idea as 
Padgett et al. (2003) shows, but the idea has never b en fully dev loped and imple-
mented. Kauffman talks about the ono.·phere as a system . imilar to the biosph re 
when regarded a a grammar or a rewriting system. These grammar 'Y ·t ms. which 
give rules for performing replacement ·, are -tudied in artificial chemistry. 
2 .4 Artificial chemistry 
A m ntion d above, Darwinian evolution doc model an adaptive process, but it 
doe not explain th emergence of life . The appearance of th' reproducing entities 
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that are required for Darwinian evolution itself cannot have happened through th 
Darwinian proce ·s. Because of t his, much research in artificial life and artificial 
chemistry aim at explaining th emergence of organi ation in general. and in par-
ticular, the emergence of systems capable of self-maintenance and , elf-construction. 
rt.ificial chemistry investigate such systems by modelling the interaction of artifi-
cial chemicals and studying under which conditions certain tructures emerge. 
Dittrich et al. (2001 ) provides an overview of t he literature on artificial chem-
istry and they classify the different model us d in the field. Their description of 
constructive artificial chemistries fits perfectly what t.hi the i purports to demon-
trate for evolving economics. The model in the next chapters will be an example 
of an explicit construct ive dynamic ystem. This section will explain what i meant 
by that, and it will briefly discu. some models that resemble what is done in t hi. 
t hesis. 
2.4.1 Molecules , reactions and constructive systems 
An artificial chemistry can be defined as a triple (S, R , A), where S i the set of all 
possible molecules, R is a set of colli ion rules , and A i an algorithm d scribing the 
domain and how the rules are applied to the molecules. 
The following xample from Dittrich et al. (2001) illustrate· this formal definition 
of an artificial chemistry. Let S = {2, 3, 4, ... } be the et of all natural numb rs 
greater than 1. The set of colli ion rules i given by R = { 8 1 + 8 2 ---7 8 1 + 3 : 
s 1, . 2 , 8 3 E S 1\83 = 8 2/81}. This rule set implies that when tv,ro molecules 8 1 and 
s 2 collide (the + is not the arithmetic addition, but is instead used to rcprc .. cnt 
collision) , the result of this interaction is 1 and 8 3 in case s 1 divide. s2 . s1 can he 
regarded as a catalyst. When 8 1 does not divide s2 , the collision is ela. tic and no 
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reaction takes place. Finally, th reaction algorithm A i · given by a random draw 
of two molecules from the set S, and replaces one of them if it can be divided by 
the oth ~r (Dittrich et al., 2001, p. 233). At the beginning of a simulation. S is a 
finite set of randomly drawn natural numbers of size larger than one, and during 
the run of the model new molecules arc introduced into the model. For example, 
if S = {5. 12, 20,2 , 32, 44} and 5 and 20 collide, then a new dement, 4, replace. 
20 and S = { 4, 5, 12, 2 , 32, 44}. Before thi::; reaction took place, all collisions with 
elements of {12, 2 , 32, 44} were elastic. With the creation of a new cataly. t 4. 
new functionality is introduced into the y tcm. and many more molecules can be 
decomposed. 
In thi model, the molecule ar defined implicitly; not all rnolf'culr. are specif-
ically mentioned, and all that is known is that they belong to the set of natural 
numbers. It is even possible that new molecules appear. However when defining 
an artificial chemistry, it is also pos iblc to explicitly define the molecule sE't, uch 
as in S = { tirnb T, bTick , iron ore, wool, w heat , gold, 1·oad, ·village, town}. These 
"molecules" are copied from a board game The S ettle1·s of Catan (Teuber , 1995 ), 
and the rules of the game state that two pieces of timber and a brick can be ex-
changed for a road. The collision rul . for thi game repr · nt the technology present 
in the game, and describe the possible transformations of input iuto output. Au-
other rule states that one village, three units of iron ore and two unit of wheat 
ca.n be exchanged for a town. The board game is a clear example of a ystem with 
not only explicitly defined molecules, but also explicit collision rules. The example 
borrmved from Dittrich ct al. (2001) uses an implicit definition of the rules. The 
rule make usc of the structure of the natural number set, and one rule defines all 
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reactions for all molecules in S . 
These two exampl 'S of artificial chemistries illustrate three interesting charac-
teristics. First , artificial chemistries can have various degrees of abstractness. In 
general, if molecules in S resemble real chemicals, the model is called analogous, 
otherwise it is called abstract. The number based chemistry of the first example 
is a typical example of an abstract artificial chemistry. In the second example, 
though the board game model molecules are not mirroring chemicals, the model 
is quite ''realistic" and models economic interaction as opposed to chemical inter-
action. This suggests that artificial chemistry provides appropriate frameworks to 
model economics, and this ha also been suggested in Padgett et al. (2003) . 
Secondly, the reaction algorithm can harbour a spatial topology. In the case of 
the replacement of a village by a town, the rule specifies that a particular village 
on the board can grow into a town only at that location. Therefore, the reaction 
algorithm specifies that when the appropriate re ·om-ces are present in one location 
the particles can react according to the rules. 
The uatural number chemistry has an important third characteristic: during a 
simulation, it is capable of generating new elements which are added to the set S. 
This brings us to the following definition: 
In a constructive dynamical system new components can appear, which 
may change the dynamics of the system. This is different from a con-
ventional dynamical system where all components and interaction are 
given at the outset of the process (Dittrich et al., 2001, p. 235). 
It is this qualification in particular that is interesting in the context of this 
work, since this the. is models a diversifying spatial economy, with a growing num-
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ber of products and technologies. Th two examples above suggest that artificial 
chemit>tries can be con ·truct d such that the reactor algorithm it> spatial, the econ-
omy can be regarded a an artificial chemistry. and mo ·t importantly, the sy ·tcm 
can be constructive in order to accommodate new products and new technology. In-
. tead of the division of number by numbers in order to generate new products. new 
products will be generated by a mechani m similar to Kauffman' Lego-world model. 
New products are composed of two or more existing products. New technology will 
provide reaction rule of how to use the new products. 
In Dittrich Pt aL (2001) a further pecification is made regarding the construction 
of new components. A constructive system is either weakly con tructivc or strongly 
constructive. ·w eakly implies that new components arc generated randomly, while 
strongly implies that new components are generated through the action of other 
component . . Since in th . model developed in thi thesi , the nt>w products art> the 
result of combining pre-existing prodncts, and since their introduction is dept>nclt>nt 
on th functioning of the market, we are dealing here with a strongly constructive 
ystem. However, there is also a certaiu level of randomness involved, a ~ we cannot 
pre-state all the traits of an object, even when we know what the object is (E auff-
man, 2000), aud this become even more impos ible when \ :Ve deal with artificial 
objects. Kauffman meutions Darwinian pre-adaptations, or, in Stephen J. Gould' 
terms, "exaptations". Others have called it evolution by sid -effect. The flying 
squirrel had ugly kin flaps that had no function until the squirrel fl w away to 
escape apr dator. The tractor engine was so heavy that it crushed every chassis it 
was mounted on, until it was discovered that the engine was actually strong enough 
to erve a part of the chassis itself. Such traits of product arc only fnnctional 
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in specific circumstances. and Kauffman beli v · that it i · impossible to pre-state 
all traits for all circumstances. This is taken as fact and left for what it is in this 
thesis. and new functions of products, both existing and new appear more or less 
randomly. 
Very interesting in the context of this thesis is work done by J ain and h~rishna. 
The remainder of thi section on art ificial chemistry will briefly discuss their models 
and re. nlts, as well as ways in which their approach differs from what is proposed 
here. 
2.4.2 The evolution of autocatalytic networks 
Jain and Krishna (2003) pose two que tions concerning the origin of life. First, 
how did the network and its proce. ses and spatial structures come into existence 
when none was present? Secondly, the set of molecules involved in the e structur 
is a very special, mall ubset of a very large set of po ·sible molecules. and equally 
specialized is the set of their interactions. What are the mechanisms that can create 
such highly structured or ord red organizations? Jain and Krishna remark that 
similar questions are relevant for economics and social network ,. 
The model with which th y propose to study these questions is a dynamical 
ystem in which the graph describing the network is al o a dynamical variable. 
However, they do not treat the complete rcR.ction graph of input and output of 
reaction., but merely deal with the catalyst required for the reaction, . In doing this, 
they follow among others, Eigen and Kauffman who both consider auto-catalytic 
sets as an essential part of the appearance of self-replicating systems and the origin 
of life. Suppose Cis a directed boolean graph that has Ci j = 1 if node j is a cataly, t 
for node -i and cij = 0 if not. 
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By means of Perron-Frobenius theory on eigenvalues and eigenvectors, it can be 
d termined if then tvvork contains auto-catalytic sets (ACS) and. more ·pccifically, 
which oue is the dominant ACS. This concept of dominance goes hand in hand with 
the definition of the population dynamics 
s s 
.i;i = L CijXj - Xi L CkjXj 
i=l j ,k = l 
where :ri is the proportion of the population in state 'i and s is the number of nodes. 
Basically these dynamics imply that the change in the concentration i depends on thr 
flux from states j to i and back. However, it is exactly this definition of population 
dynamics that makes the ACS determined by Pcrron-F:robenius the dominant one, 
and because of this the others can be ignored. This is very convenient., because in 
general, it is not easy to detect auto-catalytic sets in networks, (see sect ion 6.3). 
The fact that ome, or even mo. t, ACS are not detected is no problem here, since 
the dominant ACS will attract the whole population. With market determined 
dynamics, as we will see in the next chapter , t he theory in this paper lo es some of 
its power, but still it is useful, since at least some ACS can be found . Furthermore, 
in economic systems, it is interesting to detect closed auto-catalytic sets i.e. clusters 
of technology that are relatively self sufficient. Comparable to encap ·ulating dust r 
of molecules and reactions into compartments (Eigen, 1992), such sets could scrv , 
for example, as plans for companies, and this would allow modelling the emergence 
of higher level economic organizations. 
The implementation of the mechanism that makes a system con tructive is not 
unlike the dynamics proposed in this thesis' economic model. Jain and Krishna 
randomly remove one of the nodes, (which means they remove column i and row 'i 
when node i is taken out of the system) and replace both with a random boolean 
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vector of length s. ccording to the das ification of Dittrich et al. (2001), J ain and 
Kriohna's mod 1 is thus a weakly constructive implicit dynamical syotem. 
\Vith their model Jain and Kri ·hna have deri,ed a. number of intere ·ting r sult 
on population dynami .s (Jain and Krishna, 199 . 2002). and al. o on the entry and 
exit behaviour of pecies. which will be stndied here as well, but in an economic 
context. 
2.5 Expanding von Neumann technology 
Von ·cumann is in economics mostly known for his game th ory (von Ieumann and 
Morgen ·t "m , 1944). Another important contribution to economic· wa · praYing the 
exi tence of a general economic equilibrium (von 1eumann, 1946). Earlier proofs 
of existence consisted of \¥alras ' counting of equations and variables. Since there 
are po ibly more production technique than products. ''counting of equations i. 
of no avail'', write von . eumann. Like \Valras. Par to and Wald before him, 
von eumann modelled a whol e onomy. Hi predcces. or aimed at proving the 
existen e of a table state, which ·would explain the exi t en e of a clearing market and 
, tabl prices and a corresponding production sy tem. lVIarx, and later Schumpcter, 
added an evolutionary lement to the , tudy of economic , but these addition were 
mainly in a v rbal form and w re not quantified. Von :'-J"eumann finally model! d an 
economy capabl of economic growth, and proved the exi t n e of an equilibrium 
using Brouw r· · fixed point theorem. Th economy can xpand at a uniform rat , 
"without change of structure" . Th n xt ·hapter will explain von Neumann's mod .1 
in mor detail, but in this section w will di cu the role von :'-J"eumaun· model ha 
played in conomic ·. Therefore, the model i briefly introduc d here. 
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The economy consists of a set of n products, and a .-et of m tedmologi ·. The 
technologies describe how produ ts are manufactured. Products are produced out 
of oth r goods, th tedmologie · onsist of input vectors and output vectors of length 
n, and the clement. of t hcsc vectors specify how many unit. of each of the good. in 
the e onomy are required as input. or are expected a output. For example, in an 
economy with n = 4 products (a, b, c, and d) a technology to create prodnct d out of 
two units of prodnct a, one of product b, and one of product c, required as capital. 
i repre nted in the model by input vector {2, 1, 1. 0} and output vect.or {0. 0, 1, 1 }. 
Furthermore, a constant return to scale is assum d: to generate two units of d, twice 
the input vector is r quired. ote that product c is both input and output of this 
technology. This i. one way to represent capital in , urh a model. F\trthermore, 
it also shows that joint production is possible: one technology can have multiple 
product. as output. All m input ve tors collected as column determine the input 
matrix -i, and th~ rn output vectors give the output matrix o. 
L t z = { z1 . z2 . .. . :::m} 2': 0 b the annual activity levels for th m diffcreut 
technologies. The right multipli ation of input matrix i with a tivity v ctor z gives 
the total input i · z required for the annual production. Similarly, the total g nerated 
output is equal to o · z. 
Similarly let p = {p1 . p2 , .. . , Pn} 2': 0 be the price vector for the n different 
products. The left multiplication of input matrix i with price vector p gives the 
input cost p · i for each of the technologies. The output costs are given by p · o. 
As mentioned above, von Neumann assumed a uniform expansion rate a. This 
means that with current annual activity levels z next year ·s activity i n:z . In ord r 
to maintain a su tainablc economy, the annual production ha. to be greater than or 
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equal to next year's input required for activity a z 
o. z 2:: od. z 
In addition, price have to exi t uch that the value of output L larger than the 
co t of input plu int rest . \ h n the inter t rate is r an 1 t3 = 1 + r 
p.o 2:: {3p.i 
Thus, th model consists of inpnt and output matrices i and o and numerical 
unknowns z . p. rl' and (3 with relation . . Von :\Teumann·. publication ·'A \lodcl of 
General Economic Equilibrium' (von ~eumann. 1946) give the condition under 
which a. olution exi ts. 
Von Neumann's model provide a v ry elegant representation of the production 
and prici11g sy. tem. ot all of th . required a · umption ' ar very r alistic thougl1, 
and immediately after the article wa · publish d in English, (fir ·t publication wa · 
in Genr1an (von , eumann, 1937)) it receiYed comment · on how unrealistic it wa 
that all pro luction techniques r quir all of the products (Champ rnowue. 1946). 
Kemeny t al. developed an alternative set of conditions that ·olv d this issue (Ke-
meny et al., 1956). They replaced von Neumann 's assumption by the following thre 
assumption.·: 
1. Every production technique req 1ire · at lea ·t one input 
2. Every product is produc d by at least one production tedmique 
3. At lea t one product has a price larger than zero 
It is still required that product arc involv d in the production of othn products, 
but not nece. sarily directly. 
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In addition to th proof of exist nee of an activity vector, pnce vector and 
growth and r turn rate, other work focu · d on the calculation of the unknowns. 
Hamburger et al. dev loped an algorithm to determin th minimum aud maximum 
of the expan.ion rate a (Hamburger et al., 1967). Gale .·howcd that in ord x to 
determine a . olution no more than n processes are requirrct for a solution when n 
is the number of product and the numb r of processe m L largrr than n (Gale. 
1956) . Weil t urned t.hi. into ''An Algorithm for the von enmann Economy'' to 
determine all unknowns z,p,a and (\i\r il Jr., 1964). Thi imolvrd . rlccting 11 out 
of m proc . ses in order to change the problem into an eigrnvalue proll<'m. \Vhen m 
and 11 g t larger, thi becomes rath r cumber. orne, and o Thomp. on den"loped an 
alternative (Thomp.on, 1974). Hi algorithm ha been implement d for the analy.i. 
of the artificially gen rated conomies of thi. thesis in Section 6.3. 
The solution to th above von Neumann t chnology mod<>l with maximum growl h 
rate a· and corre ponding activity 1 vels :: and price vector p is oftrn called the 
turnpik , th fa t lan for growth inc a has been maximized. The tumpike theory 
explain that optimal growth can be achiev d by getting onto the tmnpike, m a11ing 
t hat if activity levels do not correspond to z thy have to be adjusted, ven if that 
means temporarily lower production number (Dorfman t al. , 195 ). 
Regardles of th succes of balanced growth theori s, equilibrium model arc 
not reall appropriat for studying e entially dynami ystem , or worse. volv-
ing y terns. Tote that when on p aks of expanding e onomie · here, it implies 
econorni with an expansion factor a :2: 1, uot an e onomy with innovation and 
diver ification. There is however another way. It ha been .. uggestcd by . evcral. bnt 
has not be n irnpl mented o far. In 195G Kemeny et al. wrote: 
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It i::; int Psting to note that if new processes are add d to the 'corwmy, 
which ·an be done by adding new row to A and B a.ncl hence to Afo., 
the d ·omposition as described above may change. . .. Analogously, if 
a new good i added to the economy. which can be done by adding n w 
columns to A and Band hencr to Afa, then again th . decompo ition may 
change. . .. Other more complicR.tcd hangcs can al o o cur. (Kemeny 
ct al. , 1956, p.128) 
Then. twenty y ar later. ~'Iorgenstern and Thompson published Math matical the-
ory of E1:panding and Contmcting Economies. and Chapter eli , usses the possi-
bility of enlarging ·mall rural conomie ' by adding rows and column , to constru t 
an urban economy. This was don not . o much for the illustration of innovation 
but to compare an rconomy with its ancestor long gone. How ver, srction 8.3 is 
devoted to t hnological chang and look at the effect of changing coefficients on 
the expansion rate. The whole ection con i. ts of lc s than two pag , and fini. hes 
with: 
The above discussion of t.echnologi al innovation in expanding economy 
model, i only a sketch and far from omplete. We hop to take up this 
point again at . ome later occa ion ( forgenstern and Thomp on, 1976. 
p.13 ). 
It is remarkable that an idea with o much potential ha. never b en developed. In 
19 3 Blatt writ s: 
vVhat about technological progre • ? This can be included by a uming 
that the li t of activities m = 1, 2, ... , !I I i not final, bllt n w activities 
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may be invented and hence become available for u 'e, as tim' goes on. 
Thi makes the total numb ~r of proc.;esses a function of time: ]If = 
]If ( t). There is no ne d to remove ob olcte processes from the list ·ince 
uch procc e may be run at zero activity level. Although thi, way of 
handling technol gical progr s exi t in principle, we arc not aware of 
any actual thcor t ical work making u e of this idea .... The indn ion of 
te hnological progress appears to us to be a highly interesting avenue 
for further exploration. (Blatt , 19 3, p.57) 
About adding n w proc sses Standi ·h write· in 199 
The difficulty i deciding how to choo en w coefficient · £L 111 i . bnli. K i when 
a new process i added. There is no genotype of a proce ·s - th closest 
thing to it is Dawkins's merne, and there is no genet ic algorithm the-
ory of the rneme. Cl arly new proc arise evolutionarily. with the 
new processes modeled on the old. The n w coefficients will b varied 
randomly about the old \ alues a cording to some kind of central di tri-
bution. (Standish, 199 , p.77) 
In hi , con lusion Standish writes: 
Perhaps the mo.'t important point I would like to make i · that rather 
than studying a finite dimensional dynamical sy tem, we ·hould b 
studying what might be called open-dim •nsional dynamical systems, in 
which the muul er of degrees of freedom is finite , but not fixed a.t. any 
point in time .. . . Only then might we achieve Mar, hall's C'conomic biol-
ogy and have an understanding of why economic , y tems havC' evolved 
to be the way they are. (Standi h 199 p. 7 ) 
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In oth r word , we hould add uew columns and new row ' to the von 1 eumann 
technology matrices. This gives a completely new meaning to the term "expanding' 
von l\eurnann economies. These kind · of )"terns arc tudied in artificial chemi. try 
as we have . een, but not in economics. 
Ther ha been little experim ntat.ion with changing von Neumann matricc and 
t.he expansion i limit d t.o input uh. titution (l\ Iartino and ~Iar~ili. 2005) or in-
creased output coefficients. Va. que?-'s paper (Va?-quez, 2003) on eqnilibrinm growth 
with technological progres, i an interesting example of n w coefficient and the 
resulting new equilibrium. So far there ha been no experimentation with both 
expanding product and t chnology t , as i de cribed in thi the. i . . 
2.6 Toward evolutionary economic geography 
As Bo chma and Frenken write economic geography should move toward an vo-
lutionary economic geography (Boschma and Frenken. 2006). They propose an 
approach that wa. tartcd by Veblen. and which is largely institutionali t , but that 
branches off when :,'\Jel. on and Winter bring dynamics into the theory. This thesis 
argue. that to truly model an evolving economy, the mod 1 needs to be a construc-
tive system, a wa. di cussed in the ection on artificial ch mL try. This i es~ential 
if we ever want to understand th constantly diversifying spatial economic y tem 
with oevolving technologie and with human actors. 
In this the i , a produ tion syst m . together with th introducti n and rem val 
of products and processes, · ts th stage. A newly develop d free market 'Y'-
tem model provide a realistic el tion me hani:m. Th ·c two parts, the abstract 
dynami te hnology et representation and the mark t model, capture the whole 
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conomic sphere, Kauffman·s ccono ·phere (Kauffman 2000). It i · acknowledged 
that we ·an never capture or undcn;tand human creativity au 1 that we will ucv r 
be able to predict exactly innovative u ·e of xisting products aud t 'dmolog . To 
repeat, innovation it elf i w1predictablc in detail: ·'Innovation its about surprise 
and surprise arc not predictable'' (1\ Ictcalfe , 199 . p. 6). Howrver, a ha. been 
said before, nothing can come of nothing. llmo\ ation arc combination and n w 
applications of existing concept. and commodities. This per. pectivc on innovation 
pcrhap doe:; not allow us to predict in drtail very far into the future, but it doe, 
allow to understand consequence of po siblc innovation. that arc to br expect 1, 
and it doc .. allow u. to model the consequence of more imaginative innovation,. It 
i. po iblc to take l'lS a given the fact that. ets of technology and products do evolve, 
and to model thi generically. On ci'Ln then learn to understand the consequencrs of 
entrie and exits, and find pattern · in how the sy tern that C'nvelope. trchnology i. 
adapting to the new. The preci. ion might not be high, but in a "''orld of 1mcertainty, 
there i. much to gain with a littl increa 'eel understanding (FarnPr and Lo, 1999). 
Thi the ~i d v lop ' a mod 1 which is an open end .d or open climeu ional sy ·-
tem (Standish, 199 , 2008): it gen rates new elem nt · and new relations. Like 
Scbump ter it c n ·id r · "economic evolution a an open ended proce ·s of qualita-
tive change' (Foster and Holzl, 2004) , and like Dawid (2006) demand and innovation 
co-evolve. It i different from exi ting approaches to evolutionary economic . o far 
it i not th economy that evolves in evolutionary economics but instead it i quan-
titative change in applied routines. Here, inst ad of modelling adaptive stratcgi s, 
the model u c Kauffman's Lego world analogy to introdncr n w procc , r . and nrw 
proclnrt.s. It will be hown that the model rc nlts display rral volutiomtry dynamic . . 
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Chapter 3 
Technology matrices and agent 
based modelling 
The previou chapter provided an v rvi w of evolutionary modelling in economic · 
and economic g ography. It ·onduded that in order to deal explicitly with an 
evolving ·ystcm, the model need· to be constructive. Thi means that the model 
has to b' capable of gen rating novelty during the imulation. randomly, or in 
respon, e to the simulation result . The implementation of novelty. i.e. the produ t 
and technology innovation proce . will he de. cribcd in Chapter 4, but before this 
can be done, an appropriate representation of a production system ha to be in 
place. The pr .. ent chapter introduces a framework to model a , imple economy. 
This model ·on. ist of two part . . The first part represents Lhe fixed technology an 1 
product set by m an of technology matri e ·. Part two deal with conomic acti\'ity. 
In order to gcn rate activity we need entities capable of performing action. : ag nt . 
Activity of agents is triggered by the opportunity to generate profit. In order to 
define profit , a pricing mecha11ism is required. \tVhen these t hrEc components, the 
product and t lmology set. th e onomic agents, and tbe price mechanism ar 
·ombin d a d namic repre entation of a market i obtaiu d . The final section of 
thi . chapter illu ' trates the individual ua ·ed free-market model \\'ith a simulation. 
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3.1 Technology matrices 
As wa discus ed in Section 2.4, au artificial chemistry can be repr sEnt d by a tripl 
(S. R. A), wh r S i · the et of all possible molecule R i a s t of olli'ion rul , 
and A i · an algorithm describing th . domain and how the rules are applied to th 
molecule . This chapter will apply this repre entation of an artificial chemi try to 
develop a framework for an artificial econorn . In a free-market c ·ouomy, the in-
centive for produ t.ion are provided by the market. The algorithm should therefore 
repr sent a market in order to provide th rule for what i · produced, when, and 
where. In addition, S the set of all produ ·ts and R the ct of all production 
proce need to b defined. A very efficient way of d fining both · t · at the sam 
time i available from conomics: te hnology matrices (vou cumann, 1946). Blatt 
provide a very good introduction to technology matricc · and the correspondiug 
dynamic economic y tems (Blatt, 19 3). Here Blatt' outline of technology modeL 
is followed. However, the cxampl developed arc different from Blatt 's, and arr 
more appropriate for what is to follow. 
3 .1.1 A stable production system 
In t ad of as t S of mol cules w define a et P of products. Suppo · the product 
'et P cousi ·t of the following good : 
P = {2 3,5,7.11,13. 130.260,104} 
Here we have chosen to represent commodities by iuteg rs: primes for raw ma-
terials, and product of integers for campo it s. Thi allow us to usc the structure 
offer d by the natural number , and the economy so reprc en ted can be called the 
N economy. Product literally can be decompo eel into th ir prime factorisation to 
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·e what raw mat rial· are involved in making the product·. In this model, labour 
is treat ·d explicitly a· a commodity (the number 2). Furt hcrmore, thcr is a special 
product, which serves a money, and this is the number 3. A note on the use of the 
N economy: initially the name of commodities were imply a + b whrn thr input. 
were a and b. or ven coal +iron when coal and iron were used to produce the 
good. This method became very umbersome in large imulation, and wa dropped 
in favour of the natnral number notation. The multiplication of input. in the form 
of natural number i much more cfficirnt, and still allow, one to trace back the 
ingredients by factorization . Th idea of the N economy i borrowed from Herriot 
and Sawhill (200 ) . 
uppose we have a ,mall product et, as above, and five production processe. 
per time interval, as displayed in Table 3.1. 
Table 3.1: Overview of the production proces es during one time interval 
2x proclucts 2 ---+ 2x products 5 
2x proclucts 2 + 2x product 5 + 2x procluct 13 ---+ 3x products 130 
3 x produ ts 2 + 3xprodu t 130 ---+ Gx products 260 
Gx produ t 2 + 6 x product ' 260 Gx products 104 
6xproducts 104 ---+ 13 x products 2 
1'\ote that th re i no production of commodity 13, y t it i · required in on 
of the production processes. Thi product. i assumed to be a free good, such a 
sunlight. It can asily be verifi d that the production in Tabl . 3.1 i · in balanc ; total 
labour (product 2) u 'ed equals total labour generated, and th products r quired 
for the gen ration of this labour areal o cov r d, so that the r quired input per time 
interval i · exactly the same as th output at the end of the time interval. Based on 
these produ tion activitie per unit of time, it is po. sible to determine a price ·et 
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that will allow the system to function. In order for thi ' to be the ca e. a produc r 
needs to be able to finance the inputs for the next time interval with the sale of th~ 
current produc ion. In other word , th pri ' of the output ·hould be greater than 
or equal t.o the price of the input. As uming that Rctivity lC'vcl for the next. time 
tep will remain the ,amc. and ince there i no surplus in the sy tcm. this give thC' 
following t of equalities. \Vhcn Pi stand for the price of produ t i. t hC'n 
2ps 2p2 
3p130 2p2 + 2ps + 2p13 
6p260 - 3p2 + 3p130 
Gp1o4 6p2 + 6p260 
13p2 Gp1o4 
\iVhcn the pric of one product (the numeraire good) L taken a. a price unit for 
<"Xample the price of lal our p2 = 1 and the free good p13 = 0, then this y tem of 
qualitie· has a unique solution, namely P2 = 1,ps = Lp13 = O,pJ30 = 4/ 3.p260 = 
7 /6,Jll04 = 13/6. 
This conomic system can easily b rewritten as a Leontief techn logy .·ystem, as 
in Table 3.2. This t.abl displays two matrices. Each of the columns corre ponds to a 
production proce ·s, and the rows corTe ·pond to product ·. The left ma rix display · 
the input matrix, and each columu shows the input required for that particular 
transformation. Similarly, the output matrix shows what product i · the result of 
,ach of the production procc sc . For exRmple. the fourth column of the input 
matrix { ~. 0 ~' 0. 0, ~' 0, 0, 0} , how that to execute teclmiqu four, ~ unit of 2. ~ 
unit of 5 and ~ unit of 13 arc required. The output of this proce is to be found 
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Table 3.2: Inpnt and output matrirc. representing technology and the product 
involved 
products input m.ah'i:r, output matTix 
2 1 1 1 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 2 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
13 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
130 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 
260 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
104 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 13 
in the fourth column of the output matrix: one unit of product 130. 
In the same way the other columns repr . ent the different technologies present 
in the economic ystem of Table 3.1. Each of the columns, with the exception of 
the last on , requires product 2. which play. the role of labour. The last production 
proce (the last column) generat . labonr at the cost of product 104. which i. 
therefore consid red to be a con ·umabl . ometimes pro es - ' ar v ry efficient and 
all inputs ar us d (for example, 2+5+13 ----> 2·5·13 = 130), but in other pro ss s, 
not all factor· in the input are u ed: 2 + 260 ----> 2 · 260/ 5 = 104. Product 5 is not 
r quir d to produce product 104. but happens to be part of on of the ingredient . 
In such a e , the remainder is imply discarded. Possibly one can experiment h r 
with pollution or externalities. but thi has o far not b en done. 
The Leontief technology system as described here is different from the standard 
Leonticf input-output matrix. Leontief started with similar typ s of data to those in 
Table 3.1, namely a record of t.ran, action betwe n sector over a fixed time period. 
usually a year. ub equcntly, flows from ector to sector ar . pre. ented in a singlr 
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matrix form, the input-output matrix, where a quotient indicates the part of the 
total sector output that flows to ach of the other sectors. For example, when the 
five production proc ses above arc regarded as five differ 'nt sectors, the matrix in 
Table 3.3 i obtained. 
Table 3.3: Standard Leontief input-output matri.'< repre entiug flow.· among sector . 
ll output of se tor 1 flows to the u xt · dor, 2 in this ca , and the same happens 
for for sector· 2, 3 and 4. The output of sector 5 is divided over s ctors 1, 2, 3 and 
4 in diff ring amounts. 
S .cto1·s 1 2 3 4 5 
1 0 0 0 0 13 
2 1 0 0 0 2 13 
3 0 1 0 0 3 
4 0 0 1 0 
16'3 
13 
5 0 0 0 1 0 
Based on thi. matrix, one can cRkulate what the value of the total output per 
. ector must be in order to obtain a, u tainable c>eonomy, in which the income equals 
the outcome for each of the sector . If we name the matrix in Table 3.3 L , the identity 
matrix I , and v the vector of value p r sector , then L.v = v <=> (L- I).v = 0 (W il 
Jr., 1964). Thi system of equations can b easily solved, or equivaleutly, v must 
be the eigenvector of L corresponding to the eigenvalue 1. It follows that v is any 
multiple of {2. 4 7, 13.13}. \Vhen this vector of the valu of the output per c tor 
is compared with the product output per sector (2 products 5, 3 products 130 6 
products 260, 6 products 104. 13 products 2). we obtain the ·ame pric for ach of 
t he product. · as before. 
The classi Leontief method provi le good insight into thr dL tribution of sector 
income over a particular time interval. The technology matrices in thi- chapter 
serve a differrnt purpose. Fir. t of all , these matrices arr not aggregate monetary 
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results; every te ·huology is treated ·eparately even though they pO.'.'ibly belong to 
thE ame sector, 'incc they po ·sibly produce the same product. Secondly, the :;ys-
tem consi ' ting of two matrice · docs not analy ·e the money flows :;tatically. as i the 
rase in LconticL work, but is an important part of a model that analy es economic 
dynamic a time progresses. In the example above. there i. no input ubstitution 
possible, which mean that every product can be produced in only one \\'ay. Other 
models, which will be dealt with later will have multiple technologies to produce 
the same product. The models withont input ubstitution re. cmblr Leontief model ~, 
as if the data have been aggregated into di tinct sector . and therefore. have been 
named dynamic Lcontief systems (Blatt. 19 3). ~Iodel with the po. ibility of mul-
tiple technologies per product are called von -eumann t rhnologic . . In both cases, 
the matrice · e tabli ·h th connections b tween commodities, and cnablr, simulation 
of economi activity over time. This chapter deals with the simpler Lcontief ca e, 
and th .hapt r 4 deal with the von cumann technology matricc . . 
Let z = {z1,z2,z3 z4 . z5 ,z6 .z7 } be the vector of activiti s , thClt i ·,the number 
of tim ach of th columns in Tab! 3.2 i · executed each time step. If \Ve a ·sum 
constaut activity levels, we obtain th following system of equations that represeut 
the demand and supply of each of the good : 
= :;7 
Z J 
Z 4 
Z5 
::6 
GO 
\Vhen we tak the labour production z7 to be equal to 13, a· it was in Table 3.1. 
then it follow· "'asily that :?: = {2, 0, 0, 3, G, 6, 13} is a solution to this system. This 
illustrate ' -olving the matrix equation: 
(input matr-i.f).::: = (output matr·i.r ).z 
However. we can 'implify this a little. me money 3 is not part of the production 
process and 13 does not have to be produced. we can discard rows 2 am.l 6, and the 
output matrix becomes a 7 by 7 square matrix. Through reord •ring the columns, 
the output matrix B can be tran formed into identity matrix I . The corresponding 
input matrix w name A. Then A..::: is the input required for this activity and 
I. z = z i. the output, and these two arc equal. \Vc are now interested in olving 
the following systems, where pis the price vector and z is the activit.y vector: 
A·z f·.:::= z 
p·A p ·f =p 
The vectors satisfying these relation. arc equal to the right and left eigenvec-
tor of matrix A corresponding to eigenvalue 1. It can be V<'rificd that indeed, 
1 is an eigenvalu of matrix A and it i · the largest real eigenv ctor. The Perron-
Frobeniu ' theor m guarantees positiv r al corresponding igenvectors (Berman and 
Plemmons, 1979). In this ca e the igenvector. are p = { 1. 1, 1, 1, *, ~, 1:} and 
z = {13, 2 0, 0, 3, 6, 6}. These vectors correspond to the abov stated price and 
activity per time interval. 
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3.1.2 Surplus 
The previous example illustrated how, based on the production numbers per time 
interval, it is possible to derive an appropriate price set and an activity vrctor which 
guarantees sustainable production through the use of Leontief technology matrices. 
If we change one of the output coefficients in the above matrices, we get a slightly 
different system (see Table 3.4). As can be seen, the output coefficient of the srconcl 
to last column has doubled. 
Table 3.4: Adapted Leontief input output system 
products input matrix output rn.atrix 
2 1 1 1 2 .!. 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 2 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
13 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
130 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 
260 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
104 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 () () 0 0 0 2 0 T3 
Again, we can transform the input and output matrices into matrices A and I. 
where I is the identity matrix. In addition to deleting two rows and moving the last 
column, we now also have to divide both second to last columns by two, in order to 
obtain an output coefficient equal to 1. Since everything except the highPr output 
of one activity ha stayed the same, the economic ystem with the same activity 
levels as before will still function. Now this economy will generate a surplus. Since 
the surplus involves a consumable good, we assume for now that all the surplus will 
be consumed and not reinvested in the system. The activity levels of this ecouomy 
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will therefore be the same as those of the system above. However, the prices in thi 
system must change, becau e the equality of value of output and input i used to 
establish the prices. If we assume that we are dealing v,rith a competitive system, 
then every inclu 'try has the same rate of return T. and profits are eli, tributcd equally. 
We thus have to find a solution for the following equation: 
1 (p · A)(1 + r) = p · B {::} p ·(A- -B)= 0 
1+7' 
Again, this is pr cisely an eigenvalue and eigenvector problem; the eigenvalue 
of A is equal to 0.8021, and thus the rate of return for each of the industries is 
1!r = 0.8021 {::} 1 + r = 1.2468. Surplus thus leads to profit rates larger than 0 and 
prices corresponding to this return rate arc 
p = {1 , 1, 1.24679,1.24679,1.24679, 0, 1.86753,1.78761, 1.73779} 
3.1.3 Balanced growth 
Suppose now we have matrices as in Table 3.5. These matrices repres nt the techno]-
ogy set in an economy. Each of the columns can be regarded as a transformation of 
products, and shows ·what can be obtained by using certain combinations of goods. 
Again let A be the input matrix and n the output matrix of which, in both case , 
rows two and six have been removed (money and the free product). The role of the 
money element 3 will become clear when the market model is explained. 
As the previous example shows, it is possible to generate surplus in such systems 
when output is larger than the input required in the next time interval. Above, the 
surplus was destined for discretionary consumption, but what happens when all the 
surplus is reinvested in the system? A first possibility is that the system displays 
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Table 3.5: Lconticf technology sy tcm 
products input m.atTi:r; output matrix 
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
13 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
130 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 
260 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 
104 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 3 
balanced growth. This mean. that the activity of every sector grows exponentially, 
with constant factor a z (t + 1) = az(t). For the equations regardiug the activity 
levels, this implies 
1 
A · az = B · z {:? (A - -B) · z = 0 
a. 
The solution to this equation is the generali:6ed right eigenvector correspond-
ing to the largest real eigenvalue and it is easily verified that a = 2 and z = 
{ 6, 0, 0, 3, 6, 6, 7}. For example, the output of such :; is B · z = { 42, 6, 0, 0, 12, 12, 14 }. 
The input required for this level of activity is A · z = {21 , 3, 0, 0, 6, 6, 7}. Indeed, 
the output is twice the size of the input , and wh n all surplus is reinvested in the 
system, this allows the economy to grow exponentially: z (t + 1) = az(t). Thi · is 
the famous von Neumann balanced growth situation, where the system is stable and 
expanding at the same time (quasi-stationary equilibrium (Champernowne, 1946)). 
The return rate and price vector are determined likewise: 
1 
p(1 + r). A = p . B {:? p . (A- --B) = 0 1+T 
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The largest real eigenvalue of A with respect to B is 2. the return factor 1 + 1· 
is equal to 2, and therefore, the return rate T is equal to 1, and this eigenvalue 
corresponds to the 1 ft eigenvector { 1. 2, 2, 2, ~. ~, 3} when labour is chosen as the 
numcrairc good. A return rate of 1 and a growth factor of 2 arc prrhaps not very 
realistic but the syst m ervcs perfectly well as an example. 
Another possibility of what to do with surplus has already been mrntioned: the 
surplus can wholly or partly bP con. umed. The remainder is , tored. In thi. c::~, e, the 
return rate, and thus return factor . remains the same; prices arc ba cd on produc-
tion numbers and not on the final destination of the products. The growth factor. 
however, drcrea. cs with consumption, as there is not enough production to secure 
the maximum growth rate (2 in th example ahove). Di cr tionar.v consumption can 
sustainably be at levels between 0 and the total surplus, Emd higher consumption 
slow down the growth of the. y. t m. According to Blatt. this i in ::~,greement with 
Adam Smith's remark '·Every prodigal app ars to be a public enemy, and evrry 
frugal man a public benefactor" (Blatt. 1983, p.l02). However, often consumption 
is seen a.' a driving force as well, and thi · i · the case in the individual or agent based 
model that will be int roduced below. 
This thesis assumes a priori no growth in activity levels; all surplus is either 
consumed. or it is stor d, and consumed or used for produ tion later. Expansion of 
the system is left to the system itself, either by increased discretionary consumption 
levels or by an increa ed number of consumers. However, the equilibrium pric set 
doe not depend on consumption levels and can alway b calculated, and with a 
known level of discretionary consumption, the activity kvcls can be calculated. 
(A - B)· z- consumption = 0 {::} z = (A - Bt1 · con "Umption 
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Vve will see that in Leontief economies, such as explained above the agents in-
troduced in the next section are well behaved, and that their aggregate behaviour 
corresponds to the activity levels calculated by the inverse Lcontief matrix. 
3.2 The individual based model of a market 
Th . previous section described a method to represent the product and technology 
set. To determine what rule is applied when and where, the artificial chemistry 
framework requires an algorithm. This algorithm can have many different forms; 
for example, Kauffman lets the king of France make all decisions (Kauffman, 1995). 
Another possibility is to minimize activity level while maximizing output. These 
methods require an all-knowing ruler who can decide what is best . Although some 
putative examples of economies that are ruled in such a way exist, a more practical 
approved interpretation is to let individuals decide what is best according to their 
knowledge. The algorithm developed here is such a case. It resembles a free-market, 
which mean. that individual economic agents, representing firms and consumer. aim 
for the most profitable state they can obtain. This section explains the implemen-
tation of the interacting agents and the price mechanism used to guid0 all actions, 
for a more concise description see Section B.2 in Appendix B. 
3.2.1 Space 
At the cost of labour, raw materials are extracted from the land, which has b en 
divided into cells of equal size. As far as raw materials are concerned, the space i · 
homogeneous. If desired, it is possible to experiment with more interesting distri-
butions of resources. 
Each cell provides a free resource, 13, which can be thought of as energy from 
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sunlight . The distribution of free energy can be varied, but currently it is such that 
there is always an abundance. 
On top of the la11d is a connection n twork, which represent the pre:ence of 
trade links between cells. Links go both way , so if a cell a i connected to a cell b, 
then b i connected to a. and all agents on a can trade with all agents on b and vice 
versa . Initially then twork is mpty, but a agent obtain kills and require inputs 
for these skills, they can establish connections with providers. A wide range of rules 
of how to expand or contract an agent's trade network is po ·sible. For example, 
an agent can randomly select one of its current provirl.er. and ubs qucntly do a 
local search around the selected trade partner in an attempt to find an additional 
provider. Or an agPnt may be allowed to connect to the neare t provider. In 
addition, it is po sihle that an agent looses one of the more distant connections and 
subsequently attempt to find a supplier nearer by. Such rule obviou ly attempt to 
keep the ocial nrtwork consisting of trading partners compact. The rules according 
to which agents behave are describ d in the next section. 
3 .2 .2 Age nts 
The grid pace is home to a number of economic agent . They all have a fixEd 
location and an identity number, so that w~ can distinguish differ nt agents on 
one location (cell). Furthermore agents posse s assets: resources, other product.· 
present in the economy and , kills. All asset arc stored in ali, t . Therefore, an agent 
can be represented by 
where :r. y is the location, z is the identity number for that age11t .. p 1, .••• Pn lists the 
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posses ·ion of 11 products. and t 1 •• .. , t111 is a boolean list to specify which of the m 
t.eclmologie: tb agent possesses for some m , n E N. Different agents have different 
skill . 
Having a technology should be rrgardcd as having the . kill or knowledge to 
perform a certain transformation v.:hen you have the resources to rio o. For action. 
that require capital in addition to having the kill, the agent must aL o posses. the 
appropriate capital goods in orctcr to execute that particular action. Capital goods 
are a . uhset. of t.h product li t P . 
As mentionrd before, some product arr con umable , whilc other are capital 
or intermediate products. The con umabk can be converted into labour. 2, accord-
ing to certain colnmns in the technology matrices. The act ion of these parti ular 
column,· repro. ent consumption, and consumption is restricted to a crrtain type of 
agent, namely the group of con umer . vVc thus distinguish two type of agent. : 
con. umer and pr ducer . Th latter can have any of the other technologies. Pro-
ducer · d pend on con umer for tb required labour. while consumers depend ou 
producers for the consumable . either group can have kill ' that belong to the 
other group: au ag nt. is either on ·um r, or producer, but never both. This is not 
crucial to the functioning of the model and could ea ily b relaxed later. 
Figure 3.1 how a grid of ize 14 b 14, and agents arc scatt red randomly over 
the cell . ome cells have no agents, while other contain an agent with a randoin 
selection of non-con urnption skill . In order to give each producer a ces to labour, 
each location with an agent obtains a ·econd agent with only consumption skills. 
The map in Figure 3.1 show 3 locations with agents, t.wo Ftg nt. on each of tho 
populated cells: on producer and one con umer. 
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Figme 3.1: Th . ag nts in pace 
3.2.3 Agents in action 
The production of good , mentioned in the previous section, doc: not simply hap-
pen by it. rlf. It ccur because somebody (somct hing) somewhere actnally doc. th 
job. This follows the approach of the incr a ingly popular individual or agent ba. cd 
modelling. nlike Jain and Kri hna ( 1999) , there is not an a •. mned population 
behavior at the macro level, but one that i generated by individual. themsclv .. . 
Macro s ·ale propertie are derived bottom up. Therefore, w need actual agents in 
space to erve a. conomic individuals to drive the economy. The whole environ-
ment of . pace, network agent , product . et and technology i. alled the economy 
(econo. phcre in I "auffman (1995, 2000)). 11 change that take place in the economy 
occur b cau e agents p rform some or all of the following actions: 
Win free r sources: Free resourc ' ar are di tributed over the cell·. 
Expand n twor k: An agent now a k around among its tr8ding partn rs (all 
agenL it is linked with) to inquir what they have in Rtorc. It compares 
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thi · list with what is possibly r quircd for ex cuting its own skills. If there 
are any procl.u 't it does not hav ~ access to, it will raudomly choose a tradiug 
partw"r, then 'can the urrounding ·of the trading partuer for interesting new 
partner . A connection to the cell that contain. the agent that offrr mo t of 
what was not yet available will b add d to the conn ction network. 
Make plan: What an agent can do. fir. t ly depends on it. skill ·. Secondly, it needs 
to have th resources to do it . Resources can be honght. Howcvrr, the agrnt 
i limit d by what partners have to offrr. A surpln of products can be sold 
to gen rate money to buy thr rrquircd re ource . However. the qnantity of 
product. b ing sold is dependent on the monetary re. our c. of trading part-
ner . In t h(• end, the agent 's initial possession. plus what is acquired. minus 
what is , old, minus what i. u. eel. in the production process. plus what is pro-
duced mu t be po itive. Given the. e con trainL, and giv .n the price of all 
commoditi . (determined by an auctioneer explained bdow) , rwry agent u. e. 
linear optimization t.o determin what and how much to sell, what and how 
much to buy, and what and how mu ·h to produce in order to achieve maximum 
posses ·ion. 
B uy : Ouc an ag nt has optimiz d it plan, it will look for a partner that ha to 
offer what it i looking for and th y will exchange q unit of product l for 
q x p1 units of money. where p1 i · the current valu of produc l . 
Sell: Once an age11t has optimized its plan it will look for a. partu 'r that. ha::; the 
money to buy what the ag nt want. to sell, and they will ex hange q units of 
product k for q x Pk unit of mon y. where Pk is the current valne of product 
k. 
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Produce : After the exchange of product · and money. the agent has all the resource 
required for t h ' production plan and it can transform the iugr 'dicnts into its 
output. 
U pdate: An agent executes a ll of th se steps, and the state of the gent and th 
agents engaged in trade are updat d. 
Unlike cells in cellular automata, th agents cannot b ~ up lat 'd ·ynchronou ·ly, 
because one agent 's action will change the st ate of its partners with whom it engages 
in trade. Th 'refore, the agent p rform sequentially. All the agent · arc randomly 
ordered. and in turn they go through the abo\·e list of action ' . \\ hen ewrybody 
has had a turn, a n w randomly ordered li ·t is created for th next iteration. A 
complete sequence of agents' actions d fines one iteration. The ranuom list of agents 
generated anew for each iteration prevent any bias due to specific ordering of the 
agents. The next cction discu sc the agent's decision mechani. min more detail. 
Lin ar programming to maximize profit 
Suppose the input matrix and output matrix arc A and B. Dimensions of these 
matrices arc n x m, meaning that there are m production processes and that the 
economy consists of 11 product with m, n E N. As in previou. example . . the fir. t 
product is la hour and the econd product represent one unit of money. ow expand 
these ma trice by adding the mat rice. !If and I : 
'/. ( A !If I I ) 
0 - ( B I I I !II ) 
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where I is the identity matrix of ize n, and J../ is the square matrix of size n with all 
element· equal to 0 ex ·ept for the second row which i equal to p = {Jh, p2, . . . Pn }. 
For example. inane onomy with n = 3 pro lu ·ts I = { {1, 0. 0}, {0, 1. 0}, {0, 0, 1}} 
and !11 = {{0, 0,0}, {p1, p2,p3}, {0 0, 0}}. The addition of these two matrices to A 
and B represent all possible actions involving production, buying and selling. Ju t 
a.s columns in A and B represent the input and output for product.ion processes, the 
columns in A! and I represent input and output for buying products. The input 
is the price of a product, the output is the product itself. Selling simply doc. the 
opposite. When we write z = { z1, z2 , ... .:m+2n} as the vector of all actions of an 
agent. that. i., ::: consists of elem nts z1 , ... Zm to indicate the activities regarding 
them production proces. es, =m+J, . . . Zm+n+l to indicate the quanti tiC's of products 
that need to be bought , and Zm+n+2 , . .. , Zm+ 2n the quantities of products that need 
to be sold then i · .:; lists the quantities of 1 roducts required for t.lw exC'cution of 
vector z and and o · z lists the quantities of products generated by vector ::: . The 
quanti tie · i · z and o · z are nam d the input and output, r spectively, oft he vector 
of action z . 
Likewise, wh n the vector p = {p1, p2 , ... Pn} lists th pric s for each of the 
products. then p · (o- i) is a vector that give the profit of each of the actions. 
\!Vhen activity lev ls and profit per activity are combined, we obtain the followiug 
expression for the profit: 
profit(:; )= p · (o · z- i · z) = p · (o - i) · ::: 
The agent will maximize profit. but in doing so: it has several constraints. :..1o t 
importantly, the fina.l balance of products has to be positive. If the asset s of an 
agent, the set of products that the agent ha at the beginning of the turn, is a = 
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{ a 1, a2 .... an} theu the end re ·ult of its a tion , should be posit.iYe for each of the 
products. 
a+ (o- i) · :; :2: 0 
Buying and · lling option ar naturally constrained: you cauuol ·ell more than 
you have or than your trade partn r can afford, and you cannot buy more than \vha t 
is offered. Trading for a product is limite l to one transaction with one agent per 
product per turn. Therefore, the ma.ximum quantity of a product that an agent can 
buy i detennin d by the agent that, of all trading partu r , posse,"es the mo t of 
that part icular commodity. Thi mean that per product. an ag ut can have only 
one upplier, although next turn, of our , it an have a differ nt uppli ·r for that 
same product. \Nithin one turn, differ nt products can be bought from different 
sellers. The fact that. during one turn, an agent cannot buy a product from mor 
than one seller i not realistic. but it makes programming mnch , impl r. Chapter 7 
will pro,·idc an alternative. The con traints that apply to buying ar as follow, : 
{b1, ... ,bn} ~ {max 1(tp),max e2(tp), . . . maxen(tp)} 
tp lp tp 
where tp goes through the list of trading partners and i ( tp) equals the stock held 
by trading partner tp of product i for ome i E { 1, ... , Tl}. 
imilarly, the ma..'<imum quantity t.hat an agent can sell i. dct nnincd by v ctor 
up the R.ctivity lrvel vector into the different parts of manufacturing (m.), buying 
(b. ) and cUing ( .) then 
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There is a time con traint : an ag nt i: limited in how much it can do in one turn. 
m L :::i ::; rna.rpTodvctivity 
i=l 
-ate that buying and selling are exdud d. the summation onl add the activity 
level r garding production. Apart from the total activity being limited by a pa-
rametcr rna.rprodvctivity . the agent action. are also on trained by it technology 
et . Remember that {t1 , . . . tm} is the technology list of an agent, which i.. a boolean 
" ctor with 1 · and 0 for ·kill it can and cannot perform. 
To complete th li t of constraint , one more is mention d her . Capital has not 
been involv d in t he production proc ss so far, and the implementation of capital 
will be explained in Chapter 4. However, when capital is involv cl, the quantities of 
tran formation that require capital ar fmth rmore limited by th quantity of cap-
ital the ag nt po e se . If c1 . c2 ... , ck arc the capital good, required for executing 
which impli that you cannot xecute a technique more oft '11 than \vhat you haYc 
apital for. 
Ultimat ly. all demand originate · from the consumer ' d sire to a qmre cou-
surnptiou goods, "production follow· needs' (Schumpeter, 1961. p.12). In the mod 1 
con umption r ult in the capacity to p rform work, (it results in a product called 
labour). which i required as input in the execution of all manufacturing proccs c . 
o demand for consumable and no manufactming leads to the ab cure of demand 
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for labour and thus no demand for c:onsumables: the ·table 0 state. To prevent 
this trivial state from occurring, consmu rs are encouraged to speml their income 
on consumable· (which will allow them to perform work) , even though there i · no 
immediatr rlcmancl for the labour that rc ult from these con. umablc . Thcr are 
several way thi. can be achiev d, one po . ibility is explained hrrc. another po. si-
bilit.y will 1 e introdu ed in Chaptrr 5. 
Hrre, th model has an exogenously determined con mnption parameter (r), 
which makrs thr consumers among the agrnts consume for the sake of con. ump-
tion. Consumer will certainly g n rate labour (i.e. consume) when there i exec .. 
demand for labour and thu · generating labour i profitable. In thr ca1 c that labour 
supply is. uffiricnt , consumer will .till con. ume based on thi ·· parameter. The pa-
rameter c tells the consumer group among the agents how much consumption has 
to take place each turn, regardless of the situation on the labour market. c doe. not 
. pecify which good need to be con tuned. but indicate. a quantity of consumal le. 
equival nt to c tmits of labour. When the parameter c i et at 0 w have a p rf t 
thrift system, since all consumption re ults in labour, wh r as when the consump-
tion is maximal, such that all agents are forced to use th ir maximum productivity 
level, all ·urplu · i · con umed for th ake of consumption. In b 'tw en these two 
parameter valu part of the mplus i consumed, and par i · 'tor cl for later use. 
\.Vhat.ev r th' situation may be, for cv ry consumer the expenditure · on con ·um-
ables of a consumer Z fi , z12 , ... z1n have to generate more than c unit: of labour, and 
these con ·umables ar, removed from the sy ·tem without rc ulting in labour. 
Thi" con umption parameter c rff ct only the con tuner group. Producers, 
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which can only produce, and depend on the consumer group for their labour re-
quirement ·, arc free from consumption. However, in their case it. i · possible to 
implemcut. wear aud tear by reducing the capital by a certain factor each time it 
is involYed in a production procr s. Thi. provides the producer with depreciation 
co t . ltcrnatively. one can have aging capital as in von . 1rumann (1946). 
The behaviour of the economic agent. is 
max. profit(:;) = max p · (o- i) ·:; 
zEQm + 2n zEIQlm4 2n 
under the onstraints as list d abov . ltlwugh each of the agent ' uses the same 
behaviour rule , t.he behaviour will be v ry different for different agents. They 
posse s differeut skill , assets, and trading partners. Furthermor , the price vector 
p varies over time a a re ult of mismatches between supply and d maud. The n xt 
ection explain the working of the price mechanism. 
3.2.4 An Inc ntive for action 
An agent acts in it local environment. In other word. , an agent's cnvironm nt 
consists of itself and its trading partners. The agent does not perceive how the ·whole 
ystem is doing. It just acts within t.h boundaries set by its trading connections. 
In order to obtain a functioning economy where re ources ar · ·ar e and have to 
be u eel in an efficient way. somethiug more than jut lo al int n1 tion i required. 
On the other hand. we do not want to pr · ribe the agents ' actions, a this would 
resemble having a social planner for th whole economy (Kcntffman, 1995). This 
model u. au iudividual based market model. and resembles Adam Smith' ' invisibl' 
hand to t er the conomy through time · of ·carcity. Thi · is achiev d by mean of 
a price mechaui ·m. 
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In the wc~tern economic ~ystem . the market drives the 'Conomic activity. There 
is a large volum f literature on price formation. However, in mo ' t cases the r '-
sulting price~ are quilibritml pric' (one of these theories of pric formation wa ' 
used above to d t rmine equilibrium price. for the technology m11tri e ). There also 
exists a r lat.ively new body of rr r11rch that deaL with agent 1 a.cd model of pri e 
negotiations in an att mpt to he ablr to predict stock market price dynamic (Te,-
fat.sion Rnd Judd, 2007). These model. focns on the agent's price setting tactics or 
trategir. , and t hr main focus i to determine the best strategy or adaptive trategy. 
Thi the. i focu, e on the functioning of a \Vholc economy. and the price it <>lf i. 
important only in order to create a functioning market op ration. Instead of fol-
lowing fairly complicated models of price . trategie . here we ha\'(' developed a much 
simpler model to define prices and to b;;tlance supply and demand, and this with 
good rrsult. 
The pric mechanism 
Vlhcn the agrnt go through their production and trading action., the model keeps 
track of what is required during the ll:lst w iterations (oft n w =50). Subsequently 
the agents att ~mpt to keep in stor . the r quired input for those w iterations, history 
governs the activity of the individual (S hmnpeter. 1961 p.6). 
Let ea b an conomic agent and ni ( a) the stock of pr duct i that agent 
ea pos 'C~ses. When the n i are summed over all agents. we obtain in u rdory = 
{l:ea n1 (ea) , l:ea 'll•2(ea), ... l:ea nn( a)}. When the global demand of the last w 
iteration i ' consumption + input = { d1, d2 , ... , dn}, then the price mechanism 
looks at the . ign (po i tive or negative) of each of the element of 
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ea eo ('0 
The price mechani ·m has an auctione 'r who attempt ' to find a. ·et of pric s 
such that, for those product for which the ab vc equation denot ~ · a ·hortage, the 
production procc ·s becom s profitable (cost of input lower than price of output). 
and the production processes of products for which there is a. :mrplus, manufacture 
at a lo " (cost of input higher than price of outr ut). The prices are similar to Sraffa ' ' 
market clearing prices based on th co1:>t of input. \Vhen dealing with a shortag>, 
the valu of the output is uch that it cnall s the sector to buy the required input 
and produce with a profit. Through thi . agents are cnconrag<'d to reduce , hortagc, 
and surplu es. 
Local prices 
One disadvantage of the above pri e mechanism is that the prices nrc detcrmin<'d 
globally. shortage in one location is balanced out by a surplu in another location. 
even wh n there i no trade between thC',e two. As a re nlt , a local . hortagc is 
po.sibly not noticed by the auctioneer, and prices stay as if the ,ystem ·were in 
balance. This problem can be remedied by making the price m chani. m local. 
Before an agent (call this agent temporaril_v the active agent) decide, what to do, it 
asks the auc·tione r for the curr nt price .. A , b fore, th auction r d tennine · the 
demand { d1 , d2, ... , d1} , d E N in the la t u· it ration , but this tim the auction 'Cr 
does so locally. The local market is determined by the. et of agent connected to the 
active agent by it1:> trade network. Then a comparison of what. has been demanded 
and what is locally in stock. a· before, give · local ·hortage1:> and ·urpluse ·, and 
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again prices are set. Based on th se prices, th currently active agent ma,-ximiz · the 
outcome of its act ions; the profitabl' actions will be execut' l dS much as possibl , 
and the ones that result in a loss, as little a possible. The algorithm.· for the model 
including ituatcd agent and local pricing can be found in ppcndix B.3. 
The pri e mechanism is perfectly capable of reducing local hortagc and ur-
pluses. and at the , ame time, the global market, which i composed of many different 
verlapping locFtl markets, is kept in balance. The next section will provide evidence 
for this claim. 
3.3 A fixed model run 
3.3.1 Setup 
With all the above in place, we can run the model to simulate production and trading 
pro~es e . Suppa we have the following set of products: labour and money. raw 
material and co1npo ·ite . 
labour - 2 
money 3 
raw materials - {5,7,11} 
free r e s ource 13 
compos i t es - {130, 260,104} 
p {2,3,5,7, 11,13,130,260, 104} 
The input and output matricc. in Table 3.6 denote the t chnology set. :'-lot 
that the c matrice. are not quare. but by deleting the row. 2 and G v.·hich involve 
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Table 3.6: The po ible transformation , where three of the outpnt coefficient arc 
set to 2 and the final output cocffi ient i determined ·uch that all sectors have an 
qual profit rate of 5%. 
product input matrix output matrix 
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2949cl52J 25600000 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
13 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
130 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 
260 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 
104 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 
the produ t money 3 a.nd the fre product 13 we can obtain 7 x 7 matrice which 
still contain all th relevant produ ts. Thi · allows us to treat the price anc.l a.ctivi ty 
vector a · solutions to an eig nvector problem. Let A anc.l B d not the quared 
input and outpnt matrices. 
The large t r al eigenvalue fA with re. pe t to B i ~~· This mean. that a price 
vector (the corresponding eigenvector) exist uch that each of the pro e. es result. 
in a 5% return on t he value of the input. 
20 
p ·(A - - B )= 0 21 
It can be verified that p = { 1, ~b, ~~, ~b, ~~b, ~~~ob, ~~06~g6} or any multiple of 
p is a solution of t he above quation. I3y in ·erting price 1 for money and pric 
0 for the free product , an equilibrium pric' set for th above input anc.l output 
matric is obtained. During ·imulations, products will b locally priced arounct 
this equilibrium price; prices will locally be higher when • hortage appear and lower 
or equal to the equilibrium price when . upply i sufficient . In general. each of the 
0 
profit rat ~s will be different. and moreover. profit rate· per technology will diff 'r 
from the ·tan<.lard 516 rate. The a 'tual pricing and corresr onging profit rate depend 
on the local balan e b tween upply and demand for each of the products. 
A for the inten ity level·, w need to find a solution for ::; in the following 
quation 
(B- A)·:::= {con. v.mption} ¢:? z = (B- At 1{consumption} 
where consumption i. the total quantity of con umablcs that each iteration arc 
consumed because of the exogenou. ly ct con. umption parameter c. Thi: equation 
imilar to the Leonticf inver. c matrix technique to calculate activity level for a 
certain external demand. Here, external demand is replaced by con. umption, and 
the z of the above equation gives the activity levels required t.o generate enough 
ron umable. both for labour and for consumption. 1\ote aLo that the 0igcnvalue is 
missing in the equation. Growth is not a .. 11m d to be con. tant. HowevC'r. growth 
is possible and it will depend on the number of agents ancl their activity in the 
mark t, or on incr a ·ing consumption. 
Suppos now that each of the consumers provides labour when there is d mand 
for labour through normal con umption. In addition to this each con ·umer is 
forced to consume at a level of = 1
3
0 . This implies that at each turn a consum r 
ha · to take in an amount of con urnables equivalent to 1
3
0 unit · of labour. Th · ·c 
con urnables are not tran fered into labour. but are simply taken out of the · ·-
t.em ( ou urnpt ion for the sake of ·ousumption). Or what i · cffectiv ly the same, 
these con. umablc ar tran fered into labour. and that labour is taken out of the 
ystcm. In it her case the con umablc disappear. Th met hod of 0xprcssing the 
forced consumption c in unit of labour is prd0rred because in the case there arc 
1 
more consumable ·, as there will b later, every ageut is free to choose from all 
consurnables, a: long as the consumables are equivalent to c units of labour. The 
total forced consumption then i 1
3
0 x IIcon ·11 where llconsll dc•notes the number of 
con, umers. In Figure 3.1. there w r 3 producers and an rqual numher of con-
sumer scatter d over the map. Total con umption is thus 3 x 1
3
0 = s; Thi. give, 
the following consumption vector rj;. 0. 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 0, 0}. It can b verified that 
z = (B- At1 {~7 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0. 0, 0};::::; {9.37, 0, 0. 9.37, 1 .7. 37.5, 74.9}. 
3 .3.2 Leontief results 
Supposr we , tart a simulation with agent on a grid a. in Figure 3.1. and with 
an economy a given in Table 3.6. The corresponding flow of commodities of this 
product and technology set is displayed in the directed graph in Fignre 3.2. Th 
products ar ord r d counterclockwise, and the arrows incli ·at which product · ar 
required for th production of each of the goods. It show that 2 (labour) is requir d 
for ach of the processes, and that 2, 5, 13 re ult in product 130 aud so on. Tl1e 
production processes are ·imilar to tho in Tabl 3.1. 
We provide every agent with a random list of technological kill. , and with a 
fixed list of assets {1, 100, 6, 4, 4, 2, 1. 1, 1} to allow th m to .tart. Remember that 
an agent i · repr ·ent d by a lit of coordinate . assets and t chnologie ·. Th ag ut 
in the top left corner of Figure 3.1 i. , for example, given by 
{{1 , 2. 1}, {1,100, 6,4,4, 2, 1,1, 1} {1 , 1,1 , 0.0, 0,0}} 
Sin ·e the production history is unknown it is assumed that it is qual to 0 for 
all w =50 iterations. An iteration i a ·cries of action· \Yh r a h ageut gets a. turn 
to perform the various action . Ev ry iteration contain: all ageut ', but for every 
2 
3 
• 
Figme 3.2: The flow of commodities through th economy 
iteration, the agents are ordered randomly. Initially the local stocks a.rc sufficient 
l eca.use curPnt inventory i larger than the previous demand. 13ecau::;e the price 
mechani ' lTl a 'Sess 'S the difference b tw en what i locally in . tock and what has 
been d ma11ded in previous iteration', there i, no drive for produ ~tiou based on 
the initial configuration. If, in addition the consumption parameter was equal to 0, 
then the model would be in a trivial . table tate, as none of the agents woulcl sec any 
reason to tart production. How v r. with consumption c larger than 0 ( i~ in thi 
case), the con umer group begin to demand con. umable , ancl cl pletc. the . tock. 
A oon as their con. umption becom larger than what i. in tock. a shortag 1. 
detected and prices begin to change, making it profitable to start production of 
104, the consumable in this case. Initially the input for this act ivity come from 
what ver is in store, but soon the · o ks will be depl ted too. After a number of 
iteration ' . th whol production proc , ha · been tarted. If we continue to run thi 
3 
system for auout 500 iterations. the production numbers di ·played in Figure 3.3 are 
obtained. 
The left column of Figme 3.3 show · the raw produdion number · per iteration 
for each of the product involved in the cycle. mentionccl earlier, the production 
history at t h st aTt of the system i .mpt) . and this i represented by 0 lcYel pro-
duction activities. As time progre .. e. , the stocks are depletccl. ancl the production 
cycle. as in Fignr 3.2, is developccl. The proclnction per it. ration cliffcrs from the 
previou ancl the next in a quite errati manner clue to the rather mall number of 
agent in thi. run. One agent makes up a large part of th aggregate behaviour. 
ltimatcly. all precincts are con tantl procluced. sometime. leading to an overpro-
duction after which production i. lower, until stocks ar O<'pletecl again. This is 
an inventory cycle showing a cyclical pattern of over and unclerprochtction. \\Then 
the price window parameter , which is u. ed to set the length of the nwmory of tll(' 
• ystem. i. longN than the period of the inventory C) de, the . y t m is dampened as 
is illustrated in the figure. 
The right column of Figur 3.3 ·how · the same production data, uut here the 
numbers ar averaged over a gliding window to filter out the high frequency cyclical 
over and und rproduction. After th st art of the simulation, th gliding average pro-
duction per itera ion fairly quickly ·tauilises at approximate lev 1 { ::)6, 9.19. 37, 75}. 
Very interesting i that these average production numbers corre ·pon l preci ely to 
t he output of th activity vector z calculated by means of the inverse Leontief ma-
trix. 
B · z ~ B · {9.37. 0. 0, 9.37, 1 :> .7. 37.5. 74.9} = { 6.3, 9.37. 0, 0.1 .734, 37.46\ 74.936} 
This illu:trate · that t he local mark t and its price me ·bani ·m function very 
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Figure 3.3: Production of five pr ducts during a simulation run. The 1 ft column 
shows the raw production number p r it ration. while the right column displays 
the same data but now as a gliding average. 
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w ll. It al o illustrates Adam Smith's invi ·ibl hand that guides the economy. Lo-
cal ag 'nt are only aware of shortage· and surpluses in their direct neighbourhood 
through the contact · they ha\ e with their trading partn r . Thi ' r ult · in local 
price .. ba d on ~·hich , a Adam Smith proclaimed, each individmd will , trivc for 
maximal per onal gain. \~hen all agent arc doing so, the average aggregate be-
haviour correspond. precisely with the requir d activity level cal ulatcd by mean 
of the Lconticf inverse technique. Agent do overproduce or underproduce, but only 
temporarily. A w 11 functioning market with competing c m10mic agents i. thus 
capable of guiding economic activity, and rc ults in an appropriat.c global economic 
behaviour. Adam mith mentioned thi over two centuri ago, and to my knowl-
edge, this is the first model capable of actually imulating thi. proces . . This i not. 
the main goal of this thesis but it does show that the market mechanism, which 
will be u ed her to . elect sure . ful and unsuccessful innovation. , is funct ioning 
properly. 
G 
Chapter 4 
Innovation, entry and exit 
Manipulat ing the input or output oefficients in technolog, · matrices. a ' happen d 
in an exampl in th pr vious chapter is not uncommon in economic . Indeed. this 
is pr cisely how innovation is often treated in evolutionary conomi ' (Nelson and 
\Vinter, 19 2; Dosi et al., 1995). However, th actual underlying hang in pro .s, 
is n ver specifi d . A very short section in l\llorgenstern and Thompson (1976) is an 
exception, but it i mer ly a sketch, and is not explored in any detail. Furthermore 
simply changing co ffi i nts doe not include uew product', or create new conne -
tion ': and thc'se are essential ingredient of innovation. This leave innovation as the 
outcome of a black box (Dawid, 2006), cv<'n though it has hc0n r<'cognizcd as a pri-
mary source of industrial dynamics (Do i et al., 1997). Innovation dcRrly deserves, 
and require. , more attention. 
The addition of a truly new production technique to the . r tem, or the intro-
duction of a n w product into the market, this thesis will ,how, i. a mu h more 
appropriate way to include innovation in an e onomic model; doing so means that 
the structure of the model it elf volve. as the model i. run. A new production 
technique rrprr.rnt a completely new function and a new rrlation among the in-
puts. All of the products involved may hav' already b en iu the 'Y ·t m, but. until 
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then, it was never realized that they had such a use. s a result, innovation i 
not a random chang of on of the input or output coefficients, such as the lab ur 
and capital input coefficients a1 and a~,; in el on and \Vinter (19 2). Innovation i ' 
a completely new application of cxi ting , to k. The line of thought developed in 
t hi chapter is to expand the technology matrices of the prcviou hapt r to a von 
Neumann t chnology et. and uh, cqucnt ly, to expand the mat rice. repetitively , o 
that they rcpre.ent an open dimensiomll dymunical system that incl11des innovation 
and diver ification. I w columns reprc. ent n .w relation and new function .. i.e. 
new technology. Some innovation will require the introduction of new product 
to the . y. tem. In a similar fashion, new products can be added to the system b ' 
expanding th number of rows. Adding colnmns and row. to technology matric . 
will provide a much more comprehensive method of de~ding with innovation. 
4.1 Innovation 
The principl used to simulate innovation i. ba. eel on Kauffman '. Lego world , r 
constructive y tem, in artificial chemi try. T\ew product- app -ar by ,ioining already 
existing product . . Products can function a apital, intermediate product or on-
, umabl . , and thus we will . e new form, of . uch function . Each addition of a 
column to the technology matrice im1 lements new technology. Thi ', in a nut h JL 
is how innovation is dealt with in this th sis. 
i\1any case of innovation throughout hi:tory can be approach d this way. Ros n-
berg acknowledges the path-dep ndence oft chnological hang . and th dep ndence 
of new technology on the old. 'Pre ·ent activities are pow rfully sha1 d by techno-
logical knowledge from the past" (Ro enb rg, 1994, p.14). H 're this lin of thought 
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i ' extended: if current technology is based on technology of the past, then future 
technology is shap d by current technology. 
Having ·aid that it is clear from the out 'et that innovation is a difficult con-
cept that i. not a. ily captured by rule . \M agree with Met alfe that innovation 
itself i unpredictable in detail: ' innovation i. about . urpri. c and , urpri. c arc not 
prcdictabl " (\1 t alfe, 199 . p. 6). Sub. qncntly. ~Ietcalfc argue. that one ha. to 
focus on difference. between companies in their quest for innovation, not on the 
invention. themsclve ·. 
Tlm · we must imagine our sel ction s t as a contimmlly changing set 
of product and proce combination-, and those inuovatio11S which are 
fundamental in an evolutionary ·en:e will be thos v;hich chauge its 
boundary. (Metcalfe, 199 , p. 7) 
This kad. to th approach tak n by clson and ·winter. and thr C'volntionary 
economists. Howrvcr, as ha bern said bf'fore, nothing can come of not bing. In-
novations are combinations and new applications of existing technologies and conl-
moclities. This p r.' p ctive on innovation may not allow u · to predi ·t in detail, but 
it does enable us to model th consequences of artificial innovations. This approa ·h 
allows us to deal explicitly with what l\f tcalfe suggests we have to imagine: the 
continually changing product and proce · set. 
Burke (197 ) give· a wonderful, though popular. overview of the links b tween 
different technologic', and it provides much support for the approach a,dvocated by 
this t hesi . The book con i ts of example of connection. between already existing 
techniques or product. that then result in new t.erhnique or products. Often thrse 
connections appear quite random. Initially. the technique that will brcomc ron-
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nected appear to have nothing in common. A striking example of thi.· phenomenon 
is an invention by Edison, who combined contemporary ideas a.s if part of a jigsc:~w 
puzzle: the light bulb, the billiard ball, the zoopraxi ·cope and the phonograph. 
These four . eemingly random piece .. or parts thereof, were fit toget 11<"r to create 
t.he kineto ope. Th billiard ball of tho. e days was no longer produc d from ivory 
due to . hort supplie . Instead the shell was made ont of a newly d.C'vdoped ma-
terial , cell uloid. Th zoopraxiscope wa. capable of giving the illusi n of motion 
out of tatic imag , . The light bulb and phonograph arc still well known. The 
combination of the e produ ts or technique. to crC'ate the kineto. cop<' . <'<'ms almo t 
random, yet it application a century later in cinema is still based on the . anl<' 
principle'. This illu trate. two characteristic of innoYation : the novelty generi'ltrd 
by . eemingly random combination,· , and, at the same time, the nnprC'dictability of 
these combinations. 
4.1.1 An example 
The pre ent work do ' not pretend to be capable of pr 'dieting innovation; thi , i , 
clearly out of reach. However, it does mirror the construction of innovation, by 
somewhat randomly constructing new clrmcuts out of existing one . This allO\'-'S 
the ·tudy of innovation and it con ·equen ·es for the production syst m . Table 4.1 
illustrate how realistically the innovation process can br captured by the method 
proposed h('fc. Thi. table display part of a chapter on the development of cn-
rgy our c .. from Connection (Burke, 197 ). Instead of de cribing the evolution 
of power g nerat.ion technology, a Burke ha. done, t hcse two matrices show the 
evolution in von :'\('umann technology matrix form. The continual expan. ion oft hr 
matrices over time. visualized by the different hades of grey, appears like layers f 
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au onion. encapsulating the expanding :tijte of the art. The following paragraphs 
briefly summarize Burke's chapter aud de uibe the developments iu the von Neu-
mauu matrices of Table 4.1. Both the table and the ·umrnary give a implified 
account of the dev lopmcnts, but t.hcy uffi e to illustrate the usc of expanding von 
N cumann technology matrices to model the innovation process. 
Around 1500 A.D. window gla. became a much mor widely lL rd con umcr 
product., vvhereas previously it had heen n. cd almost exclusively for religions build-
ings. The fir. t column a of the input and output matricc .. how that labour, . and, 
pot a. h, lime and wood are used to produce glass. When glas. gainrd popularit ·, 
bettcr oven, were developed for producing glass, but wood remained the source of 
energy fueling th oven. (column b). The gla industry had to compde with the 
manufacture of iron (columns c,d), which was used among other things for casting 
iron cannon from 1543 onward. ( olumn. f ). and hip building (column e ) for the 
d" indling wood reserves in England and, to a l sser extent. Europe. Due to the 
very · rious shortage of wood around 1600 th glass industry was in a crisis since 
priority wa given to the other two industries. At that point. coal was already know11 
(columns g) but u ·ed on a small ·cale du . to the impurities coal fir s caused in the 
finished product, wh ther glass or iron. In 1611 , a new method of glas · making wa 
developed. which, through the use of a diff reut furnace. was abl to make glass by 
using coa l (column h, i ). ~ ith th~ new furnace, coal could be used iu the making 
of glass, as well as in the process of making m tals, such as bra · · and iron (column · 
j' k) . 
Incrra ed indu.trial activity rcquirrd many more raw material. , , uch as coal. 
copper, zinc and iron ore. With the increa ing need fortran. portation to hip the. c 
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Table 4.1: Burk 's developm nt of industrial power captur d iu t echnology matrices. 
T he development of power generating t"clmology is illustrated by expaudiug von 
Neumann technology input and output matrices. Expan ion , upward , in the tables 
illustrate the u ·e of a new raw material, 'Xpansions downward how th introduction 
of a new compo ite product. The cxpan ion to the right illu ·trate the application 
of the product t. The dates on t hr left indicate the yrar of introduction of th 
new technology. 
Input matrix 
m n 0 p q r s t u 
1611 brick 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
coal 1 0 1 J ] 1 1 1 1 1 
zinc 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
copper 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1543 iron ore 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1500 labuur 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
sand 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
potash 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
lime 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
wood 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1500 glass 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
OVPll 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
charcoal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1543 iron 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
~hips 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
canon 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 
1611 furna c 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
brass 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1690 avery 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1704 !\' C'WCOI1len 0 0 0 0 0 l 1 0 0 0 0 0 
1773 Watt 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 
Output matrix 
n 0 p q s t u 
1611 brick 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
coal 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 
zinc 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
copper 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
15tl3 iron ore 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
1500 labour 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
and 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
potash 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
lime 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
wood 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1500 glass 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
oven 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
charcoal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1543 iron 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ships 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
canon 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
1611 furnace 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
brass 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1690 Savery 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1701 'ewcomcn 0 0 0 I l 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1773 Watt 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 
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raw materials carne an increa ing need for 'hip , and protecting the e ship , lccl to 
a large d mand for cannons. A better stronger cannon was developed by casting 
a ma 'Sive cylinder and then drilling the barrel afterwards, iu tead of the previ-
ous method of casting a hollow cylinder. In the rneantim0, although raw mat0rials 
were available in England, where many of these developments took place, coal and 
mineral had to be extracted from deeper and deeper within the earth, and mines 
often flooded. Ini tially, horses were used to haul water out of the mine., but thi. 
wa rather ineffective. The first improvement wa the SaYcry v.'atC'r pump of 1690 
(columns l,m), which used steam pressure to drive wat0r upwards. Due to the prim-
itive construction of these early team pumps, which lacked the required strength 
and precision, these sy tems needed much maintenance. \Vhen a leakRgc c~tused wit-
ter to enter the steam chamber, a technician by th name of Iewcomen was struck 
by the force that was generated by the conden ing steam. or more precisely. the 
power of atmospheric pressure over an instantly created partial vacuum. In 1704 
he develop d this principle into a much mor effective water pump, the Newcom n 
water pump (columns n,o). Wh n \Vatt was asked to repair one ofT\ wcom u' · 
pumps, he improved it efficiency and used the improved drilled caunon Garrels as 
a cylinder to create a more reliable and efficient steam pump (column p, q, r, s, t). 
In som cases, the water raised by these steam pumps was used to driv wat ·r-
wheels. Shortly after, the wat. rwheel was replaced by a rod driving a crank directly 
(borrowed from among other things a spinning wheel), or by a rod in ombination 
with sun and planet gears to circumvent th crank patent, and l>ccame a power 
, ource for many processes, uch as preci ion drilled canons (columns u) . Eventu-
ally, coal would completely replace wood as an energy source. The importance of 
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the steam ngine as a power generator, and the impact the steam engine had on 
indu1:>trial development, can hardly be exaggerated. The replacement of much of the 
wood and water mill ba ' d industry of oll by steam engine: in citic1:>, and the many 
spin-offs resulting from thi development, i a true example of Schnmpet<'r's gale 
of creative de truction. The von ~cumann technology matrices arc an appropriate 
tool to represent developments and innovations in a compact form. 
Sclmmpeter was one of the first to rcRlize the importance of innovation in <'CO-
nomic dcvclopm<'nt.. Lacking the tools to study innovation through modelling, 
Schumpeter u, ed the descriptive approach to bring the importance of capital, en-
trepreneur hip and innovation into the pot light. ~ow that we hav high capacity 
computers a.t our di. posal, we can attempt to mirror the innovation proc<'ss and ob-
tain an understanding of what factors affect the process and what resulting chRnges 
occur in the production system. This allows us not ne ·e, arily to predict. but to 
understand. In evolutionary economic there is much talk about gale of creati\'e 
destruction. However, o far formal economics has not been able to simulate t lt 
proce s of ren wal that sweep , through our economies. This thesi att mpt to do 
just that , and expanding technology matrices are a perfect vehicle to achieve this. 
4.2 Expanding technology matrices 
The introduct ion of new technology and new products consist of two parts. Fir t th 
new concepts have to be invented, sub equently, the invention ha ' to b introduc d 
into the production process and accepted by th market forces. This section explains 
the implem ntation of the inv ution proce . 
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4. 2 .1 Von N eumann technology 
The technology matrices of Chapter 3 had exactly a. many production processes as 
t.here were products, which resulted in square matrices. A dynamic Leonticf system, 
such as in Section 3.1.3, can easily be expanded to become a von Neumann y. tern. 
In Table 4.2 for example, the technology et has been obtained by adding a column 
to the former Leonticf technology . et of Tahle 3.5. In this case, tlwr are multiple 
techniques to produce one and the same product, and thus the number of techniques 
is lr~rger than the number of products. One can choose to produce product 104 
by using products 2 and 260 (columns 6), or alternatively by using products 2, 
11 and 130. which illu trates the possibility of input suhsti t ution. Furthermore, 
the output of the last column contains multiple products, which shov\·s that joint 
production is possible. The presence of product 11 in the output is particularly 
interesting. since it i. aLa part of the input required for that technique. Thi. 
illustrates the implementation of capital iu the system. Capital, equivalent to a 
catalyst in chemistry, fa cilitates certain processes or reactions, which would not 
very likely occur in its ab. ence. !though it is po il>le that capital shows wear 
after being used it i not completely used up. This distinguishes capital from 
intermediate product . 
As in von Neumann (1946) , it is assumed here that before prices arc adapted 
by the price mechanism. which r gulatcs prices during a simulation, all te hniques 
have an equal return rate. The addition of the last olumns to the input and 
output matrices in Table 4.2 docs not require any new products. The price .. of 
a ll products involved are already determined. Therefore, it is traightforward to 
determine the output coC'fficicnt or such that the new coh mm has the same rC'turn 
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Table 4.2: Von Neumann technology matrices with input substitution and the usc 
of capital. oc stands for output coefficient and . till needs to be determined. The 
columns in between the bars represent a new addition to the existing matrices. 
products input matri.rr; output matrix 
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 
13 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
130 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 
260 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 
104 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 oc 3 
rate 1 + r as the other columns, which is 2 in this case (Section 3.1.3) . Thus from 
(1 + r)(1p1 + 2p7) = ocp9 and p1 = 1,p7 = ~,p9 = 3 and 1 + r = 2 it follows that 
the ontput coefficient oc is equal to ~· Note that the return on capital (product 11) 
is ignored here. 
4.2.2 Activity leve ls and price 
With the appearance of an unequal number of technology columns m and product 
rows n (m > n) like in von Neumann's case, eigenvalue techniquct:> or the Leonticf 
inverse will no longer work to establish the price sets and activity levels. Even the 
existence of an unique solution is no longer guaranteed. This is where von Neumann 
(1946) begins. 
Assume we have m production procc ses and n commodities in an economy, 
where m and n are allowed to be different. The activities arc denoted by input 
vectors a,i E Nn and output vectors bi E N11 for activity i where i E .U and l\.1 is 
some index et of size m. We assume constant returns to scale, which means twice 
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the input results in twice the output. The activity levels (von Neumann calls these 
intensities) for process i at t ime t are given by z1 ( t) , and prices of the commodities 
are denot d by pj , j E N, where N is an index set of size n . 
Von Neumann writes that he is ''interested in those states where the whole econ-
omy expands without change of structure, i.e. where the ratios of the intensities 
x 1 : ... : Tm remain unchanged, although x 1 , ... , Xm may change." (von Neumann, 
1946, p .2) . As far as this thesis is concerned, this is a severe restriction on the 
possible behaviour of evolving economies, but as the previous example shows. von 
Neumann's model can be easily adapted to include innovation. We have the follow-
ing equation for the activity levels: 
'II i E lv! = { 1, 2, ... , m} 
Sraffa, Leontief and von eumann regard the economy, like Quesnay and Ri-
cardo, as a closed circular system, in which commodities as intermediates flow from 
producers to producers, and as consumables from producer to consumers, who arc 
in turn producers (of labour), and so on. The sellers Rrc also buyers, and the buyers 
arc also sellers (Schumpcter , 1961, p.7). Prices arc such that selling allows them 
to buy, which is necessary for continuity. This allows the economic theory to focus 
on only the production and flow of commodit ies through the economy, and it is not 
necessary to worry about concepts like marginal utility and its relation to price, 
demand and supply, which is difficult to grasp. To further avoid complication, von 
Neumann excludes consumption, so all produce of timet i (and must be) available 
for production at time t + 1. 
rrt 1n 
'2::: zi bij 2': a '2::: zi a i j 'II j EN= {1 , 2, . . . , n} 
i = l i= l 
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In the case of excess production (strict inequality) , the price of those commodities 
is equal to 0. 
Von N umann then as urnes that no activities can have more than the standard 
rate of return r. If we write (3 = 1 + 7· 
n n 
Vi E 114 = {1 , 2, ... , m} 
j = l j = l 
This means that the value of the output is less than or equal to the value of the 
input times (3 = 1 + r. In case the latter condition has a. trict inequality for some 
i, then the activity level Z i will be 0 for that activity. Furthermore. von Neumann 
excludes the null solution, and thus Vi .zi 2:: 0 and at least one zi > 0. The same 
applies to the prices; all prices Pi 2:: 0 and at least one Pi > 0. 
Finally, von eumann assumes that 
ViE M= {1 ,2, . .. ,m} andj EN= {1 , 2, ... ,n} 
and shows that under these assumption 8 solution exists, and in addition a = {1 . 
This is quite a list of conditions, and they ar not always very realistic. The last 
condition in particular ca.u eel much resistance among economists (Champernowne, 
1946). It states that every product must be involved in every activity, eH.her as 
input or as output. In the years that followed, many worked on replacing some 
of the conditions with more acceptable ones (Kemeny et al., 1956; Gale, 1968). 
Kemeny et al. for example have replaced the last condition by the assumptions that 
each technique requires at least one input , and every product can be produced by 
at least one technique, while at least one product produced by the economic system 
has a nonzero price. 
Based on his condit ions, von Neumann stated that return rate 1 +rand growth 
factor a exist and are equal. In particular, the return rate is equal for each of the 
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columns in t he matrices. This was used in Section 4.2.1 to calculate the output 
coefficient of the new technology. This can be generalised as follows: suppose input 
matrix A and output matrix B are irreducible. Part of the input consists of capital, 
which is only applied and not used up during the production. Let C denote the 
matrix of capital output . Depending on whether we include normal wear in t he 
model, all or part of the capital is present in t he output vector. F\1rt hermore, let 
p be the price vector and z be the intensity vector. Then (A - C) · p is the input 
co t for each of the production processes, (B - A) · p equals the profit and ~~=~i:: 
is the profit rate for each of the production processes. In order to introduce new 
technology or products. it is assumed t hat each technology has the .. a me rate of 
return 1 + r . This will allow us to determine the input and output coefficients of 
new columns and rows that will be added to the existing matrices. 
4.2.3 New production techniques 
In addit ion to new technology based 011 existing products, it is also possible to 
introduce new columns that make use of new products. In such a . ystem, the uew 
product can have t hree functions: it can be an intermediate product to be used 
as a building block for more advanced products, it can be a consumable, which is 
t hus destined for consumption and t ransformed into labour, or thirdly, it can be a 
product that serves as capital. 
As in Schumpeter (1961 , p.ll ) and Mosekilde and Rasmussen (19 6, p.30), new 
technology is generated and introduced at random times. With a certain probability 
t his new technology involves the creation of new consumables. If not a consumable, 
the new technology aims at producing products involved in the exist ing production 
process, be it capital or intermediates. In order to make something from which t hr 
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system can benefit , we introduce new technology (i.e. a tool and the skill to use 
it) to produce something of which there is current ly a shortage. in the same way 
an alternative in the form of coal was found for the wood that was iu short supply. 
Surplus and shortage are defined as in t he price mechanism. 
The innovation algorithm pseudo code is given in Figure 4.1. The parameters 
q1 , q2 and q3 control the probabilities of innovation and the type of innovation. 
if random :S q1 innovation: 
if random :S q2 
then generate new consumable: 
combine random products 
set the quantity of labour resulting from consumption of this good 
else generate new technology: 
select product that is in excess demand 
create a tool t 
if random :S q3 
then new tool requires new product: 
find list of products with appropriate factorization 
multiply these products to create new product 
else new tool t uses old products: 
find list of products with appropriate factorization 
Figure 4.1: The innovation algorithm in pseudo code. random is a uniform random 
variable in the (0, 1) interval. q1 , q2 and q3 are parameters to control the probabilities 
of innovation and the type of innovation. 
Suppose that random :S q1 such that new technology will be generated. The 
case of new con umable is explained in the next section. Once one of the products 
in short supply is identified, the input for the new tool t can be composed. More 
precisely when t he product in excess demand ped is factorized ped = nl . rr ..... nil 
for some n and q E N, it is clear which factors are required in the input. A 
random list of product. ·i1, ... , irn that contain those factors is generated such that 
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the product of the e inputs i = i 1 · i2 · . .. · im will be divisible by the sought after 
product ped, thus p:d = g E N. There are then two possibilities: a draw of a uniform 
random variable is less than q3 and the tool t sets the production of the required 
product. pcd, based on the new input i. or the uniform random variable is largrr 
than q3 and t.he tool require the different parts -i 1 · i 2 · ... · im and usc t hcsc without 
product i first being a. sembled. g is con. idered garbage and ignored. 
Suppose we have a product set 2, 3, 5, 7, 11 , 13, 70, 110, 154, 130.260, 104. In 
this s t 2 i, labour, 3 is money, 5, 7.11 ar raw materi;::ds, a, L 13. but the lattcr 
is free. The other product arc composites. Furthermore. there exist production 
technique to change free produ t 13 into consumable 104. During a simulation, a 
, hortage of product 104 arises occasionally, and thus new technology i. developed 
in an attempt to prevent this from happening. Table 4.3 illustrates th expansion of 
this cxi. ting von Neumann technology matrix. The skill columns in bctwccn vertical 
lines arc added to the initial set of transformations. 
In the example of Table 4.3 , two new product are introduced. 30 = 2 · 154 and 
6166160 = 2 · 1542 · 130. Tool 30 is used to transform 6166160 into product 104 of 
which there was a shortage. Since every process requires labour, the transformation 
rule of thi action i 2 + 6166160 + 30 -+ 104 + 308 a i hown in th last columu. 
In this transformation, tool 308 is also part of the output , since the tool is merely 
used in the proces · and not used up. As can be seen, the new transformations are 
simply added to the existing set. With this new set of products and tran ·formation · 
comes an expanded price vector, 
21 21 21 651 651 651 61 264 1 297367 
p = {1, 1' 20' 20' 20 ' 0' 200 ' 200· 200' 400 ' 16000. 320000 ' p13 .p14 } 
uch t.hat ((A - C) - ;b(B - C))· p = 0, when', as before, A is the input matrix, 
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Table 4.3: The application of a new tool, wh re oc1 still needs to be determined. 
Too130 is produc d by the transformation in the first of the new kill olunms and 
applied in the last column to transform 6166160s into 104s. oc2 = ~~~66~6, such that 
the profit rate for all processes equals 5%. 
input matrix 
pmd·ucts sk-ills 
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 () 0 
5 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
70 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
110 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
154 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 0 
130 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
260 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
104 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
308 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
6166160 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
output matrix 
product skill 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 OC2 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 () 
7 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 () 0 0 0 0 0 
11 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 () 
70 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
110 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
154 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
130 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
260 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 
104 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 oc, 
308 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
6166160 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
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B is the output matrix, and C i the capital matrix which has zero· everywhere 
except when a product plays the role of capital in a pro iuction process. Thi · is 
easy to solve for the variables p13 , p 14 and for the output of the new technique oc1. 
The prices of the new products are determinC'd by the cost of their input and the 
rate of return, which is the same for all skill . As well, the price of product 104 is 
a.h·eady established. Since the price of the output of the new technique depend. on 
t.he price of the input and on th output quantity, and t.he prices are set, thrr is 
a unique olution for oc1 . As in von Neumann's theory, the rate of return on input 
for each of the proces es is equal, and here is 5%. 
In the case that the random variable random m the innovation algorithm of 
Figure 4.1 is larger than q3 , then the input for the new technology i. a list of old 
products instead of the new product 6166160. This would lead to two new colnmns 
instead of three new columns a was the case in Table 4.3. The fir. t nrw colmnn 
below shows th production proce s to make the tool, and the second new column 
shows th use of th tool appli d to a number of products in order to generate 
product 104. The output coeffici nt oc can be determin d a- above. 
{1, 0, 0, 0. 0, 0, 0. 0 1, 0, 0, 0. 0} ---7 {0, 0, 0. 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0., 0, 0, 0, 1} 
{1 , 0.0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,2, 1, 0, 0,1} -t {0,0,0,0,0,0 O, O,O, O, O,oc, 1} 
On a side note, it is also pos ible to reduce the price of product 104. By doing so, 
the new production process would be able to earn the standard interest rate of 5 ~ , 
while the old production proc is reduced in its return rate because of the lower 
price. The older technique could till make a profit, but in equilibrium, it will br le .. 
than the standard return rate. Its service are possibly still required by the system, 
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even though the old process now shows a lower performance. The success of the new 
technique will depend on its introduction by innovating agents (see Section 4.3). It is 
possible that the new technology is a striking success. but until the new technology 
takes over completely, the old system that. is already in place can keep up with 
the demand that is not met by the new technology. This woulcl. lead to a gradual 
introduction of the new technology, comparable to the dynamics resulting from a 
control parRmeter in Morgenstern and Thompson (1976, section 8.3) . The difference 
is that in the agent based model, it is not the modeller who slowly increases the 
parameter to raise the market share of the new technology. It is instead the agents 
themselves who decide whether or not to innovate, and who control what part of the 
market is covered by which technique. It is po sible that more than one technique 
is used, and these may not even be the most efficient ones. This is a very realistiC' 
situation; Dosi et al. write that the persi tence of asymmetric performances is one 
of the puzzles in economic studies yet to be explained (Dosi et al., 1995). The idea of 
different return rates has not yet been explored, but even without different return 
rates there will appear differences in the success of the technologies. The model 
results will show interesting competition between technique producing the same 
product. 
4.2.4 New consumables 
Adding a consumption good is less complicated than adding capital or an interme-
diate product. A new product is created and introduced as describecl. above, and 
this new product can be consumed in order to produce labour. 
The first column of Table 4.4 , hows the production of a ne'\-' product 1820 = 
2 · 7 · 130, and the second column shows the conversion of this product into labour. 
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Table 4.4: Additions to the existing technology matrice. of Table 4.3 to introduce 
a new consumable. The first of the new columns of the input matrix supplement 
shows the input for product 1820. The second of the new columns of the input and 
output matrices shows the consumption of oc3 units of 1820 to re. ult in oc4 units of 
labour (prod net 2). 
new columns new colun1ns 
input matrix output matrix 
p1·oducts sk-ills skills 
2 1 0 0 OC4 
3 0 0 () () 
5 0 0 0 0 
7 1 0 0 0 
11 0 0 0 0 
13 0 0 0 0 
70 0 0 0 0 
110 0 0 0 0 
154 0 0 0 0 
130 1 0 0 0 
260 0 0 0 0 
104 0 0 0 0 
308 0 0 0 0 
6166160 0 0 0 0 
1820 0 OC3 1 0 
Again, the values of p15 , oc3 and oc4 have to be determined such that the profit 
rate is 5%. Con umers can be modelled such that they do not have a preference 
for any of the consumables available: they will use whatever is available at the 
smallest cost. Another option is to let consumer preference correspond to the labour 
output coefficient oc4 . More advanced products can thus be more attractive to 
the consumer than old fashioned products. This is not the most legant model 
of con ·mner demand, but cousumer preference is a very diffcult subject and falls 
outside the scope of this research. For an introduction to consumer b haviour 
modelling see A versi et al. ( 1999). which develops a probabilistic com;umer model 
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ba ·ed on imitation or innovation of consumers' preference ·trings. The next chapter 
will di."CU · · ."ome outcomes of different mode· of consumer behaviour. 
In principle, the model can expand the matrices indefinitely. However, this i. , 
of course, impossible due to practical constraint . Instead of immcdia tely replacing 
existing production processes with new ones, as is done in Jain and Krishna (2002) , 
the mocl.cl adds columns to the mat.rice , but al o keep track of the 11. e of t h 
different skills. A well, the model keeps a record of the performance of the agents. 
Poorly performing agent and obsolete skills arc removed. and sometimr this allows 
for products to be removed, since they hR.vc hecomc obsolete. 
If successful, the introduction of new techniques, which will be dealt with in 
the nt'xt sect ion, po. sibly redu e the need for older processrs in the t chnolog 
set even though the new technology has the same equilibrium profit. rate a. all 
the other proces. es. When comp ting technologies (i.e. technologies making the 
, arne product) meet with different levels of success, often the difference can be 
explained by the mor efficient production of advanced techniques. This is au · d 
by more inten 'ive production, a higher output per unit of action. It is therefor 
to be expected that. over time, different sets of active production t chniques will 
appear. The introduction of new technology can therefore make older technology 
obsolete. Older technologies can be removed from the system by deleting columns 
in the input and output matrices. This in turn can lead to a reduced demand for 
some inputs, and their production kills. Such a continuous proces of replacem nt 
of products by new products and technology by new technology bring. us to the 
Schumpt rian gale of creative destruction. 
l OG 
4.3 Entry and exit of technology 
As discussed in Section 3.2.3, the agent 's behaviour is determiued by maximization of 
the profit generated l y the agent 's act ions, to which c rtain ·onstraints are applied. 
These constraints deal with available meaus and commodities. as well as with th 
' kills the agent po sesses. \Vith the expansion of th technology matrice, as in 
t he previous section, new product · and new skills are not yet introduced into the 
economy. The new products only appear when agents use the new -kills aud the ucw 
products. This section describes the process of the introduction a11d tl! diffusion 
of skills. The model design of this process is based on Bruckner et a.l. (1989). 
4 .3.1 Technology fie lds 
Bruckner ct al. (19 9) describe a general model to study evolutionary processc .. 
The model consists of a countable set of fiekls F = {F1 F2 , ... } with, for each fidd 
Fi, a number Ni indicating the number of elements in the field. The state of the 
whole system i given by the et of occupan y numbers { N 1 , N2 , ... } . Change. in 
occupancy numbers are discrete and occur in the mall st steps possible; fields gain 
or lose one element. The probabilities of these changes depend on the current state 
of the system. 
The tran ition probability W of field i increasing in size d pends on self-replica-
tion, second order -elf-reproduction, and growth spou ored by oth r fields. 
where A)0) is the parameter controlling self-reproduction, Aj1l regulate the probR.-
bility of self-amplification, and Bij deals with sponsoring of one field Fi by another 
field FJ. Besides these events driven by the current state, the size of field Fi may 
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increase due to some spontaneous event, such as in-migration, and the fixed proba-
bility is det rmined by parameter c/Ji. 
The size increment may occur because of mutation. The parameter l'lfij controls 
the probability that element i results as a mutation from element j. The probability 
of error reproduction is given by the expression below, where again the larger the 
field Fj, the larger Nj is, and thus the larger the probability of a mutatiou originating 
The expression for a decrease in size is comparable to that for an increas in size. 
DJ0l r presents the linear death rate, n;1l and D~ are the 11011-linear self-inhibition 
parameters, aud Cj controls how field Fj constraius field F;. The probability of the 
death of an element is given by 
It is also possible for fields to exchange an element. The fields involved m this 
process can cooperate, or the exchange can occur becau e a field expels an elemeut 
into another field. The probability that one element of field Fj moves to field F i i · 
where Aj,Jl controls the probability of uncooperative growth of Fi, 1.e Ni is not 
involved iu this process, and A~Jl is the parameter for cooperative exchange. 
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Th ~1arkov process given by this set of probabilitic · of int ractions between 
fields is capable of generating a wide variety of evolutionary dynamics (Bruckner 
et al., 19 9). In particular, Bruckn r et al. write that this type of ruodel is capa-
ble of , imnlating the dynamics of evolutionary systems. including the dynamic of 
technological evolution for which tlwy refer to l'l'losekilde and Rasmus::;en (198E:i) , 
who have applied a similar approach to study economic .. nccession and waves. In 
a later paper, Bru kner et al. experiment ·with the parameters for the stochastic 
economic sub titution model and show that reali t ic sub titution dynamics can be 
obtained (Bruckner et al., 1996). 
In the context of thi thesis, a field repre ents a technology. and the occupancy 
of a technology is the number of agents that use that technology. The stochastic 
process describes the interaction between the fields, where, in the general model, 
the po · ibl int ra tion are . If-reproduction, exchange, decline. and spontaneous 
generation. In evolutionary economics, one can think of the creation of new agent , 
with n w or existing technology innovation by an existiug agent by the acqui ition 
of new technology, imitation of successful technology, baukruptcy, and ·pontaneous 
introduction of n w technology by in-migration of new economic agents. 
The model can b used h re to regulate th substitution of old techniques and 
product with new oues. Our model does not merely give the size dynamics of the 
different fields. Instead, the interaction between fields is used to regulate the intro-
ductiou and removal of agents and technology. Consequently, we are not so much in-
terested in the size of t he fields as we are in what changing occurrence of technology 
mean for the market dynamics, which obviou ly are affected by changing technology, 
prodncts and economic agents. In order to apply the Bruckner et a.l. fnmwwork for 
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field interaction to the substitution of t dmologies, we uc d to d ~t ~nuiue a reasou-
bl f · · · A(o) A(l ) n ~1 D (o) D t!J D (2) c A(o) A(l) ,~., · · 1 a e ct o param 't ers i , i , iJ• N ij, i i , i , ij, ij , iJ , lf'i to cont.ro 
t.he probabilitic · of events, such as the cr ation of n w agent ', imwva tion. imitation, 
a nd the remm·al of agents. 
4.3.2 Probabilities 
As mentioned above, Bruckner et al. ( 1996) describes a similar exercise. Brurkl1 r 
et al. di I inguish a nnmber of diffcrcnL innoval ive proces. cs. and noL all of I hcsc 
apply to th model in thi thesis. In particular. they distingui. h firm and plant,, 
where one firm can consi t of cl.iffcrent planL, ancl. planL are production unit . of 
firms. In this th si , every produ t.ion unit, i. e. every agent. is independent and 
considNed a firm. When Bruckner ' list of innovation processes is limited to the 
ones that are applical le to the model her , w obtain a li t of five relevant types 
of events: innovation by a new agent, innovation by an exiting agent . random 
imitation of technology, spawning of a new agent with exi ·t ing te lmolog . and 
imitation of u ce sful technology by an exi ting agent. 
These types of events can be interpret d in such a way that they fit within th 
general framework provided by Bruck11 r t al. (19 9). 
Innovation by new agent: \ iVhen a new technology become· available, it e tab-
li hmeut is affe ted by som of the exi ting technologi . ParamEter A ij de-
scribe the inclination of technology j toe tablish t chnology i by means of a 
Innovation by xisting ag nt: \ iVh n an agent expand it. ·kill ·. b it \\ ith a 
new technology or an exL ting technology. the agent innovates iL production 
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process. h choice of additional technology is affc ted by the existing tech-
nologi •s. Parameter lv!ij describes the inclination of technology j to est.abli h 
tec:huology i by m ans of an xi 'ting agent: ~V ( N; + 1. N1 I 1) = .MiJ Nj 
Growth of existing t echnology by pontaneous new ag nt : n mcrea ' m 
the numb r of agent u ing t chnology i independent of th state of the ·ystem: 
Growth of existing technology by new agent: An incr etse in th 11umber of 
agents u. ing t chnology i due to s lf-r production or ,' ponsoring by technology 
'· II' ( 1 I )-A(O) A (l ) B J. i + ' j i. j - i i + i i i + ij i J 
R eplacement of technology by existing agent: Agents imitate the , ucccssful 
technologic· of other agents, aud thus r place le ·s succe ' 'ful skills. The panun-
eter AiJ represents a measure of succe and failure. F\trt hermore tb proba-
bility i ·influenced by the urrent ·ize of the the technology fields. The larger 
the fi ld, the more occUlT nc of the technology in question. and the gr ater 
the probability of replacement: !V(Ni + 1, Nj - 11 i • NJ) = A~~) j + Ag) ;NJ 
An important type of event is mi ' ing from this li 't. In the pr •scut model the 
removal oft dmology from an agent is not probabilistic, as is th case in Bruckner 
et al. (19 9 , 1996) . Here we hav ·ho en to remove technology when it i not 
u ed during a , imulation. Removal of unu cd technology. and sub cqu0ntly. nml 0d 
products, is realistic and in addition ha. the advantage of kc0ping the program 
running at a rca onable speed as much a pos ible. 
The quantification of the parameter to determine the a bow tran, ition proba-
bilities i, a fr e interpretation of Bruckner et al. (199G), who ba. c the definition of 
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paramet r: on work by Nel ·on and ~inter (19 2). All agree that. since technology 
exists by the grace of agents or firm. applying the technology, and since these firms 
operate in a mark t, parameters governing the dynamics of technology fi ·ld · (i.e. 
changes in the number of occurrences of technology) need to be based on economic 
indicators. Three indicators arc used to define the parameters: distance bctw en 
technology, gross return, and connectivity. and these economic indicators influence 
the probabilities of changes in the occurrence of technologie. in the modE'L 
Ielson and Winter define a mea urc for eli ~tance between technologies: the clo cr 
two technologies are, the more comparable tl10y are, and the easier it is for an agent 
to change from one technology to the other (~cl on and Winter, 19 2. p.211 ). In 
their case, technology i given by two output coefficients, one for capital and onE' 
for labour. We can do something similar by defining the distance between two 
t chnologies -i and j ba. eel on input coefficients CiJ .... Cin and cj1, ... Cjn rcspecti\'ely 
by: 
n 
d(i , j) = exp(- 2::: icik- Cj k i ). 
k= l 
Thi results in an inverse distance measure for technologies, where for techuolo-
gies with equal input coefficients the inverse listance is qual to 1. For exarupl , 
the distance between the first two columns in Table 4.2, {1 , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0} and 
{1 0 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,0} re.pectively, is exp(- 11 - 11) = exp (O) = 1. The di'tancc: 
between the fifth column and the last column in that table {1, 0, 0, 0 0, 0, 1, 0, 0} 
and {1 , 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 2, 0, 0} respectively, would be exp - (11 - II + IO- II + 11 - 21) = 
exp (- 2) ~ 0.135. \ iVi th increasing differences in coefficient . . the inverse dist ance 
will decrea e to 0. This measure can be used to define the probability of substituting 
one t cchnology for another. 
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Bruckner et al. sugg st. that gross return is an appropriate meat:~ure to distingui 'h 
between thE ·apability of technologies to expand their field. To measure the actual 
gross return per technology, activity levels per technology of the last w iterations are 
a.dded and multiplied by their output value to cal ulatc total revenue per technology. 
Note that this measure is dependent on timr. t , incc production levels will vary over 
t.imc. 
() ( () )) {o(1), ... , o(n)} gr· t = total p1·oduction t - total produ.ction ( t - w · { } 
N 1 , ... ,Nn 
Here o(s) is the value of the output of ·kill s , and thus, gross revenue gr(t) 
{g1·(1) , ... gT(n)} i · a vector of values of output generated by each of the technology 
per agent possessing that technology. Sub equently, the vector i normalized by 
division by the largest clement, resulting m a vector of clements larger than or 
equal to 0, and smaller than or equal to 1, with 0 indicating no output, and 1 
indicating the large. t output per occurrence of that technology. 
Finally. we define a measure to indicate the connectivity of different technolo-
gies. To simulate vertical expansion of an agent. it i. interesting to take into account 
the connections sectors have, either to upstrram supplying technologies or to down-
tream buyers that are being erved by the sector (or both). Thi measure is given 
by the boolean input-output matrix to indicat the existence of flows between th 
different sectors. It is traight.forward to construct a square matrix of ·ize 71, wher 
n is the number of technologies in the model. For example Table 4. 5 gives th" 
upstream connections of the technologies. The transpose of this matrix gives th 
downstream connections. The sum of these two matrices represent: all connections. 
The coefficients used to determine the transitio11 probabilitie arc based on these 
three economic indicators. The sponsoring of new technology by existing technology 
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Table 4.5: Upstream connections between the technologic, in Table 4.2 
b'uying sector 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
·elling scctoT 4 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
5 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
7 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
depends on the connections between the new and old technology. An existing tech-
nology will sponsor the establishment of a new technology only if the new technology 
deals with either input or output of the existing technology, regardless of whether 
the new technology is established by an existing agent or through a new agent. The 
sponsoring by existing technology of a new agent \;vith a particular technology (new 
or existing) depends on all three factors: the gross return of the sponsoring ter.h-
nology, the distance between the two technologies in question. and the connections 
between the two. Finally, the imitation probabilities depend on hmv poorly one 
technology is doing and how well another technology is performing. The lower the 
gross return, the higher the coefficient to replace the poorly performing technology 
with another technology. The higher the gross return of a technology. the higher 
the coefficient of substituting that technology for something else. Table 4.6 provides 
an overview of the different transitions and their dependencies. Note that some 
parameters are set equal to 0. 
Once the dependencies of innovating events are quantified, these values can be 
easily transformed into a probability distribution that describes the introduction and 
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Table 4.G: The definition of entry and exit coefficients. d tand. for the distance 
matrix, gr , tands for the gros return of each of the technologies, And c stands for 
t he connection matrix. f and g arc functions combining the economic indicators 
into one matrix. For example, g combines the gross return (1- g1·) and gT to define 
combination of poorly functioning technologic. with well functioning technologie 
in order to find appropriate replacements for poorly performing technologic. . i 1 
the number of occurrences of technology 'i in th mod l, i.e. the size of field i . 
Type of innovation Dependency 
Innovation by new agent 
T¥1 (Ni + 1, N.iiNi = 0, Ni) = flfi.iN.i j\[ij = c 
InnovAtion by existing agent 
H'2(N1 + 1, N.il Ti = O,Nj) = Ai.i· j A1.i = c 
Spontancou new agent 
H!3(Ni + 1) = c/>i ¢ i = Random (0, 1) 
ExpRnsion through new agent 
Hi 4 (N; + 1 N.iiN1, N.i) = B;.i = f(gr, rl, c), A )0 ) = 0, A ( l ) = 0 I 
(0) (1) Ai N; + Ai NiNi + BiJNiNJ 
Imitation 
l'V5 (Ni + 1, N.i- liN;, N.i) = A(l) = g(gT) A(O) = 0 
(O) (1) I) ' lJ AiJ N.i + Ai.i N1 N.i 
removal of agent and technology. Suppose there are 11 different technologies. For 
Each of these n technologies there are five different types of transitions. For only on 
of these types are the coefficients independent of the .tate of the system, namely the 
spontaneous introduction of an agent with technology. The transition coefficients 
for spontaneous introduction arc given by n randomly generated coefficient.: one 
for each of the technologies, such that different technologies can have different prob-
abili t ies to be introduced at random. The other types of transition depend on both 
t he receiving technology i, as well as the technology j the transition originates from 
(spon. oring or replacement). and thus. the transition coefficients ar<' given per pair 
of technologies, n 2 for each type of transition. The example in Figure 4.2 is gcncr-
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ated with a total of n = 12 tEchnologies. of which one is ne\v, which implie::; that 
iunovation can occur since one field ha · siz 0. Ba eel on twelve tedmologie ·, the 
sponsored cr ation of a new agent with a particular t echnology can occur in '11 2 ways, 
144 in this case. The arne applies to innovation through a new agent, innovation 
by an exi ting agent and the replacement of a technology by another technology. 
The total number of events i thus 144+144+12+144+144=5 , ancl for each of 
these events, a coefficient has been C8.lcu1Rted according to the rule. in Table 4.6. 
All coefficients l l/1(-i,j), TV2 (i . j), lV3 (i), H 4 (i.j), and Hl 5 (i,j) can be divided by the 
total 2.:;:J=l vll1 (i,j) + vll2 (i,j) + TV3 ('i) + TV4(i,j) + lV5(i,j) in order to create the 
probability distribution. How ver. in order to guarantee equal total probabilities 
for each of the types of tran ition, the coeffi ients are first summed and divided 
by the total per type. This process leads to the cumulat.iv transition probability 
distribution in Figure 4.2. The figur how. 5 ;) int rvals. although many of the 
intervals have size 0 (where there is no increment ) . A random number in the range 
(0, 1) determines which event will occur. A new agent with a technology indicated 
by the random draw will occur on a random location on th map. Imitation occurs 
when a technology field Fi gaiw at the expense of another field Fj ( Ni + 1, Nj - 1). 
For thi to occur in the agent based model, an agent that posse s the technology 
j and not i is select d; that agent loo es t echnology j and gains technology i . To 
implement the introduction of innovation i sponsored by technology j by an existing 
agent. an agent is chosen such that that agent posses es the spon oring technology j 
and this agent acquires technology i . This lEads to a random process implementing 
the technology field dynamics, ee Appendix B.6 for the scheduling of these events. 
·ote that this model functions on both a global and a local level. Global in-
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Figure 4.2: The cumulative distribution of transition probabilities. The model allows 
for five types of transition, and each of these type has an equal prolJability of 
occurrence. 
formation, such as gross return of a sector, is used to generate the probabilities of 
introducing new agents into a sector. Local information , such as bankruptcy, deter-
mines the removal of agents. It is po sible to let the agent s have their own learning 
strategies, based only on local information. This would be more in line with el-
son and Winter (1982) and other evolut ionary economics research, which focuses 
on bounded rationality and learning to model evolving technology. Adaptation of 
,'kills based completely on local and bounded information has not yet been explored 
by the model in this thesis. Here we focus on changes in the flows as a result of 
/ 
technological change. 
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Chapter 5 
A simulation 
A simulation of an economy consi 'ting of ·patial agents and a fixed product and 
techuology set, as descril eel in Section 3.3, call run indefinit ly. but th question this 
thesis .·et out to an wer is what happens when new technology or new products are 
generated by the existing system? The previous chapter has described a model of th 
innovation process. and allows u to study the consequences of the introductiou of 
new technology. It i here that this re earch extends the existing body of economic 
geography and economics, by treating the spatial economy as if it were an open 
dimen ·ional open thermodynamic y ·tern. Such a system tries to find ways to deal 
with the surplus of energy that is feel into it., and that dissipates into all sort of 
products and activities. while allowing creativity on behalf of the a tors, who find 
more ancl more advanced ways of guiding energy flows to the sink. As a rc ult. 
more elaborate products and production proce . . es appear, and it. is thi emergence 
of structure that this work tries to capture. 
Obviously, it is impossible to predict the pecifics of real economic evolution in 
the model. In biology, where evolution has been studied for much longer and to 
a much greater extent than in economics, it i, unknown where evolution will tFlke 
the biosphere. including ourselve . This is not what biology is aiming for though; 
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iustead. it int •nd to provide understan iing of the proces · U) which evolution take· 
place. The situation is similar in economics, and specifically in this model. It i · 
unknown where evolution is going to take th economy. everthelc ·s, simulating an 
evolving economy provide in ight into the po , ible consequences of innovati n or 
changing boundary conditions. The pre, ent chapter discn . cs a typical simulation 
run of the model dewlopcd in this thesis. It explain the . etnp of a model nm 
and the events that occur dming the run. The general result. of such rnns will be 
discussed in mor detail in the following chapter. 
5.1 The model setup 
The ag nt in this ·imulation are lo ated on a bounded grid. At random location ·, 
two agents arc placed; one agent is a. producer. and the other is a consumer. For 
example, the location {2, 4} contains the following two li 't · of numbers: 
{{2.4. 1} , {0 100, 0,4.4.2,2, 2.2. 1. 1. 1}.{1. 1. 1.0.0, 0,1,0.1.0}} 
{{2, 4, 2},{0,100,0, 4,4.2, 2,2.2, 1,1.1},{0,0,0,0.0,0,0 0.0.1}} 
These lists indica t that the location contains two agents, 011 agent with identity 
{2,4, 1} and one ag ut {2.4.2}. Initia lly, all ageuts receive an ·qual, small amount 
of resour es and 100 units of moiPV. In this ca ·e. the li ·t of rc ·ources is given by 
{0, 100. 0. 4, 4. 2. 2, 2, 2.1, 1, 1}. Th final boolean list for each of the agents ideutifie · 
which skills or technology the agent posse · ·es. Here ther are 10 ·kill ·, and agent 
{2, 4, 1} possesses skilb 1,2,3,7, and 9. The second agent at {2, 4} only has skill10. 
The skills represent the transformation. indicated in Table 5.1. 
The, c matrices show the input and output requir d for all possibl tran forma-
tion . '':here carh column represent nc tran. formation or one technology. Input 
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Table 5.1: The po. siblc transformations, where all sectors have an equal profit rate 
of 100%. 
products input matrix output matrix 
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 () 0 0 
11 () 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
13 () 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 () 0 () 0 0 0 0 
70 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 4 0 0 0 5 
110 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 () 0 4 0 0 5 
154 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 '1 0 5 
130 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 
260 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 
104 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 
and output are given by units of products, and the different products are li~ted in 
the left mo~t column. Here, the initial list of products i~ 
{2,3,5, 7,11 , 13, 70, 110, 154, 130, 2G0,104}, 
where 2 i labour, 3 is money, and 5, ... , 13 arc raw materials, of which 13 cannot 
be produced and is freely available. The other products arc composites of these 
primitive products. Note that labour (product 2) can be generated by transforming 
product 104 into 2, represented by the technology in the last column of the input 
and output matrices. All agents pos"essing this skill are consumers. while the other 
skills belong the the producers. 
The output coefficients in Table 5.1 have been chosen such that the ]R,rgest 
real generalized eigenvalue of the input matrix, with respect to the output matrix, 
equals ~ · This result. in both a growth rate and a return rat of 2. A return 
rate of 2 corresponds to 100% return on investments. This is not a realistic value, 
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but it allow the resulting output coefficients to be more user friendly, i.e. intC:'-
gers or simple fractions instead of fractions with a large numerator and denomi-
nator. That the growth rate of the system shown in Tal.>le 5.1 is in fact 2 can Le 
verified by the fact that the activity vector z = {8, 0, 0. 0, 0, 0. 4, o. 9, 1 } requires 
input matrix · z = {27, 0. 4, 0, 0. 4, 4, G. 9, 6. 9, 1 } and results in outpv.t matri.T · z = 
{54, 0, . 0, 0. 0. 1: , 254 • ~6 . 12, 1 , 36}. When labour i taken as the nnmcraire good 
with a price of one, the resulting price vector is {1. 1, 2, 2, 2, 0, 10, 10, 10. 2, 2, n. and 
p · (outpv t matri:l:- inpvt matri.r) 
p · (i11put mat1·ix - catalysts) 
{ . ~} 1, 1 1. 5,5,5,3,3.3,2 
{ . ~} 1.1 , 1,5.5 5,3.3.3. 2 
In other words, the profit (output minus input) per t echnology. dividC'd b.Y th input 
costs. disregarding the cataly t , equals 1 for each of the technologiC's. a 100% retmn 
on the input, so to sp ak. As explained in Chapter 4, the constant rrt urn rate is 
used in a later tage u. eel to determine thC' output coefficient of nC'w technology 
discovered during the run of the simulation. 
In this simnlation , agents arc placed randomly in pairs on a grid. In this partie-
ular ca ·e, this resul t in 29 locations with agents, as shown in Figure 5.1. Th clots 
represent location where agents are present , and the liue · conn ct locations such 
that agents can interact with ·urrouncling agents. Locations without a dot harl.>our 
no agent~:> . 
The network of connections i not fixed. At random an agent drops one of its 
furthe t connections, cans the neighbourhood and adds the near st : upplicr of a 
good that is lacking in the local market. The network one iteration later is displayed 
in Figure 5.2. 
The rules that govern the behaviour of agents were describC'd in C'ction 3.2.3. 
It was explained that every agent maximizes the value of its posses. ions through 
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Figure 5.1: The agents on a. map. The dots represent the locations where agents 
are present, and th . line connect I cations ·uch that agents can int ract with 
surrounding agents. 
engaging in profitable activities. However, in doing so, a.1mrnbcr of constraints have 
to be taken into account. When setting up it simulation. paramet rs controlling 
these constraints have to be set. Appendix A provides an overview of the parameters 
involved in the , imulation described in this chapter. 
By taking into consideration these constraints and current commodity prices, 
each producer maximizes its possessions. This will alter the activity record ancl the 
goods in store. and thus the pri es may have to be adapted to refiect the nrw supply 
and demand. New pric s will lead to new profitability level , and as a consequence, 
tile agents will adapt their behaviour. 
In this simulation. the mod 1 does not have a exogenou ly fixed consumption rat 
c for all consumers a.s was used in Section 3.3. Instead, each consumer individual1y 
decide · how much it can afford. Consumers aim to maximize the quantity of labour 
they can produce. Initially, there is only one consumable, product 104 in Table 5.1 , 
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Figure 5.2: Th agents in space with connections 
and thus they buy as much of it as they can afford and transform it iuto labour. 
vlhich will be available to the producers as one of the inputs in their manufacturing 
proces ·cs. Later in the simula.t ion, more advanced consumables will be available. 
These products enable the consumer to generate more labour per unit input but 
they come with a higher price a they require more advanced input to be produced. 
Currently. consumer preference i set by the output coefficient ; the greater the 
l'tmount of labour generated through the consumption of a particular prodnct , the 
more rl.c.irablc the product i . There is also the possibility of experimenting with 
more elaborate models of consumer preferences here, but so far this has not been 
done. Labour generated by the consumers is available to the producers. 
The income of all agents con, ists of the revenue generated by their production 
of good , or labour. Consumer , however, have an additional source of income in the 
form of dividend. \Vhen producers make a profit due to the sale of goods. because 
the input costs to produce these were lower than the value of the output. the surplus 
r venue is equally divided over Ll1e consumer ·, as if they all had an equal stake in 
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the production process. 
To begin the simulation, all agents are randomly ordered iu a li 't; each of th 
agent · is selected in turn and goes through the process described in S ction 3.2.3. 
Before an agent makes its plan for producing, buying and selling, price arc set ba ed 
on the agent 's local market situation. Then the agent wins free resonrcrs, po, sibly 
replaces a distant trade partner with a nearer one, makes a plan that optimize, 
possession, buys missing ingrrdicnts, sells surplus of products to gc•nerate income, 
and engage. in production of the profitable product by executing the orresponding 
techniques. as well as engaging in the transformations that are not profitable, but 
that arc nevertheless necessary to nable the execution of the plan. All achvitirs arr 
logged, and the simulBtion move on to the next agent on the list. V. hrn all agrnts 
have had their turn, one iteration has been completed, and the process dcscribc<i in 
this paragraph i repeated. 
5.2 Model behaviour 
5.2.1 The initial fixed run 
During the simulation, all tra.n ·actions aud production activities are logged. An 
example of this is given in Figm 5.3. Thi fragment of the log book shows the 
actions of five agents during the simulation. The first agent {14,4J} finds it ·elf 
in a ·ituation in which taking no action results in the be t outcome. lone of th' 
technology available to this agent is profitable, or if it is. the resource, required are 
not available. The agent simply passes its turn, and the simulation move on to the 
the next agent at location {14,14,1}. Thi agent i in the position to generate profit, 
and it executes skill and skill 9, 0.5 and 3.5 times respectively. ote that these 
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initiative in step 64 taken by 
{14, 4 , 1}{0.' 97.5, 4.' 4.' 4.' 3.' 2., 2.' 2.' 1.' 1.' 0.} 
At step 64 end result of agent {14, 4, 1} is 
{0.' 97.5, 4 .' 4.' 4.' 3 .' 2.' 2.' 2.' 1.' 1.' 0.} 
initiative in step 65 taken by 
{14, 14, 1}{0.' 100.' 0.' 4.' 4.' 6.' 2.' 2 . ' 2.' 1.' 1 . ' 0.} 
execute 0.5 times skill 8 
execute 3 .5 times skill 9 
4. money for 4. pieces of 2 
15. money for 1.5 pieces of 154 
2. money for 1. pieces of 260 
At step 65 end result of agent {14, 14, 1} is 
{0.' 79.' 0 . ' 4.' 4.' 6.' 2. ' 2.' 3 .5, 0.5, 0 .' 14.} 
initiative in step 66 taken by 
{4, 7, 1}{0.' 100.' 0.' 4.' 4.' 12.' 2., 2.' 2.' 1.' 0.' 1.} 
execute 1. times skill 9 
1. money for 1. pieces of 2 
2. money for 1. pieces of 260 
At step 66 end result of agent {4, 7, 1} is 
{0.' 97.' 0.' 4.' 4.' 12.' 2.' 2.' 2. ' 1.' 0., 5.} 
initiative i n step 67 taken by 
{14, 8, 2}{2.' 103.356, 0 . ' 4.' 4. ' 5.' 2.' 2.' 2.' 1.' 1.' 0 .} 
At step 67 end result of agent {14, 8, 2} is 
{2.' 103.356, 0.' 4.' 4. ' 5.' 2.' 2.' 2.' 1.' 1.' 0.} 
initiative in step 68 taken by 
{7, 2, 2}{2., 103.356, 0 . ' 4.' 4.' 8.' 2.' 2.' 2. ' 1 . ' 1.' 0.} 
execute 1. times skill 10 
2.455 money for 1. pieces of 104 
At step 68 end result of agent {7, 2, 2} is 
{5.' 100.901, 0.' 4. ' 4.' 8.' 2., 2.' 2.' 1.' 1.' 0.} 
Figure 5.3: Logging of transactions and production 
activity levels sum up to 4, which is the maximum total activity level per agent. In 
order to execute these skills, it requires additional resources, which are bought from 
surrounding agents. The money and commodities are exchanged, and, at the cost 
of 4+15+ 2=21 units of money, 14 units of product 104 are produced. As the end 
re 'ult of these actions, this agent is down 21 units of money in comparison with it 
initial state and up 14 units of product 104. The next agent {4,7,1} shows similar 
behaviour. 
The last two agents shown in the log in Figure 5.3 arc consumers. Agent {14,8,2} 
begins its turn with 2 units of labour and sufficient monetary resources, but appar-
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eutly has no access to consumables and thus remains in the sRnle state. The last 
agent in t h abov illu 't ration is able to buy one unit of product 104, and sub ·e-
quent.ly executes skill 10 to generate tlu·ee new units of labour. 
5.2.2 Acquiring additional skills 
After a number of iterations. the initially abundant. tock of resources are deplC'tcd, 
and the agents have to produce the hlll gamut of products in ordn t.o supply the 
(lemand for consumable 104. Because tlw skills were randomly chosen, the inil ial 
distribution of skills is not ideal. \Vit h the technology field modrl de. cribed in 
Section 4.3, the agents will .lowly replace less frequently used skills with more 
succes ful skills. or adopt new skills that will support skills they already po ses ·. The 
following pantgraphs describe the implementation of this process, and subsequently. 
the paramet rs controlliug the technology fi ld interactions are discussed. 
Figure 5.4 shows the production of the different pro !uct for each iteration from 
t he start of the mod ·l run. Because the price mechanism depends on the history 
of the system, and the past is non-existent at the tart of the simulation, an empty 
history is given. This is visible in the graphs as no a tivity during the first 50 
iteration·. However, the consumers then begin to demand their product 104 and to 
convert this product into labour. There are some products 104 in the system at the 
outset, but these arc soon consumed and tlm , the stock i smaller thRn the demand. 
This will lead to an increased price for product 104. All agents with skill 9 (column 
9 in Table 5.1 ) .ee the opportunity to make a profit, and thus start demanding 
product 260, and, in smaller amounts, product 154, which arc. rc. pectively. t)w 
input l'l.nd capital involved in the production process of produ t 104. Shortly aftrr. 
the stock of 260 L depleted or smaller than the demRnd, and agC'llts with skill 8 
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Figur 5.4: Production of capital and labour per iteration. Dming the first 50 
iteration are there i no activity becau ·c the price mechanism dcpendR on the history 
of the system. and the pa t i · non-existent at the start of the simulation, an empt 
history i given. 
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come into a tiou, which leads to demand for products 130 aucl 110, the input and 
the capital rcquir d, re pectively, for product 260. Tow, the sam' happens again 
to other product· further down the production line, and thu ' the demand for the 
consumable 104 ca. acles clown. cYentually leading to demand for the raw material . 
Product 2 (labour) i the end product, and. at the ame time, the beginning of 
all action. It i labour that enable. agents with skills 1,2 or 3 to mine raw materials. 
Therefore, th level of labour production is a good measure for as. cssing the activity 
level in the y. tem. As can be seen in Figure 5.4. labour produ t.ion b gin high, 
and remains more or le s con tant until iteration 100. t thi. point it falls back 
a. little. after which it gradually regain higlwr level . The high r starting le\cl L 
explained by th€' abundant stock ofr . our es handed out in t.hr setup of the system 
that can be u. ed when convenient. When these resources arc u. eel up, all resourc s 
have to he produced. and the agenL · activity has to be divicieci over all necessary 
proces e • . This xplains the slight rcd11 tion of labour produ tion around iteration 
100. du to th lack of product 104 and it· ingredient . 
At this time, th . model begin to implement the interaction lJ tween the tech-
nology field . Iu other words, ag nts begin to learn, or to replace les · n ed cl skills 
with more succe ·sful skills. The fa t that labour production slowly increa es again 
can be explained by the low change in the distribution of kill ·. The probabilitie ' 
of changing ·kill · are controlled by the parameters in Table 5.2 
The paramet rs iu this table differ from the ones given in the pr 'Vious chapt r. 
Here, th . parameters are set such that there are very few iutroductiow of new ag 11ts 
to the sy t.em. The only time this occurs i when a new technology is c. tablished l y 
a new agent. - w t chnology can al ·o be tablishcd by an xi. ting agent. and the 
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Table 5.2: The definition of entry and exit coeffici nt . r, tands for thr connection 
matrix, n for new technology, o of the occupancy rRte, Rnd gr tRnds for the gro. s 
return of cRch of the trchnologie . f g and h. arc funrbons combining the economic 
indicators into one matrix. i is t h number of occurrcn . of technology i in t h 
model, i.e. the. ize of field ·i. 
Type of innovation Parameter. 
Expansion through new agent 
n·(.i+ 1, 
.il i, j) = BiJ = 0, A~o) = 0 . .4 ~ 1 ) = 0 
(O) (l) Ai Ni + Ai NiNi + Bi.iNiNJ 
Innovation by new agent 
lV ( Ni + 1. Nj I i = 0, NJ) = !lfiJNJ !lfi.i = .f(r . n) 
Spontaneous new agent 
lF ( Ni + 11 Ni) = ¢i <Pi= 0 
Imitation 
lV ( i + 1. N1 - 11 Ni, j) = (1) - ( • ) ) (0) -Ai.i - h qr. (1 - q1 , o , Ai.i - 0 
A~~) T. 4.(1) . J +. ii . l j 
Innovation by exi ting agent 
H! (Ni + 1, N11N1) = AiJNJ AiJ = g(g1·, r) 
probabilitie with which this happ n d pend on the gro · return of the technology 
and th ·onn ction matrix. The higher th gross retmn of a technology, th more 
capabl that technology i · of supporting th e tabli hment of ·uppl_\'ing teclmol-
ogy (i.e. vertical expansion to include ba kward links). Note that this additional 
technology can be new (in the sen ·e that this ·will b the fir t occurrence of thi · 
technology in the model). or it can be an existing technology. In both case ·. w 
say the agent is innovating in it production process by adopting the new techno!-
ogy. Finally, imitation occur when a technology that i , eldom u . . d i. replaced 
by a technology with a higher gross r turn rate. The probability of this happening 
al o depend on the occupancy rate, so that when many agents alr ady po. sess a 
particular skill . the probability of additional introductions of that skill i rednccd 
accordingly. 
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Figure 5.5: The cumulative probability distribution of imitation and innovation of 
the technologies. 
For example, Figure 5.5 shows the cumulative probability distribution at. the 
beginning of iteration 100. Ther are 10 skills, and thus 102 = 100 instances of 
expansion through a new agent of a skill promoted by another skill, 100 instances of 
innovation by a new agent promoted by an existing skill , 10 instance of a sponta-
neous introduction of a new agent, 100 possible cases of imitation of a successful skill 
replacing another skill, and 100 possible cases of one skill encouraging the acquisi-
t.ion of an additional skill. Most of the probabilities for these 410 events are equal 
to zero, because the parameters are set equal to 0. Others are 0 because there is no 
new technology currently available, so there is no innovation by a new agent. Only 
the last two events, imitation and innovation by an existing agent show positive 
coefficient . The coefficients are added and scaled in order to create a cumulative 
probability distribution, as in Figure 5.5. Since both types of events make up half 
the probability, imitation \¥ill occur with a. random draw in {0, U and innovation 
by an existing agent will occur with a random draw in 0, 1}. If there is a new 
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technology available, each of the type , of •vents will hav' a probability of k. 
After each it. .,ra.tiou is finishe i , a new cumulative probability distribution 1s 
drawn up, a random number between 0 and 1 is gen rated, aud the corresponding 
interaction brtw en two technologir i, selected. In the ca. e f Figure 5.5. the event 
could b replacement of one kill by another, or the acquisition of a kill that \Yill 
supply a technology. An agent that. qualifie. for such a change is , elected at random, 
and the change in skills is made in the R.gent."s skill list (sec Figure 5.G). 
imitation of skill 8 at cost of skill 5 
{28, 29, 29, 16, 12, 19, 15, 15, 18, 29} changes to 
{28, 29, 29, 16, 11, 19, 15, 16, 18, 29} 
imitation of skill 9 at cost of skill 3 
{28, 29, 29, 16, 11, 19, 15, 16, 18, 29}changes to 
{28, 29, 28, 16, 11, 19, 15, 16, 19, 29} 
imitat ion of skill 8 at cost of skill 2 
{28, 29, 28, 16, 11, 19, 15 , 16, 19, 29} changes to 
{28, 28, 28, 16, 11, 19, 15, 17, 19, 29} 
innovation within agent to acquire skill 6 
{28, 28, 28, 16, 11, 19, 15, 17, 19, 29} changes to 
{28, 28, 28, 16, 11, 20, 15, 17, 19, 29} 
Figure 5.6: Logging of change· made to the distribution of skill . The reported 
changes arc illustrated by changes to the total occurrence of t.c hnologies in th 
model, which has 29 producers and 29 ·onsumers. Producer :kills in high demand 
(7, .9) arc replacing less u cful skill., or agents are adding skilL tha t upply one or 
more of t heir other kills to their skill list. 
5.2.3 lnv ntions and t he adoption of new technology 
Although the model shows interesting behaviour so far, and demonstrate that 
agents without a centralized ontrol center can manage t.o fr .d and ntertain them-
selves in a su. tainahle way, the real adventure lies in the introcluction of ne·w tech-
nology and product , and study ing the rffect of utterly new elemrnts on the exi. ting 
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system. The framework developed in this thesis is set up in such a way that ex-
periments of this kiud are a straiglltforvvard expansion of the model abov . The 
technology matrices are expanded a.t. random times. as explained in Figure 4. 1, re-
sulting in a new column for a new technology. and new row for new products. Ba. d 
on the probability distribution described above. at some point an agent is as. igncd a 
new technology, and tarts u, ing the newly acquired technology if profit a blc. If the 
new technology docs not suit the . ituation, because it docs not improve profitabil-
ity, the new technology might. be short lived. Perhap it would have done better in 
another location, but we may never find out. 
T\ew technology, if successful, will lead to new demands, i.e. innovation co-
evolves with demand (Dawid, 2006), and new niches arc created over and over again. 
New technology will compete with the other technologies for inputs, and change th 
flow of goods. This in turn will change the demand for skills. Technology once of 
paramount importance may be replaced by more efficient technology, or may fack 
because there is no longer demand for its output. New technology and demand 
for new products can wipe out what were once well gr as d production lines, and 
replace them with something tllat, for whatever reason, serves bett.er, thus forcing 
the economic system to reorganize. 
At this point in our simulation, a new product is introduced to the cousurners. 
There are many possibilities for dealing with con ·mner preference . One method is 
to set a exogenou ·ly fixed rate c of consumption, as was d .·cribed in ectiou 3.3. 
Because of this minimum level of consumption, all consumers must acquire a cer-
tain amount of consumables. equivalent to what can he transformed into c unit 
of lab om. Those consumablcs arc removed from the sy. tem (actually, the consnm-
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able · are transformed into labour and these c units of labour are removed from the 
·ystem) . If therE. is a surplus of labour, prices for labour arc such that consurnJ tion 
is not profitable. evert he less, the requirem nt for consumption c has to be met. 
As a result, with excess labour supply the consnmers will consume preci. ely the 
required level and nothing more. If there is a dcm;md for labour greater than the 
supply. generating labour becomes profitable. and consumers will consume as much 
as pos. ible, while satisfying all constraints that apply. :More advanced products 
·will allow a larger output of labour. The total level of activity per agent i fixc<i 
and limited. However, with more advanced input, a higher output is generated. 
This leads to a preference for more advanced products, bnt only when <iemand for 
labour i high. \ i\Then demand for labour is low, all the consumer mnst do is me t 
the consumption r quirements. Therefore, the need for improved trclmology is not 
consistent , unle the forced level of consumption c increase's over time, which is not 
entirely unrealistic. The difficulty lies in setting the correct rate of increase. \Vhen 
the increase is too low, there is no desire for improved te ·hnology, and wh n high 
capacity consumables are used th y are so productive in terms of gen rating labour 
that it floods th whole ·ystem with an abundance that leads to t mporary inac-
tivity. Wh n the increase is too high, the ·ystem grinds to a halt , since too many 
resources have been pent on di cretionary cou ·umption. After much cumber ome 
experimentation with appropriat increase , a different route wa chosen. 
A con ·umer agent's behaviour rule are such that they will optimize the quan-
tity of labour gen rated within the usual boundaries given by the constraints, see 
Appendix B.4 for mor detail on the implementation. At the beginning of the turn. 
t he agent consider his monetary resources, which possihly have increased due to 
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the . ale of labour or pa ments of dividend. The agent ubs quently a ·quires those 
onsuma.bles that ar' available and that will allow it to generate a· much labour as 
po ' ible. When th rc i · only on con ·umablc available, a: has been th ca ·e o far . 
there i. only one option. \i\ hen th re i. morr than one consumable. con, umers have 
to choo. c between the options based on thrir consumer prefer nces. ince consumer 
preferencr fall out. ide the scope of thi thrsi . the con, umrr prrfrrrn e modrl is 
kept Fts simple as possible, and th desirability of t.he consumable is given by the 
labour output coC'fficient. In Table 5.3. for example, both ron, umablcs, 104 and 
27040. arc equally desirable. since both generate 3 units of labour prr 1 unit of 
consnmrr activity. 
Table 5.3: Introduction of a u w consumable in the system. Technology seven (col-
umn 7 oft he input and output matrices in betw en th bars) shows the productiou 
process of a new con 'uma.ble 27040. The last column show.' how this product can 
b transformed into labour. 
p1'0ducts 
2 
3 
5 
7 
11 
13 
70 
110 
27040 
154 
130 
260 
104 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 1 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
i np·at matTi;r; 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 1 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 1 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 1 0 0 0 
output rnat'l·ix 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 () 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 () 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 4 0 0 5 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 4 0 5 
0 
* 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 .1 5 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
Thr ontpnt coefficient of a new con. umablc is a random nnmbrr varying between 
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3 3 
() 0 
() 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
the maximum labour output coefficient and double that coefficient. For the expan-
sion illustrated in Table 5.3, a random number between 3 and 6 was generated. To 
maintain a constant return rat for all columu '. the input coeffici 'llt \\'a· adapted 
such that the value of the output i twice the value of the input. Hrre, th input 
coeffici nt of the transformation of product 27040 into lal our i equal to i· The 
reason for . uch a regulated output ocfficient i. twofold. Fir. t, a nrw con umable 
\Vith a lal our output coefficient below alrec:tdy existing output co fficients is a wR. te 
of simulation effort . , ince it will not be incorporated. Even at the tim<' of introduc-
tion. there already exist more de irahle alternatives. econdly. a nrv.· con mnahlc 
with simply 1 unit of consumable a input coefficient and a calculated output coef-
ficient (such that return rates remain equal) lead to an unrealistically rapid rlesirr 
for change with this model of con. umf'r br,haviour. Based on one unit of input, the 
new con. umabl abov would have an output coefficient of 1 . Du to the chosen 
consumer preference model, thi. would result in a consumable far suprrior to th 
old one. Regardle ' of the implem ntation, ultimately the consumer· mov to the 
product that provides most sati ·faction. but with a r gulated and more gradual 
growth of output coefficients, consumer behaviour changes much mor slowly and 
more realistically. 
Figure 5.7 shows the adoption of the new technology to generat the new con-
sumable 27040 b producers. ince the probability of imitating technology depends 
on the gro s return of the technology. its imitation by numerou' producers indicates 
that this t chnology is doing fairly well in c mparison with the other skills, most 
likely because there L a demand for it , yet only a few provider .. 
Even though this new technology prove to be quite . ucccssful at the time of 
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Table 5.4: An expanding von Neumann input matrix. The columns b etween bars are new to t he table in comparison 
with Table 5.3. In addit ion to two new consumables (1456 and 2600) and their consumption (t18 and t19) there are also 
two new technologies ( t20 and t21) to help in the production of 2600. The latter two new technologies require three new 
products, t20 only needs capital product 220, t21 requires capital product 22 and input product 946400. 
t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 tlO t ll t.12 t 13 t14 t15 t16 t17 t18 tl9 t20 t21 
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 
7 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 0 () 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 () 1 () () 0 0 () 0 0 0 0 0 
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
70 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
110 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
27040 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 f, 
1456 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 Is. 0 0 0 
2600 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 
220 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
946400 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
154 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
130 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 () 0 0 0 
260 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
104 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
Table 5.5: The expanded von Neumann output matrix matching the input matrix in Table 5.4. 
t.1 t2 t3 t4 t5 tG t7 t ta tlO tll t12 t13 t 14 t.15 t16 t17 tl t19 t20 t 21 
2 0 () 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 5 10 0 0 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 () 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
70 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 
110 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ·1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 
27040 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1456 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2600 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ ~~ 
220 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 
22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ::! ;) 
946400 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
154 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 fi 
130 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
260 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
104 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
innovation new agent with skill 7 
innovation within agent to acquire skill 6 
innovation within agent to acquire skill 8 
imitation of skill 7 at cost of skill 1 
imitation of skill 7 at cost of skill 2 
imitation of skill 7 at cost of skill 1 
imitation of skill 7 at cost of skill 4 
Figure 5. 7: Loggiug of the appearan e of a new technology to pro luce the new 
con -mnabl (product 27040). Adoption of the new te lmology :hown here took 
place ov r 16 it rations. Due to th la k of other techuologi s that stand out in 
terms of their gross return kill 7 quickly obtained a gro return -ufficient to result 
in imitation probabiliti high enough to cause repeated imitation cwnt ' . 
its introduction, the , uccess i short lived. The quick exit of thC' consumable' 27040 
occurs not because there are problems on the supply ide, hut because dcmanct fails 
due to thC' introduction of newer consumahles and newer technology. Thi, time, the 
newer consumable. come with clearly higher labour output coC'ffi ·icnL (see Table 
5.4 and 5.5 where the lahom output c cfficients are 5 and 10 in. tcad of 3), and 
as a result, they ar more desirable to the group of con. mner. . Demand for thC' 
newer consumabl s is strong, and with the development of an iudu try capabl of 
supplying thes uewer consumable ' , the older consumables fad'. ( , e Figure 5. ). 
The market hare of each of the con ·umables is graphed in th l ft figure. H 
shows that while initially there exist - only one consumabl that fully control th 
market , -lowly competition appears, ultimately resulting in four consumables with 
differeut shares in the generation of labour. Skill 17, using cousuma blc 27040 .. is 
initially quit' :uccessful, and quickly captures roughly 25% of the market. However. 
with the introduction of more favourable con -umption goods, it quickly looses the 
ground gainC'd. The rising star i product 2600, which . . hartly after its introduction, 
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Figure 5. : Both graphs display the market shares of technologic. producing the 
same product. The graph on the left shows the . hare of four . kilL (each u. ing a 
different consumable) in the gcnerFition of labour. The graph on tlw right sho·ws 
that the consmnable that was introduced last (2600), and that has only been around 
for thirty or , o iteration , is already produced by three cliff rent t dmologic , each 
of these ompeting to meet the demand for product 2600. 
i · already r von ible for most of th labour g nerated. Initially, ouly technology 9 
produc s 2600. The right graph in Figure 5. shows how newly iutroduced technol-
ogy is joining t "dmology 9 in order to produce enough of product 2600 to sati,'fy 
the incrcal:ling d man d. 
Already, with the technolog ' 'et in Tablel:l 5.4 and 5.5. int r l:lting, realistic 
behaviour i , obtained. \ \e see per ·i ' ting a ymmetric performances in ·ectorl:l, we 
see life cycles of products, an<.l we see inl:ltability in market tiharcs. The life cycle 
of product 27040 \vas ju. t discussed. Although the product. xpcricnced a brief 
period of sucres. , it quickly becomes ob oktc due to the introduction of better and 
more de. ira blc product . The t chn logic re. ponsible for the production of product 
2600 each have different input and ontput coefficients although for the production 
of 2600 = 23 · 52 · 13, the products 2,2,2,5,5 and 13 arc required , r gardlrs of 
the production technique. Due to the use of different input., difi'erent production 
t chnique an coexist, and di play quite un. table market . hare behaviour. Sre for 
example Figure 5.9, which , hO\'-'S the market share of 5 technologies all producing 
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product 2600. It 'hows that the e different techniques coexi ·t for 1uite a long time, 
doiug better or worse now and then. b ' 'au::;c they have to compete for their inr uts 
·with other t clmologies. If competition for one input is fi('rte, production ba ·cd 
on that input will po. sibly be lo"-'Cf and a competitor u ing different inputs will 
benefit. \Vhen ac e to the input improve . the technology can rrgain it former 
market sh<ur. 
Finally, the la. t graph in Figure 5.10 shows the market sharr of thr diffrrrnt 
on. nmablc in the production of labour. To be more prC'cisr, the graph shows 
the market hare of 11 different . kill u. ed to generate labour. bnt each of these 
skills u c a unique consuma blc, an l thus one can speak of the market share f 
t.he consumable., instead of the market share of the technologies. As the figure 
shows, with the introduction of a new consumable, the old consumablcs arc doomed 
t.o bPcome obsolete. One by one, t.hf' consnmables are rrplRcrd by morr Rdvanccd 
products thRt re. ult in higher labom output. However, the rrplaccmcnt i not 
in tant due to the ometime . mall differenc · in de irability. or due to diffi.cultie · 
encountered in e 'tablishing a production line for the new con ·uma ble apable of 
supplying the whole market. 
In reality. u w cousumabl are oft 11 add d to the exi ti11g gamut of consum-
ables. without replacing all of the previous products. In that r pect th 'impl 
model of con ·umcr preferences is not very reali tic. However, when the whole model 
discus ed her m akes up one sector, for example computer lcctronic · or sound ys-
tems, then new consumables do replace old 'r goods. In addition, although it is an 
essential part of modelling a market, this the. i does not dral with consumer br-
haviour specifically. However, the con umcr prdcrence modrln. ed hrrr doc uffice 
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in creating a explicit complete market model in which th 'rc is demand for newly 
introduced product~:;. The market model, in itself, i~:; not the focus of this thc~:;i ·, 
but is included in ord r to select from the th variation that i:; i11troduccd i11to the 
model by innovation and diversification. As. urh. the mark t model docs what it i 
. uppo cd to do. and thi chapter ha. at tempted to give a first iudicat ion that thi L 
the ca. c. In t h next chapter, the model rc. ults are analysed in mnrh more detail. 
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Chapter 6 
Results and analysis 
The previous chapter bowed how a typi ·al model is set up. what a t~·picalmodel run 
look , lik and what typical output i · generated. Thi · chapter will treat the output 
in more detail aud will extract and analy 'e a number of interestiug phenomeua 
generated by the model and compare these with reality. 
This chapter continues the eli cussion of market share that was started in the 
previous chapt r. In contrast with th model described in th prc,·ious chapter , the 
consumers in thi · chapter ar oblig cl to on ' lllne an exog nou ·l) dct rmined rate 
of consumablcs. This rate is fi.."'Ced aud doc · not increa during the simulation. A · 
new products anrl. consumables arc introrl.uccd , the labour output coefficient of the 
consumable docs not affect consumer preference, the consnm('f 's only requirement is 
to sati. fy the obliged consumption, equivalent to c units of labom. \\'hich prorl.uch; it 
will usc to do , o will depend on th availability and price. Related to thi different 
approach in the model is the method to determine the lahonr output. coefficient 
of a new consumable: here simply the general rule that applie. to all producti n 
technique. is applied, being that one unit of input result in the general profit rate. 
There i. no manipulation of the new output coefficient, some ou t put coefficients 
will be low r than tho e already existing. some will be higher. .· di 'CU ·::;ed in the 
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previou, chapter, such model of consumer I haviour doeB not encourage grov\'th. 
However, such a model does illustrat' the capability of the model to adapt and to 
reorgauizc itself by redirecting flows of good and money in order to create a b tter 
fit betwern upply and demand. 
Secondly. the chapter returns to the stable LrontiC'f activity lrvrl. . \Vhcre in a 
previou illustration the resulting production numbers w re comparcct to the pro-
duction numbers one could exp ct based on 1"11c Leonticf ~nalysis, this srct ion will 
explore the capacity of the agent and the auctioneer to organiz the proctnction 
system. 
Section 6.3 tndic the mcthoct available to determine the pre, rnc of rt. of 
technologic. that can function independent of the other technologirs, so callc>d hmc-
tionally closect sets. The interest for these functionally closed , rts lirs in thr fact 1 hat 
they provide insight into what is required for a well functioning sy. trm. They give 
information on which combinations of functions. qualitatively anct quantitatively. 
hav the aGility to perform well. Such clusters of technologies are good candidate· 
fore tabli ·hing independent organizations that are elf -upporting. 
Fiually, 'ection 6.4 applies a measure developed l.Jy Beclau, Snyder and P ackard 
to analyse the clas , of evolution the model is capable of g n rating. The differeut 
approaches appli d in this chapter illustrate the wide reach the model displays. Th 
first section is mainly d Triptive, the ·econd section falls l.Jack on economic anal ', i . 
The third ection uses concept · borrowed from artificial chemistry concept and 
technique. derived from graph theory. The last approach of aualy ·i ' sterns from 
biology. The model has been vicwrd from srveral differrnt prrspcctivc . . 
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6 .1 Market shares continued 
The followi11g results are a de. cription of model output after 25 event.· in which new 
technology or new products wer introduced. Some oft hese were sue ' C'S ·fuL at least 
for a while, some never made any change to the system. The invention vents o cur 
at random intervals, and are eparatcd by periods of economic activity during which 
the set of products and technology i · not expanding. All together th re were close 
to 3000 it rations, in each of which every agent took part in tl1e economic process; 
producing. trading. building a network. Th average numl r of agents was about 
40, aud thi · leads to about 120000 agents' action· in an economy with 41 products 
and 52 production edmologie after clean-up. Clean-up here cousi ·t of removing 
the tedmologie ' which none of the agent , is capable 'of using (the o11c ' that. wcr 
capable have gone bankrupt or exchanged the ·kill for another more u ·cful one) an<l 
removing the product. that no longer play a role after th<' removal of the um1. cd 
technologic . 
First we . how in Figme 6.1 th market . hare of each of the consnmables. lti-
mately there were products that ould br consumed (and thu. transformed into 
labour). However, mo.t of them never rcRlly were succc. sful. One ran seE' a brid 
life of a product around iteration 1500 on the x-a.xis as it almost reache. 20o/c of thr 
markPt., hare, but shortly after that it. pretty much disappear. a it. lives below 5o/c: 
mRrketshare, a, many of the other new con ·umables do. However. th con umablc 
associated with transformation by technique 35 turn. out to be very ·uccesful and 
more or less replac s the original ·on uma.bl that the model started with. Here we 
see an xcelent example of a con ·truttive system at work: a n w proclu t composed 
of primitive product , finds it ·elf ·omehow in a situation (bettC'I' supply of iuput, 
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better location with respect to the mark 't. immitation behaviour of agents copying 
sue csful production) in which it can grow and finally dominate the market. More-
over, the model it 'elf introduces the new technology aud the uew products ba 'ed 
on endogenou factor. the modrller ha nothing to do '''ith inno,·ation .. It i aL o 
the modrl it rlf that decide whether or not a ne\\' procc i going to be uccesful, 
and this is achieved through the application of the markrt mcchani, m. 
The rcplacemrnt of one dominant consumable by another obviously changes the 
production y. tern. The production f 140 i on the risr a. the production of 104 
i decrra, ing. Thr e two products arc ontcsting the domination of the con. umcr 
market. A. product 140 i. gaining market hare. the production of inputs required 
for it is increasing. As 104 is lo. ing. the production of its inputs i. decrea, ing. 
Figure 6.2 shows the rise and fall of the two sectors. 
However, within one ·ector al o competition arise . Initially produ t 140 wa. 
produced by combining 2 and 70. oon. however. another production technique 
wa introdu d to make product 140 out of 11 w product 1:.200 and al ·o out of new 
product 342000. S e Figure 6.3 for the ompetition for the input market of produ t 
140. The first producer of produ t 140 by means of techuiqu 7 is ompletely 
replaced by new techniques 39 and 40. fter a battle for the mark t , t dmique 39 
wm. 
In other ·imulat.ion \\-e se 'imilar r ·ults. A new consumable ( ·ometimes) 
takes over th market and therefore th production of the old consumable v. ane . 
atmally, the input required for the old commodity dwindles too. In Figure 6.4, 
product 104 wa prodnced out of labour and product 260, and 2GO wa produced 
out of 130. It i. intcre. ting to sec that while the production of 260 more or les fall. 
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production numbers of the new con .. nmablc that replaced tllC' old one and its main 
input (product 1 ~ 200). 
with the production of 104. the production of 130 remaius strong, simply because 
that product has become the input for another product that i · doiug well. Figure 
6.4 illustrat ' , the occurrence of changing flows behveen ·ector· in the model, and 
shows that the artificial economy has to rrorganise itself when technology chc:mges. 
These few examples illustrate the possibilities of this model. It allows one to 
simulate an innovative economy. in which products play their part until they arc 
replaced by other product that arr more profitable to produ ·r. There arc variou, 
r asons that can make a product or production technique more suitable: better 
access to input , highrr output per single rxecution, better locfltcd with rcsprct to 
the market and so on. 
Thi . . e tion concludes with a visual compari. on of two imagr. of market . harr 
dynamics in Figur 6.5. The first imag displays the competition between production 
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new product (left) , the demand for the input 260 for producing 104 disappears too 
(middle). However. product 130 which wa formerly involved in thr production of 
product 260 obtain. a new role and its production is continued (right). 
techniques for product 104, similar to the market share graphs we have. rrn above. 
Again, existing technology is partly replaced by new technology. The first newly 
developed technology that conquers a substantial part of the market is technology 
52. represented by column 52 in the von . eurnann input and output matrices. 
As can l e seen, this technology disappears toward the rnd of the simulation nm, 
illustrating a life cycle of the involved products. The , ccond image shows the market 
share of energy sources in Canada between the years 1 71 and 199G. Thr model of 
this thesis which wa, used to genemte the rc, ults of the top image is complrtcly 
abstract, and does not . imulate the use of different sources to generate energy in 
Canada. Nevertheless, the resemblance of the instabilities in both graphs is striking. 
The fignrrs are included in thi the. is to illustrate how realistic the comprtition for 
market sharer sulting from the mod 1 possibly is. Furth r re. earch on market share 
results is required. 
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6.2 Stable Leontief activity levels 
In a Leontief syst m there ar a many produ tion proces ' · as products. vVhen our 
model is set up to r present uch a sy ·tem, straightfon\•arclliuear algebra allow · u · 
to calculate th a tivity or inten ity per iteration that i · r quiPd to supply every 
agent with th~ input it need·. In such a ·y ·tem, the production per iteration will 
converge toward · th Lcontief stable equilibrium, regardless of the initial situation. 
This occurs v ·n though the agent"s cnviromuent consists ouly of the prices, it · ovvu 
stocks and the stocks of its trading partners. The agent ha no direct information ou 
the ·'required'. activity per it ration. but it does receive ·ignal · through the prices 
et by the price mechanism. The price m charli ·muses th production numbers over 
the la t w iteration(s) and attempt to maiutain in stock as much a ' is required for 
these action , as wa xplained in hapter 3. Through this price mechanism, an 
appropriRte production is encouraged, and an attempt i. made by the agents to keep 
in , tork what was used in the la t 11 it ration. , where w i. a parameter specifying 
the length of the auctioneer 's memory. Thi. leads to the Leontief stable state. as 
was illustrated in Figure 3.3. The pro lnrtion per iteration level converge. towards 
the Leont ief stR.blc state. 
In t hi. . ertion a similar experiment i. de rribed, but here, th rapacity of the 
agents and th auctioneer to organize the Leontief production . y. t m is explored. 
By repeat dly increa ·ing the forced consumption rate. ag nts are seduced by oppor-
tunities to generate increased profits, and th y adapt their production efforts to the 
new situation. By increasing the forced con 'Umption rate of consumers toward the 
maximal sustain d rate. one can obtain an idea of how well th price mechani ' lll 
functions. When the fore d con. umption i at such a level that th agent · have to 
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function at tlPir maximum capacity. there is no room for mi ·takes, and the prices 
have to iu.·truct the agents in a brn ly manner and with pre ·ision. 
For thi · experiment, the technology used i · ·lightly differ ·ut from the one used 
in Chapter 3. The products arc th , ame and the tran, formation of products into 
more advancect products i the amc. but the output coefficient arc ctifferent. For 
simplicity, t h output coefficients for all products other than labour arc 1, which 
makes thr activity level of the technologi<'s equal to the proctuction. The return rate 
for each oft he technologies is equal to two. This re ults in t h set of technology ma-
tricc in Table o.l. The corrcsponcting price et is given by {L 1. 2. 2, 2, 0. G, 14. 30}. 
'vhere labour is the numeraire good. The reader can verify that \\·ith the price of 
labour equal to one, and a return n~te equal to two, the prices of the raw materiaL 
5,7, anct 11 are 2(1) = 2, the price of proctuct 130 is 2(1 + 2 + 0) = 6, the price of 
product 2GO i. 2(1 +G)= 14, anct the price of product 104 i. 2(1 + 14) = 30. Thus, 
the output co ffi ient of labour must b equal to GO if the return rate of the activity 
in the la t columns i equal to tho ·e of th other column ·, namely 2. 
Agents are randomly distributed on a 14 by 14 c 11 grid. r ·ultiug in 39 agents. 
All agents pos e s skill 1 enabling them to generate raw material 5 out of labour. 
Then every agent randomly select · one of th skills 4,5 or 6. A on ·umer ag nt is 
placed with ach of these producer agent , and thu , every occupi d location ha · 
a producer and a cousumer. In total th ·ystem consi t · of 7 ag nt ·. The to al 
presence of ·kills in this system i · {39, 0, 0, 12. 14. 13, 39}. incc every agent's total 
activity per turn is limited to 4, which is a model paramet r, the total activity 
per iteration must be less than {15G, 0 0, 4 , 56, 52, 156}. To allow the maximum 
production capacity to be po., ible. all agent. arc connectect to all otlwr agents, , uch 
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Table 6.1: The possible tran . .formation:-;, where t hrce of t l1C' output rodfiricnts ar<' 
set to 1 and t.h final output co<'ffirient is determined such that all sector. have an 
equal profit rate of 100%. 
prod71,ct input matri.T output matr·ii 
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 GO 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
13 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
130 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
260 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
104 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
that a local shortage of resomc s cannot hold back the agent ·. 
Th Psulting a ·tivity vector z has to l> such that th outcollle is sufficient to 
cover the input plus the forced consumption. Forced cousumption in this mod 'l is 
given by a quantity of labour c. th r sult of the tra11. formation of consumables and 
removed from the system for each of the con mners. Suppose each oft he con ruu r · 
produces lal>our whenever there i demand for it, but regardless of that demand 
each consumer also acquires enough cousuma.bles to generate c = 10 units of labour. 
For 39 consumer . this implie ' that the forced consumpt ion d uJ:md \'ector D equals 
{390 0. 0, 0. 0. 0, 0, 0. 0} and when A is the input matrix and B the output matrix 
B · z = A· z + D ¢:} (B - A)· z = D ¢:} z = (B - A) - 1 • D 
which is the same 'quation a.s was used in Section 3.3. For D a· above this results in 
z ::::::i {6.96, 0, 0, G.9G, 6.96, 6.96 6.96}. It i · C'asy to see that ·when for-r<'d consumption 
is about even t.ime. as high as in the above example (c = 70), the rrqnircd activity 
vector is cvrn times z , or roughly {4 .75,0., 0 .. 4 .75.4 .75.4 ~ .75.4 .75}. Thi. 
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1 ecome · a problem ·ince there are only 12 agent 'i\'ith t dmology 4: t h 'ir maximum 
production level per it ration is 48, which is only possible if they C'Hl completely 
devote them ·elves to this task and if they always have ('nough re ·ources to do so. 
The experiment below shmvs how close the forced con. umption ran br brought 
to the maximum rate of 6
4
: 9 * 10 ~ G9. The simulation start. with spar ely tockcd 
agents and with forced con umption at a moderate level of c = 10 units of labour 
per consunH'r. Once the initial shock of adapting to this level of forced consumpt ion 
is over, and the agent._ have adapted to such arti\'ity lev l. and ha\'e acquired the 
corre, ponding stock (remember that appropriate stock levrl depend on the history 
of activity, and thus when activity level change. stock levels change). the forced 
consumption lewl is increased by 10 units. This results in a simulation with the 
forced consumption level c b ing increas d from 10 to 20 to 30 to 40 to 50. Then it 
is increased to 55 and finally to 60. The results are pre. ented in Figme 6.G. 
Th changes in forced consumption are clearly visibk in thr production of labour. 
which shows a eli ·tinct in r a e corresponding to each chang in forced consumptiou. 
The growth in labour product iou l ads to an increasing demand for con ·mnabl s. 
Indeed. produ t 104 also ·bows fairly clear steps with every increase. The increase in 
demand cascades down to the next product. 260, then to product 130, and finally. to 
product 5. In order to better sec thes trend-, the right column of Figur 6.6 again 
shows the ·ame data but now averag 'd over ix iteration ·. ~lore it rations "·ould 
give a ·moother rc ·ult, but would also av rage out the initial ·teps leading to th 
forced con ·uruption equal to 50, 5r.:. and finally 60. \iVhen the forc·e :l consumptiou 
is equal to GO, still well below the calculated upper boundary of G9, the r<'sult.ing 
production figure become rat her chaotic. It may be that the price mcchani m i. 
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not prcci ·e enough to regulat' the more critical production rates. or that it i , too 
slow due to the long history of w iterations used in calculating prices. However, 
other model features can al. o contribute to the inability of the agcnL ' to generate 
this level of good . When almo. t all agent pos. c .. ing . kill 4 ar required to appl 
this , kill to the maximum allowed leveL they n eel to be able to do. o. which m ans 
that they need access to the re omTes required to carry out t hi. skill, in this rase 
product 13, which i free and abundant, and product 5. Every agent possesses skill 
1 to generate product 5: howcv r. when an agent need to execute both kill 1 and 
skill4, it cannot xecutc kill4 the required 4 times. ince omc of the total activity 
per turn has to be u. ed on kill 1. Furthermore, due to the random ordering of 
agents per iteration, it i po.sible tll8t agenL are put in the "wrong'' order. For 
example, too many agents with ,kill 5 may get their turn before their supplicrs, 
agents with skill 4, gct their turn. If there L . ufficient , to k of the output of skill 
4 (product 130) then this hould not be a problem. However. when the system is 
stretch d. th random order can certainly b come a factor. 
As i · ·hown in Figur 6.6, from iteration 150 to iteration 220 there i ·no regularity 
in the production numbers. Only after iteration 220. when the forced consumption 
is reduced to 50 units of labom p r con umer, doe the production retnrn to a stable 
state. Th gliding average with a window of 6 iterations long doc · not mooth th . 
results quite a much as in Figure 3.3. but ill that figure th window \Ya 50 iterations 
long. ~ev rthelc · one can observe that the production 1 v ls hover around th, 35 
level, which is the number of each of th produ t (except labour) required to support 
a forced consumption of 50. 
\Vhcn there arc different production processes for the ame product (input . ub-
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't itution) a· is generally theca ·e in von ::'-Jeumann technology model , it is no longer 
obvious which of the activities will produce which products. In advance it is unclear 
which combinat ion of ·kill the agents will u e; during a ·imulation the model itself 
will engage the appropriate activities to me t the demand. There arc algorithm to 
calculate the po , ible combination of technology that will gnarantc a -ustainablc 
production system a the next section will explain. 
6.3 Autocatalytic sets 
Chapt r 2 mentions a method for det nnmmg the pre ·ence of autocatalytic sets 
in an artificial chemistry (J ain and Kri hna. 1999). Such ·et ' ar' of interest h 'r<.' 
a. w 11. 1 ut for two reasons the ,'itua tion is different from that described by Jain 
and Krishna. First of all in, tead of the focus on ca.t.Ftly. ts, which arc assumed 
determinant in artificial chcmi try. all of the inputs of the prod11ction 1 roccss hFtve 
to be indnded. Becau e capital. equivalent to cataly. t in chemistry, is rcu able, 
agents make money mo tly by providing input.s other than capital. although omc 
will specialize in building capital such a. machinery. Capital has t.o b present in a 
tra.nsfonnaJion, along with the other inputs required. How<'ver, the capital is still 
present (apart from a limited level of wear) after the production process finislws, 
while the other input , are u eel up. The econon1_v runs on the provi iou of inputs for 
each of the proce se . . Instead of autocatal tics ts, the focus her is on functioually 
clo ·eel set:. i. e. sets of technology whi h provide all of the r quired input for each of 
t he technologies in the et. Se ·ondly, because the commodity population dynamics 
i · based ou an artificial market, and not on the abstract population model used by 
J ain an l Krishna, th dominant autocatalytic ·et as defined in their paper docs not 
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suffice. Thi1:l impli · that different techniques to determine the functionally closed 
sets a.re n edcd. 
The int ret for these functionally closed ·et1:l lies in the fact that they provide 
insight into what i required for a well functioning sy tem. They givr information on 
which combination of function .. qualitatiYcly and quantitat ivcly. have the ability 
to perform wrll. uch clu trr of tedmologies arc good candidates for c. tablishing 
indepmdrnt organizations that ar(' self supporting. For rr8sons rxplained below, 
there ha. not yet been a thorough invc tigation into the appearance of such . rt. 
in the modeL but such work certainly ha. potential: it indiratr. which groups 
of technologi . . hould be placed togrthrr. and in what proportions. If we coulrl 
construct a factory wall around such a group. which could be achirvrd in the modrl 
by placing the group of kills in one agent, t hrn the independently producing systrm 
no longrr h8s to hope that suppliers will be available, and . urplus of production i. 
a lso at their own disposal (i.e. Eigen'. 01111 artmented hypcrcyclr (Eigen. 1992)). 
In reality. companie are never totally independent of the outsid world; most 
ompanies r quire labour, energy and raw materials from oth r ·uppliers. However, 
there are many examples of bu iuesses expanding vertically to smooth interactions 
with supplier , or buyers, in an att. mpt to reduce outsid dependence and to keep 
the resulting 1:lurplu within the organisation. 
Al o, the e ob "rvations ugg -t that there i a certain analogy with biological 
systems or with Kauffman's autonomou · agents (see Sectiou 2.3), which are cat-
a lytically do ·ed -et ·capable of performing a work-cycle. The ob -ervat.ions may also 
suggest thRt there is a certain analogy in the organisation of snch . ystems. The 
organi a.tion of smaller duster of functions is manageable, but when the system 
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becomes too complex. the direction of the whole sy ·tern ha · to be subdivided and 
a hierarchical organisation is often the re ·ult. A cell in a human body is already a 
very compl x ·y tem; it requires raw materials from the outside. but it rnor or less 
functions on it. own. However. there i no central management center in the cell 
either; tlw c 11 consi t of many smallcr bod.ie and apparatn .. such a. ly omcs. 
microbodies, mitochondria, golgi apparatuses etc. (Carola rt a.l., 1992), that al. o 
work more or less independently of their snrrounding. except for crrtain inputs. 
\ :Vhether or not such kinds of hirrarchical organisation applies to cells. organisms, 
or companies i. a que tion that gor. far beyond the cope of this thesis. However, it 
is a very intrre, ting idea , and the mrthod described here of identifying functionally 
dosed sets will eventually help in re. rarching such question . . 
6.3.1 Functionally closed s ts 
Table G.2: Leontirf technology ystcm 
pmd'IJ,ct inp·ut matri.t O'IJ,fp'IJ,t matr·ix 
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 G 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
13 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
130 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 
260 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 
104 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 3 
Snppo c we have the set of production trchniques of Tablr 6.2. which was also 
discussed in hapter 3. Since thi. technology set is a Leonticf lynamic system. we 
can treat it a a generalized eigenvector problrm and calculate the Leonticf stable 
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·t ate, which is the solut ion of A· az = B · z <=> (A - ~B) · z = 0. This results 
in :: = { 6, 0, 0, 3, 6, 6, 7} , or any mult iple her of. This act ivity Yector indicates the 
presence of a functionally clo!:led set. The combination of these production processes. 
in the above quantities, results in a system th at provides all of the required input 
for each of the processes in the set. Since this system consists of square m atrices, 
z provides the unique solution , and thus it is the only case of a functionally closcct 
set for this syst em. Suppose now that the above technology set is part of a larger 
set as in Table 6.3 . 
Table 6.3: Technology matrices 
products input matrix o·utput rnat1·i:-c 
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 G 0 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
70 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
110 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
154 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
67600 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
130 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 
260 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 
104 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 1 22 3 3 
This set of technologies is not just larger than the ab ove Leontief technology set. 
It also has mult iple technologies to produce the same product (input substit ution). 
and it features joint production. For example, the last column displays a technique 
wit h multiple outputs, and one of these is t he same as t he output of t he third column 
from the right. The first difference is important here, since this implies that the 
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matrices arc not square, and t hu , the number of technologies 111 is larger than the 
number of products n. Therefore, the solution of A.· a.::: = B · ,-:cannot be determin ,d 
by treating it a an eigenvector problem or by using th Lcouticf inY rse matrix. 
It has been . hown that for n product. there exist · an optimal process which 
involve, at mo. t n technique (Kemeny et a.!., 1956: Gale, 1956). \Veil usc thi idea 
to develop an algorithm for the calculation of activity leveL (\i\'eil Jr.. 1964) . The 
algorithm consists of select-ing n ont of rn. processes which then can ])(' treated as a 
generalized igen problem. However. the number of combinations C1J soon becomes 
very large, even wh n n and m increa e only slightly. 
Thomp. on (1974) develops an algorithm based on a two player fair matrix game. 
In a two player matrix game them x 11 payoff matrix G represents the ontcome of 
combinations of game option., where the m rows represent the m different options 
for player Rand th n columns repre ent the option for player C'. _(}1j is the amount 
player C ha to pay player R when player R plays option i ancl player C play. 
option j. In th ca · 9 ij is negative, player R has to pay player C -9ij· Of course, 
player C attempts to minimize the outcome of the game, while player R attempt · to 
maximize the outcom . A pur strat gy is an absolute choic for oue of the rows or 
column.' (such as {0. 0, 1, 0 ..... 0}) and a mixed strategy consi t.- of a probability 
vector of length m for the player R and a probability vector of length 11 for player 
C. A probability vector is a vector with all cl m nts greater than or equal to 0. and 
the sum of the element. equal to 1. A solutiou to the game G consist of the valu of 
the game v, and strategies :randy, su ·h that :cG;:::: {v , ... , v} and Gy ::; {v, . .. . v }1 
where thr first vector of v's has n compon nts. and the latter tran, posed vector of 
v 's con, i,ts of m components. A gam is called fair when 1 = 0 (~forgcnstern and 
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Thompson. 1976). Kemeny et al. (1956) sho\\' · that von ::\eumanu te ·lmology input 
matrix A and output matrix B can be regarded as game matricc ·. a11<l that a von 
:Neumann solution (i.e. an activity vector ::: and a pric vector p) correspond to 
optimal trategi 1' and y, such that when !1/0 = B-oA, .r!lfa ;:::: 0. !I faY ~ 0. and 
xBy > 0, where a i. the expansion factor. In other words. find an n (there can be 
mor o's). uch that v(!lia) = 0, and :randy arc optimal. trategie . . such that the 
output generated by vector ::rand valned by vector y (i.e. :rB:y) is greater than 0. 
Optimal trategie in matrix games can be determined by linear algebraic tech-
nique , and thu optimal activity lC\·cl can be determin d by linear programming 
technique a. "-'ell. Thompson provide an algorithm to determine the set of ex-
pansion fa tor. Rnd the corre paneling activity and price vector.. If we look at the 
whole model, <11l technologies have the same ret nrn rate and cxpan. ion factor, which 
is fi.xed. and when new technology i. added to the sy. tcm. the same rf'turn rate i. 
used to determine the input and output coefficients. Th refore, in this case ther 
i no need Lo find th different a' . Part of the algorithm can be u ·ed to determinP 
the xtPme points of the conv x olution spac . and this is preci ·ely what is need d 
in order to det rmine the set of fuuctionally closed technology cluster , in the model 
here. 
Thompson regards the set of extreme point · of the solution pace as the vertices 
V of a graph G = (il, E), and the dges E of the graph are defined by the followiug 
rule: an edge betw ·en two extrern" point. -~1 and z2 belong ' toG if it is possible to 
go from extreme point :::1 to z2 by replacing exactly one basi· vector by another basis 
vector. Through pivoting of tableaus. a . tandard tedmique applied to. olve systems 
of equalities by means of the . implex method (Bazaraa et al .. 1993). it is ea. y to 
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determin ~ adjacent solution . Subsequently, the algorithm is ap1licd to 'Carch all 
nodes of t h' graph G to determine the set of extreme points. 
The Thomp ·on algorithm has been implemented here in I\Ia.t hematic a to deter-
mine the . et of basic olution. to the following problem: For von :\feumann technol-
ogy input matrix A and output matrix B with n products and m technologic . and 
with fixed expansion factor a. find thC' solution of 
A. ()Z = B.:: 
where z is the vector of activity for each of the technologies. The solution space of 
thi equation is a convex pace. aw.l by u t rmining the basic ve tor · we can wriLe 
any solutiou as a linear combination of the 'e vectors. In particular, tlt ba ·ic vectors 
give combinations of technologies that are functioually clo ·cd. In other words, the 
set of techuologi · with activities gr ater than 0 in a ·olution z indicates the com-
bination of tedmologie · and the appropriate acti,·ity leYel · nc 'd d to generat all 
the requirC'd input for each of the te hnologiC's in thi set. It i. not just fnnctionally 
closed; it provid s enough resource.~ to allow an expansion rate n such that vC'n 
when activities incrC'a. e with rat n, the combination of technologies is capable of 
maintaining a po. it.ivc balance. 
\Vhcn we apply this algorithm to thC' matrices in Table 6.3, we get the following 
two functionall r dosed . et of tedmologi . : 
{6,0,0,0, 0, 0, 0, 3, 6 6, 7.0} a11d {12,0,0,0,0,0,6,G,6, 0, 11,3} 
\Ve gC't the ''old"' example of a functionally closed set of Table' G.2. but also a 
new set duC' to the addit ional technology pre C'nt in Table 6.3. Instead of using old 
technology, the new technology of th la. t column i used , and in order to do so.thc 
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technology in column 7 also ha , to be applied to generate the required input . . l\'otc 
that ou ~ fun 'tionally closed set doe , not exclude the usc of the other; any linear 
combination of these two vector· will rc ·ult in a combination of tedmologic · that 
creates all of it own inputs. enough even to allow growth at rate n.. 
Table 6.4: Additions to the existing technology matricrs of TRblc 6.3. 
new column 
pmd·ucts input ma.t1··i.r 
2 1 
3 0 
5 1 
7 0 
11 0 
13 2 
70 2 
110 1 
154 0 
67600 0 
130 0 
260 0 
104 0 
new column 
output matri:l: 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
31 
5 
0 
0 
0 
The invention of a new technology represented by the new columns in Table 6.4 
provide. a completely new way to a emble product 67GOO. The. 1 ace of functionally 
c lo ed . ct. is panned by 
{6,0,0, 0.0.0,0.3,G,6, 7:0,0}. {12.0.0, 0,0,0, G,G,6:0,11,3, 0} 
and {360,240.120, 120,60,0,0,0,0,0,341,93,30} 
\Vhilc the acldition to the technology matrices in Table 6.3 only provides an 
alternative technology to produc product 67600, the new technology of Table 6.4 
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allows for a completely new combination oft chnologies to become self 'Upporting. 
\Vith iucreased numbers of products and technologies, t he 11ecd for an efficient 
a lgorithm very quickly becomes d ear. The above exarnpl 'S are 'mall. aud create no 
probkm at all. E"en with the algorithm provided by \Neil Jr. (Hl64) problem of 
t.his , izr an C'a. ily be addrcs ed. Huwewr. when the product and technology . rts 
rxpand a number of times and con. ist of a largC' set. of produ ts and trchnologic., t hr 
b inomial coefficient C7J b ecomes very largr vrry quickly. Thr valur of Rn efficient 
a lgorithm hr omes clrar in tant ly. Figure G. 7 show the nnmhrr of graph vrrticcs 
known during the run of the algorithm that . till need to be visitrd in ordrr to assr. s 
,~·hct hr'r or not they contribute a new ba. ic vector. 
l.4000 
12000 
l.OOOO 
8000 
6000 
4000 
2000 
20000 40000 60000 80000 
Figurr G. 7: The number of known vrrtircs that still need to he visitrd during the 
.earch of thr graph. 
\Vith the numb ' r of product , n = 19 and technologies 111 = 29 th number of 
cornbinatious of n out of m equals ( 11 ) ~ 20 · 106 . TlP totaluumb ·r of vert ices 
m 
visited was around 80,000, which is approximately 0.4% of the tot.al number of 
combina tions. !\cverthdess, it took an overnight run to drtcrmine the 100 plus 
basic YCctors that span the solution . pace. Each of the. c vectors givr. a srt of 
activitirs that i lo d. uch that all rrqnircd input is gcncrrt d by thr set itself. 
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and each cluster of activit ies is tlm · self 'Ufficient. The rc ·ultiug Yectors arc not 
iucluueu in thi ' s ction , since th 'Y offer little extra information. There arc many 
a.lteruative production paths, and combiuatious of the ·c. that only uiffcr slightly in 
their compo. ition. It will be more int.cre. ting when there are more elL tinct clu, tcrs 
to be detected. This can be achieved by ignoring particular typr of good . For 
cxampl , a .luster of technology that is not completely s<'lf contain d, but require. 
labour and raw materials from ontside. can still be con. iclcred an organized nnit of 
technology. 
\ Vhcn functionally dosed sets arc defined as set that arc indepcnclcnt of out :ide 
input except for labour and ra·w materials. the presence of clu tcrs can be analysed 
by mean. of the above method. exc<'pt that novv the return rate is no longer known. 
In this case. the complete Thompson algorithm has to he 8pplicd. Thi, is whcr<' 
some pr( ctical issue arose. In th analy, i. 8bove. the expan. ion factor i. known to 
be equal to two, and t hu, the <'Xtrrme point. oft he matrix game !1/2 = B- 2.4. could 
be d termined to give the different combination of technologie ·. ~ow we have an 
algorithm that first must determine the return factor, an 1 only th n can determiue 
the extreme points. If the algorithm is applied with full IJF'ci ·ion to the rational 
r present at ion of all the matrix coeffici nts. the algorithm bee om s inc-rea ·ingly slow, 
the effect of horr ndou fraction that make up the linear equation ·ystems that necu 
to be .-olv •d. \Vhen the 'e fractions arc simplified. we la ·k the required preci ion to 
determine the exact return rate. and t hi· mak s it impo sible to pr ci ·ely determine 
t he cxtrem, points that make up the uifferent functionally clo ·eel sets. To thi · 
problem we have yet to find a solnt.ion. 
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Spatial clusters 
The analysis could be extended spatially to . ec if there arc functionally do. eel. sets of 
agents that arc spatially localised. For this to work, a better algorithm to determine 
the functionally closed sets ha to be in plRcc. In addition, it would be of more 
intcre. t when an agent. has the option of moving to R better nitcd location. A. 
it stand. now, a new agent ch o. 0. a random location or a. location wh0re most of 
his inputs are availabl . Once an agent is established somewhere, it doc's not move. 
This as. mn1 tion can be relaxed. 
6.4 Measures of evolutionary dynamics 
Bedcm rt al. (199 ) describes a mrasme to cla . . ify evolutionary dynmnics. To that 
effect they developed a method to identify innovations that make a difference, wher 
they "consider an innovation to ··make a difference .. if it per. ist. and continues to 
be u cd'' (B0dau et al. , 199 . p.229). 
Evolutionary activity is measured by diversity. new activity and m0rage aggrr-
gate activity. Ba. rd on these measures, Be !au et al. distinguish t hrcc clas. c. of 
volutionary dynamics: non-evolutionary, hounded. and unboun<ied (Table 6.5). 
Table 6.5: Cla , ·ification of evolutionary dynamics. Some model ' of artificial lif' 
show no "volut ionary activity (cla " one) , while some di:splay bounded (class two) 
and others unbounded (class three) evolutionary activity (Bcdau ct al. , 199 ) . In 
the heading D tand. for Diversity. Anew • tands for new activity, and A cum stand. 
for average aggregate activity 
class evolutionary activity D Anew A cwn 
1 none bounded zero zero 
2 bounded hounded positivr boundrd 
3 unbounded unbounded po. itivc bounded 
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The indicators D, Anew, and Acum of Table 6.5 were determined for two data. 
~ets of fos ·il records, the Benton data set and the Sepkoski data set. These data 
sets record the taxonomic families. The Benton data set contains the fossil record 
of all families in all kingdoms, the Sepkoski data , et contains the families of marine 
animals. This resulted in the graphs of Figure 6.8. The top graph shows the 
increase in diversity over time, ·where diversity is the number of taxonomic families. 
New activity (middle graph) indicates the appearance of new families , and mean 
activity (bottom graph) is cumulative activity divided by the numbrr of families 
present at the time. Since diversity is increasing and mean activity is bounded, the 
total activity is unbounded, and thus the evolutionary dynamics as rccordrd in the 
fossil data sets belongs to class three. There exist few computer models capable of 
generating such dynamics (Beda.u et al., 2000) 
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Figure 6.8: Bedau's analysis of the evolutionary dynamics of life as record d in the 
fossil record data. Image copied from Beda.u et al. (1998) 
When one wants to apply this Bedau measure to assess the evolutionary qualitie. 
of a data set, two issues need to be resolved: what arc the components that make 
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up the innovations, and how should the evolutionary activity of a component be 
measured (13edau t aL, 1997)? For the model iu this thesis, an inuovatiou con ·i ts 
of a new technology that app ars a a new column of the vou ·mnauu tcchnolog 
matrix. Product. were al o con, idercd < omponent.. but. technological innovation 
docs not nrcr . arily involve new product , and tlm as component. products arc lc . 
suitable than technology. The ~ econ l que. tion to be an wcrrd is huw to mea nrc the 
contribution of a technology to thr . ystcm. As the quotr at thr brginning of this 
, ection tate , an innovation contribute to the system if it per. i, t. and if it continue. 
to be u ed. Bcdau t al. have u rd a variety of mea urc. of per. i. tence. ·'depending 
on the natnre f the component and the pmpo es at hand'' (Bcdau ('t a.l .. 199 . 
p.229). For the analy. is of the fo. sil data. cts they define th evolutionary activity 
of a component at time t by its ag at time t . given that thr component still rxist. 
at that time (B ,dau et al., 199 ), and cumulative acti\'ity thrn is defined as the 
sum of evolutionary activity over all c mponents. In "Toward. a Comparison of 
Evolutionary reativity in Biological and ultural Evolution'' ku ·a and Beclau u ·e 
a data t on patents, and the measur of patent activity th y apply i · the number 
of citations the pat nt has received in other patents up to time t (Skusa aud Bedau, 
2002). Indeed such a measure indicate: the persistence of the component itself. as 
well as its importance to the subsequ nt components that mak u · of it. 
For our technologies w can do omcthing similar. A technology i · persistent if 
it. is still pre ·ent, and if it support· sub:equ nt (or any oth r ) technology, meaning 
that. there is demand for its produ ts. A technology i active because the market 
is conducive which is caused by other components. Thr higher its ontput, thr 
more the te hnology contributr to the sy tcm in term. of creating opportunities 
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for other (old and new) technologies. HoweYer. '\'hile a patent receive only on" 
citation per subsEquent patent and thm; it is rea. unable to cumulate the citations 
over time. a technology can be used over and over again. Therefore, we have defined 
t.hc component activity of a tcdmology at time t by the value of output. generated 
by the technology during iteration t and not b_y the summation of activity from 0 
t.o t. The aggregate activity at timet is the total output generated at time t by all 
technologic. , the diversity at time t is the number of active technologies at time t 
and the mean activity i total output divided by the diver ity. 
In order to asses. whether the type of evolving dynamics generated by the model 
in this thesis corresponds to real volutionary dynamics, Bcdau's measure was fir t 
applied to a. implified version of the model. The reason for simplifying thE' mod0l is 
that the imulations over many iterations of an expanding economy required for such 
an analysis take a long time. For a faster version of the model, the agent based mod0l 
of economic activity was replaeed by an optimization routine. Instcacl of having each 
agent separately decide what the most beneficial actions (in terms of personal gain) 
are, th execution of a whole iteration was replaced by an optimization routine to 
calculate the required economic activity in ord r to ge11 rate sufficient resource · to 
a llow the m<L"Ximum consumption of each of the agent ' . Iu other word ·. based on th 
occurrences of technology the ecouomy, what is the ma.,"Ximum level of consumptio11 
possible? 
In th case of Leontief-type economies. we howed above that aggregate agent 
behaviour can be predicted by the Lcontief table stat , which is equal to the min-
imum economic activity required to generate the resomccs for the . pecified forced 
consumption. However, the modeled economy does not remain a Leonticf- typc ccon-
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omy; innovations in the form of addit ions to the von Neumann tedmology matric s 
occur at random times as before. Ideally, the more complicated economics that allow 
input sub titution also maximize the use of technology. Ideally, the optimal eco-
nomic activity level optimizes the use of the most efficient tcrhnologies. In reality, 
and in the model, thi is not necessarily the rase; the appliration of new tcrhnology, 
even though it is pos. ibly more efficient than other terhniqnes. ctepencl on a number 
of factor. ·. snrh a. the availability of its inpnL By a.smning here for the .·implifi cl 
version of the model that the global eronorny will indeed make usc of the availablr 
technology in the mo. t efficient way, we assume that individual agents in the more 
complicated model act in a similar way as the inctivici.nal agent in the Lconticf-typc 
model behave. 
The first resnlts (Figure 6.9) indicate that the evolutionary dynamics of this 
model belong to class three, a. diversity is increasing and mean aggregate activity 
is bound<'d, whiC'h leads to the ronclusion that evolutionary activity in the simpli-
fied mod l i · unbounded. How ver, this does not prove that the r al agent ba ·eel 
model shows the same evolutionary dynamirs. This depends on wh ther the ageut ·s 
behaviour per iteration is comparable to the caJculated optimal b haviour in tl1e 
simplified version. 
In order to a::;sess the assumption that the agents and pnce mechanism are 
capable of organizing the production system uch that ronsumption is ma..."Ximized 
with minimum activity levels, the production numbers per iteration were compared 
with the optimal production numbers as used in the simplified model. The resulting 
graph. show that, while it i not always the rase, in many in tanrc.· the dynamics 
of prodnrtion number. mirrored those of the optimal production numbers, Rlthough 
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Figure 6.9: Beclau·s mea ·ures applied to an expanding von ~eumann t chuology set. 
The top graph displays the number of active technologies, the graph in the middle 
~hows the activity of new technology. and the bottom graph displays the average 
activity per active technology. 
often with a delay an l on a smaller scale, sec Figure 6.10. The delay i explained 
by the memory of the auctioneer in the price mechanism, \vho looks at the pa t 
to set the prices. while the optimal activity levrls arc independent of the history. 
The price mechanism aims to maintain sufficient stock for past prodnction, and new 
technology has to appear in the history of the system in order to :slo\\·ly make its 
way iu, and this is why according to Schumpeter a visionary entrepreneur i · required 
besides a manager (S humpeter, 1961). TlPre is no previous knowledge to bas 
action · on. In addition to the predictable agent behaviour in the ase of a Leoutief 
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dynamic ·y ·tem discus:ed before. thi compari::;o11 provid ' ·ome idea of how well the 
more complica.t.ed enlarged economy with iuput substitution and joint production 
behaves and how capabl the price mechani::;m is in allocating resources such as 
materials, time and agents. The fact that aggregate agent behaviour mirrors optimal 
behaviour to some extent justifiC's the applied simplification, enough to , uggest that 
t he evolut ionary dynamics gen<'rated by the model fall into Bedan' cla. s thre<'. 
This in turn ju. tifi d some long. overnight run of the full agent bas<'d model to 
Yerify that the full model inde<'d generates tmbounded evolutionary activity. 
Figure 6.11 displays the three Bcdau indicators for a model nm in which there 
is an increasing number of agents due to the possibility of the introduction of new 
agents. The parameters of the Bruckner-inspired snbmodel dealing with technology 
field exchanges are defined such that a low occupancy of a technology combined with 
a high r turn rate results in a high probabili ty of the introduction of a new agent who 
posses.es this technology, similar to a region open t.o immigration. New technology 
does not have to be tal;:en up by existing agents only. but can also b taken on by new 
ageut ·. It is thus ea:ier to add to the existing system, instead ofrepla ing part it. n 
increasing number of agents makes it easier to expand the number of t chnologi s 
used, and thus to increase t he tedmological diver ity of the production system. 
Indeed . Figure 6.11 shows an increasing diversity, while the added technologies 
result in a higher mean activity. That is, the output per unit of applied technology 
is increasing. This suggests that the application of additional technology ha a 
po ·it.ive effect on t he production system. Thus, not just an increase in diversity 
because addjtional technology appear , but instead the increased diver. ity results 
in a higher ontput of the system. According to the BC'dau measure"·, this is the 
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Figure 6.10: Production per iteration, averaged over 25 iterations to smooth the 
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optimal activity, and the triangles show the aggr -gated behaviour of the agents. 
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model with the possibility of immigrants supporting the successful skills. The top 
graph displays the number of active technologies, the graph in the middle' shows the 
activity of new technology, and the bottom graph displays t.hc avemge activity p r 
active technology. 
essence of evolutionary dynamics: the sytitem generates new activities, and as the 
diversity increases, the new activities do not simply replace the existing ones, they 
have a positive effect on the ·ystem by increasing its output. 
Figure 6.12 shows the results of a simulation in which only the existing agents are 
capable of imitating successful skills. The Bruckner-inspired subrnodel paramet rs 
are such that there are no immigrants that enter the system in order to strengthen 
the existing production system. Occasiona.lly, there is a new agent with new tech-
nology, but this can happen only once per new technology, since after t hat the 
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Figure 6.12: Bedau 's measures applied to th economic activity of au agent ba 'd 
model without the possibility of immigrauti::i supporting the i::iuccessful skills. The 
top graph display the number of active technologies, the graph in the middle how 
the activity of new technology, and the bottom graph eli. plays the average activity 
per active technology. 
technology is no longer new. As a result, production capacity i limited, and if the 
system wants to adopt nev-r t chnology, it will have to replace existing t chnology. 
The re. ult · indeed show that old, successful technology, once applied by munerous 
agents can fade, and is replac d by more advanced t hnology. with higher capac-
ity, or better suited to the time, in that they require input , and produce output· 
that are more in line with the demand. H r , the first signs of creative de tru ·-
tion are clearly visible, although alling it a gale is till a little far fetched. This i 
only a matter of better programming and better hardware: the model I rovidc an 
17 
appropriate platform for simulating evolving economies. That indeed the artificial 
economies evolve is illustrated in Figure 6.12. At ra.ndorn intervals there are signs 
of new activity, this new activity leads to an increase in diversit.y, and again , t he 
increasing diversity result, in a higher output. 
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Chapter 7 
A spatial application 
So far space has received litt le attention. That is not to sRy that space has had 
nothiug to do with the results generated up to this point. Agents have always been 
located on a grid, and their environment consist · of a local environmeut. Social 
networks are not necessarily spatial. Nevertheless, such networks constrain t he 
interactions to a limited part of the whole model space. In the ca ·e that a.u agent 
does not have access to all of the resources that serve as input for the tcclmology it 
possesses, it is allowed to expand its network. The rules that govem this process cau 
include spatial elements. For example, finding the nearest provider of a particular 
commodity, while removing the furthest trading partners, will lead to the most 
compact supplier group possible. Alternately, an agC'nt can sclcd. one of its present 
contacts and investigate the direct surrounding of that contact in an attempt to 
add additional access to resources. Eventually this will result in a suitable group of 
trade partners, and per agent trade is thus limited to a specific part of the model. 
This leads to a limited local availability of goods, and in order for processes to 
function properly, goods have to be in the right location. Still, the role played by 
this spatial arrangement is limited. In order to illustrate that the individual based 
model is inherently spatial, this chapter will discuss two different implementations 
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of trant>portation cots. For au alternative implementation of tranoportation co ·t · 
in the von Neumann framework t>ce Wcil (1967). 
7.1 Transportation costs 
Transportation cost. imply that the prier of a commodity acqnirrd at a different lo-
caJe than where on is ituated incrra. e. per unit of goods and prr unit of di tance. 
In comparison to the model of the previou. chapters. this means that when an agent 
survey. it. n<'twork of trade partners, it not only ha to knov,' how much is in stock, 
but also whNr, . inc the di. tance to rach location come. with an additional cost. 
So far. an c:~gent Required a specific ommodity from one agrut at a time. Ea h 
turn, an agC'nt had one supplier f r C'ach of the acquired goods. This implies that 
the constraints that applied to the pnrchc:~sc of a sp<'cific good werr given by t· hr 
partnering ageut po oessing the large ·t quautity for . ale. How llluch other agents 
possest>ed, and wher th agent were located wa irrelevant. · m utioncd earlier, 
this implem 11tation of the buy a tion wa · mostly driven by lh :implicity of th 
construct. making it easy to implemeut and more importantly, fast to ex cute. How-
ever, there are more realistic, and po ·sibly also more intere:ting, implementations. 
This oectiou will describe the change ' required to include trau ·portation costs in 
the ·imulatiou · of an agent based market model. 
Remember that the total range of actiou that an agent can perform is giv n by 
'l -
0 
( A 
( n 1 
1\1 I I ) 
I I 1\1 ) 
·where the production input matrix and output matrix arc givrn hy A and B. I 
1 1 
and !'11 are also input and output matrices, not for producing, but for trade. Th 
input for buying a product is its pric , which is expressed in a number of uuits of a 
product de ·igna.ted to serve as rnon y. Th ~ output of that action is one unit of th' 
desired product. elling impl rever. e. the input and the output vector of buying: 
the input for a <>lling action is a product. and the output. is it pric<'. Dimen ion, 
of matrices A and B are k x l , m aning that there are k procl11ction processes and 
that th<' economy consists of l products, with k, l E N. The fir. t procluct i, labour 
and th second product represent. one unit of money. The. <' matric<', arc join<>cl 
by th<' matri c iii and I: I i the identity matrix of siz<' l. .~1 i. the square 
matrix of iz l with all clement equal to 0 except for the scconcl ruw. which i. 
equal top= {p1 ,p2 , . .. pt}. ThlL, i ancl o are the input and output matrices for 
manufacturing, l uying and selling combin<'d. The use of this <'Xt<'ncled input ancl 
output matrix i. explained in Section 3.2.3. 
Selling pla a , econclary role in the model. It n ver r<'. ults in a. profit. sin c 
an age11t valu a product at the current price and has no memory of th price for 
which the good was acquired or manufactured. Selling is u ·ed to generate revenue 
to acquire the iuput. needed to make profit , and a trading partn r with enough 
monetary resources will buy the goods for .·ale. As such , transp rtation costs applied 
to a sale are left out of consideration h re, and the input aud output of selling I. 
and .A18 remain the ame a I and !I f above. 
·i ( A I f'lh I Is ) 
0 ( B I Ib I f'l f s ) 
To implement transportation cost in buying tran action., the matrix -~h. rep-
1 2 
resenting the mon tary input of all purcha ·es must haYe a column. not just p 'r 
product., but per product per trading partner. Trading partners in different. loca-
t.ions will have different transportation costs, and this is reprcs(•uted by the enlarged 
buying input matrix flh . 
There arc different ways to deal with tran portation c , t. and the next two 
section, how two different implcm ntntion .. 
7.1.1 Transportation cost as increase in price 
Let the proclu t . t be {2. 3. 5, 7. 11. 13. 70, 110. 154. 130, 260, 104 }, "·here 2 plays the 
role of lahonr and 3 equal a unit of money. 
Table 7.1: The po" ible transformations, where the output coefficients are dC'ter-
mined nch that all sectors have an equal profit rate of 50%. 
products input matrix output, mo.t.ri:c 
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
70 () 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 () t1 0 () 0 5 
110 () 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 ·1 () 0 5 
154 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 4 0 5 
130 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 
260 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 
104 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 531 0 256 
With thi: ·ct of manufacturing rule. comes a price set {1, 1, ~. ~ · ~. 0, 6. 6, 6, %, ;~. 
n. Before, the matric s Af and ! , containing the input and output for purcha · 'S, 
consist d of a s parate column for ca ·h of the products. For example. the input for 
1 3 
the purchase of on unit of proclu ·t 5 is {0, p[5], 0., 0, 0, 0, 0, 0. 0, 0. 0. 0} and the out-
put is {0, 0, 1, 0. 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0}. However , when the model diff•reutiatcs between 
·uppliers to nablc transportation cot· to play a role, and these transportation 
co t are included in the price. 
{0. p[S] + r · d~. 0, 0. 0, 0 0. 0. 0, 0, 0. 0} 
become. the new input vector for a purchase of one unit of pr duct S from trading 
partner i . at distance di and di. tance exponent n . with T the tran. portation n1te. 
i.e. the co t prr unit product per di tancc. Each trading partner oht ain a sC'parate 
input vector for ea h of the product.. Transportation costs have to be incorporat d 
into the modd even before an active agent plans it::; action for its tnrn. because 
the agent nC'c ls to have the resourc s to cover the transportHtion costs. When Eln 
agent maximir.C'. it. actions such thEit it make, the most profit pos. iblC'. it will u. e 
all availE~ble r source, in the mot optimal combination. Th n:•fore, a lEite billing 
of transportation cost will put an agent in dC'ht. which violate>:; thr a. snmption of 
a lways maintaining a positive balance. Th inclusion of tnmsportation costs in the 
input a11d output matrices, such that t he agent takes these extra costs into account 
before d ·irling on the best comuiuation of actions, prevent .· such a clebt to occur. 
Besides adding an important spatial quality to the model, this approach allows 
for more reali ·tic treatment of the sel ction of providers. Even without tran porta-
bon costs (r is equal to 0), this approach allows the agent to buy from any supplier 
availaule, since t he ag ut is not limited uy the one supplier p 'r turn constraint 
applied before. However, this additional feature comes with a price in term of 
modelling cffici ncy. The part. llh and h of the matrices i and o arc mu h larger. 
resulting in many more option for an agent when it plan. for maximal profitable 
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action. The con traint that one con1modity can be purchased from only one agent 
p er turn certaiuly was a very effi.ci 'llt way of implementing the trade. The model 
cau be fitted with more advauced rules governing trade, as was ju ' t explained . The 
next ection explain, a different interpretation of the tran. portation co. ts. 
7.1.2 A transportation sector 
InstcA<i of dirrctly increasing the prier of a product when it is purchased over 11 
further disLcmce, il is also po::;sible to create a transporta tiou sector. One good is 
designated a. 1 eing involved in transportation. and for every unit of pro<iuct pnr-
chased. one need, to arrange T · di' units of the tran portation pro<iuct. For examplr. 
{O,p[5] . 0, 0, 0. 0, 0, 0, 0. r·d7- 0, 0, 0} L the input required for the pmchasf' of one unit 
of pro<iuct 5, of which action the output vector i. {0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0. 0}. In-
stead of paying the supplier an incr a ·eel price, and thus as.'umiug that the supplier 
will taketh tim to deliver the product to the buyer's location. the buyer now has 
to arrang th availability of a number of units of an additional good (e.g. a rental 
truck) . In Tabl 7.2 a new product 10010 has been introduced and \Yith each pur-
chase from a location other than wh 'rc the buyer is located. a uumbcr of product 
10010 ha · to be arranged (i.e. produced or purchased). n ag nt specializing in 
providing 10010 can be considePd au agent in the tran ·portation bu ' iness. 
As can lw. renin Table 7.2. pro<iuct 10010 i generated by technology. even (the 
seventh column. of the input. and output. matrices), and product 10010 i- not u,ed 
for anything in the manufacturing pro cr. s. Thr role of this product. is currently 
limited to transportation. However, it i. not ncces. ary to introduce a new product 
to play the rolr of transportation mean. Below one of thr exi. ting pro<iucts is 
designatrd a. a transporter. 
1 5 
Table 7.2: The addition of a new product that plays the role of a means of trans-
portation. The product has no other usc, although that can easily change in future 
new combinations. It consists of t.he products 5, 7. 11, and 13 combined with labonr 
2 into product 2 · 5 · 7 · 11 · 13 = 10010. 
products 
2 
3 
5 
7 
11 
13 
70 
110 
154 
10010 
130 
260 
104 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 1 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
7.2 Results 
·inp·nt matrix 
1 1 1 1 1 
0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 0 1 1 
1 0 1 1 0 
0 1 1 1 0 
0 0 0 1 1 
0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
7.2.1 Initia l exp eriments 
1 1 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
1 0 
0 1 
0 0 
1 0 
0 1 
0 0 
output matrix 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 
.') 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 ·1 0 0 5 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 4 0 ~ 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 531 0 25(j 
The experiments based on the transportation model ont·lincd in the previous srction 
iuvolvc two changes to the mod 1. First. iu order for an ag nt to select a supplier 
when there are possibly nmltipl suppliers at different locatiom; per turn. an agent 
has to know who and where all ·uppliers are. The choice of supplier is uot so mucll 
made based on who is in its social network. but based on whicll supplier is near t 
such that the purchase involves the least transportation costs. Here, the spatial 
:::;t ructurc upon which the agents base their decisions is purely defined by di. tance, 
a.nd 110 longer by t he construction of a network of trade partners. Of course one could 
combine these two spatia.! arrangements, but for simplicity here we have cho ·cu to 
1 '6 
let the selection of trade partner· b fully dependent on the distance. Tlti ' impli 
that every ag nt has to know about every other agent that is possibly r levant. The 
algorithm that defines the agent ' strategy to expand the network thus has to be 
different from the algorithms out lined in Section 3.2, a, trade over di, tam·c is not 
con. trained by the compact network, but by transportation cost considerations. 
In this chapter it is desirable to have every agent connect to every other agent 
that can h > of any rel0vance to it. Every , upplier producing something that serve. 
a.s input for an agent'. technologies is relevant. Furthermore, to assess the local 
mark('( in terms of supply and d mand to 0t the local pri e, an agent n ccls to 
be connected to its competitor in order to clecide if the market is saturated with 
its own output or if there is demand for more. Based on these consiclcration. th0 
following algorithm for network expansion i. applied: 
1. Determine all products that . erve a. iuput 
2. Select the nearest. provider of a product that is not yet secured 
3. Once provider. for all input. have been s0cured: 
(a) Expand the li, t of relevant products with output(s) 
(b) For one of the products from the list in 3( a.) sel ·t the nearest producer 
not yet i11 the network and add this agent to the network 
Every time an agent 's turn comes up during th imulation it will execute the 
above algorithm and over time it will obtain a connection with every relevant agent, 
and it will keep up with the addition of new agents if this is the case. 
The second important implication of the transportation model applies only to 
the transportation sector model where a specific product is r<'sponsible for the act-
1 7 
ditional cost of tran portation. \\There bEfore there wa: only on type of extemal 
demand, being the exogenously determined fixed rate of consumpt.iou of cousumcrs 
to maintain their good health, the inclusion of an additional cost for transportation 
presents a second "drain' on the s:ystem. (In the other transportation o. t model 
variant , where the transportation cost is included in the price, the provider i. a. -
umed to deliver the product at the buyer· door, for which the provider is rcwarderl. 
by receiving an elevated price. The extra costs however do stay in the syst<'m.) In 
the ca. e a particular product i designated as being used up during transportation. 
a cert.Rin quantity of this product is removed from the . y tem with every tran:ac-
tion between different locations. The quantity of product. that leave the sy, tcm 
depend. on the patial configuration, as trade over longer di. tances involves more 
transporta.tion, but even more importantly, the quantity of prod11ct that exits the 
system depends on the economic activity. The more trade there is, the more di. si-
pative the syst. m becomes, and thu the more activity i required t.o keep up with 
demand. This positive feedback requires careful attention to the stability of th" 
system. 
In order to prev nt large deficits, which can and will crash the sy ·tem, we need 
to pay extra attention to the history of a simulation at the start-up. A., explained 
earlier, the history of w iteration is used to determine an appropriate level of action 
and thus an appropriate level of tock. vVhile b fore the history of a model at start-
up wa. · empty, the model wa neYertheless capable of generating a rather stabl 
production process with appropriate levels of activity, where the appropriatenes · 
is assessed by the similarity to the calculated Leonticf activity levels. Ho"' ever. a. 
Fignre 3.3 ilhrtratcd, in such a set-up there is a certain amount of snrpl11s prod net ion 
1 
follm\ring the too low production cam; 'cl by the initial empty hi 'tor r, mmltiug in 
a. cyclical pattern of over and under production. To prevent this initial iml>alance, 
instead of au •mpty hi tory, the activities during the w = 50 iteration· before the 
tart of the model are gi' en by the acti\'ity l<'vel requir<'d for a certain external 
demand a cal ulated by the inver Lconticf matrix. Thi indeed lead to a more 
stable sy. tem, , e Figure 7.1. 
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Figure 7.1: Th average production of product 2 (la l>our) per iteration, averaged 
over a window of length 25. \Nh n the hi tory at the start up of the model is gin·u 
l>y the calculat d Lcontief activity lev 1 ·. a more table production is establi ·hed 
more quickly than for a imula.tion starting with an empty hi 'tory. For the given 
external demand the calculated production level for product 2 was . lightly highrr 
than 12. 
\i\Tith the introduction of a transportation sector an w chalknp;e arrives. As 
mentioned above. the expenditures on transportation form a new . ource of extcnud 
demand, a demand that does not originate from production. \Vhat maJ.::es matters 
1 9 
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worse is that this external demand i not fi.'Ced: the total required quantity of 
transportation d pcnds on the spatial configuration and on the activity lev ls. For 
example, the small sy tem above with exogenou ly ·et consumption leYel i and " 
;) 
con. nmers has a Leontief output of 
{s. 0, 0, 0, 0 0 0, 0. 0. 0. 0. 0} · L -l ·output matTix ~ 
{12.1 , 0.0, 1.3, 0.0. 0.0, 0.0, 0.0. 0.0 0.0 2.6, 5.3. 10.6} 
while an extra cost of 1 unit of product 11 spend on tran, port at ion would reqnirr 
{ ~ . 0, 0 0, 1, 0, 0 , 0, 0. 0. 0, 0} · L- 1 · output matrix~ 
{19.7, 0.0, 2.1 , 0.0, 1.0, 0.0 , 0.0 , 0.0, 0.0, 4.3, .5, 17.0} 
and when a more expensive product is de ·ignated as required for transportation. 
such a· product 154, even if the total use per iteration, thus over all agents is only 
1 unit 
{s. 0. 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 , 0 1 0, 0, 0} · L - J · outp·ut matrix~ 
{34.8, 0.0, 3.8, 1.0, 1.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1.0, 7.6 , 15.1 , 30.2} 
The latter example shows a thre fold increase in required labour over the fir. t 
examplr. It illustrate very well the additional activity rrqnired when there is some 
form of transportation cost involved, and the question ari. es wheth r or not the price 
m chanism is able to guide the model through ·uch a wide range of l vels of activity. 
During a simulation the model will not change from one without tran portat ion costs 
(as in the first example here) to one with product 154 a. required for tran. portRtion 
(the latt r example). However, one moment there is sufficient stock of product 154 
and it does not have to be produced in order for transportation to be possible. tl1e 
next moment this extra unit of product 154 n eels to be coughed up by the system, 
and the activity leveL are required to be much higher. 
190 
On top of that. th increase in activity most likely requir' · additional mean: of 
transportation, requiring Even more a ·tivity. The addition of a trausportation ::;ector 
to repre::;cnt tran ·portation co::;ts in the mod '1, in appearance rather ::;imple. become 
a. very demanding part of the modd. That is not to , ay that it docs not work, 
, omc cxperim0nt including a tran portation . 0ctor led to a ·ustainabk economy. 
However, thr amc imulation with mrrdy a different initial spati<d configuration 
of agents can easily be one that crashes because the agents cannot keep up with 
the demand. Once a . ystem runs out of tran. portation m0an . . track is limited to 
trade b0tween ag0nt in the same location. This usually impli0 a nash. Th0 , amc 
happens when production lc' cl fall too far bC'hind. The chance of such crashc. can 
he n'duccd l y creating a largt>r buffer, 0ither through incr0asing th0 stock kvels 
that the au tioncer perceives as a normal stock and t hu · moving 8WrW from a ''just· 
in time'· economy, or by increasing the numbH of agents through which there i. 
a larger number of bodie that can intervene ('Yhich at the , amr timr implie: the 
presence of a larg r tock). The xample: of simulation · that follow have a rather 
small contingent of ageuts du to the lack of computational power at the time of 
running th xperiments. 
\Ve continue th simulation with the calculated hi::;tory of Figure 7.1 above, 
with the differen ·' that this time tran portation costs arc taken into account. The 
transportation costs per unit are the sam for each product, aud dc'pend ou th 
distauce. H 'r we haYe chosen to hav the cost not to go up linearly with distance 
but with an exponent greater tl1an 1 
transportation co ·t · = q * 1· * d312 
where q is the quantity purchased. r i th co t per unit per di tancc and dis the dis-
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tance b"tw en the two trading agents. The trausportatiou cost is then implemented 
as explain 'd in the previous section, thus in the purchase of a good the total costs 
are {0, q * pr·ice, 0, 0, transportation cost. 0. 0, 0, 0, 0 0. 0}. Here we haw chosen the 
fifth product, product 11, to be the one representing thr means of transportation. 
The simulation is initiated with the same agent and technology di tribution a 
above (Figure 7.2) . The layout of the producers is contriYed in such a way that thcrr 
are a number of producers clustered together in the middle of the map, and a small 
number of consumers are scat tercel around, orne ncar the center, others further 
a,way. The external demand now i. not just made up by th<' oblig<'d consumption 
of agents, but also by pending product. 11 on transportation. The fact that it. 
is unknown how much transportation is going to be required complicate matters 
further . However, the quantity of product 11 required cRn be estimM.ecl by rnnning 
a simulation to obtain a rough indication. On average around 2 unit. of product 11 
are spent on transportation per iteration. This figure gets us in the ballpark and 
the corresponding calculated history is 
{ ~' 0, 0. 0. 2, 0. 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0} · L- 1 ·output matrix~ 
{27.3, 3.0, 0.0 , 0.0, 2.0, 0.0 , 0.0 0.0, 0.0, 5.9, 11.8, 23.7} 
When these activity levels are used to populate the history of thE modeL au 
eventually stable production appears, see Figure 7.3. The other production processes 
display comparable behaviour. 
However, it is important to state here that the introduction of the transporta-
tion cost into the model does make the model far more unstable than before. The 
. ame imulation with merely a different initial distribution of agents often i ' un-
stablr. Obviously the different spatial configuration makrs for a diffrrmt need for 
transportation, and thus the calculated history might have to be replaced with a 
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Figure 7.2: Th se figure illustrat the lo ations of the different producers. Ev ry 
map show · all agent and indica te· an agent with a pecifi(' technology by a circle 
surrounding the agent. From left to right, top to bot tom , the figur s show the 
producers (circleu) of product 5, product 11, product 130, product 260, product 
104, and finally product 2. 
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Figure 7.3: Production of labour in a transportation cost model. Apart from a 
big swing appearing just after the start of the simulation, the production of labour 
reasonably stable and corresponds to the predicted level used for "populating the 
history". 
more appropriate one, but these experiments were not always . ucressful and many 
simulations end in a crash. This instability might be partly due to the small class 
of agents that is modelled here, but. at the time of the experimentations there was 
no more computer power available. Having said this, the simulations that are stRble 
display interesting behaviour, some of it predictable, some not. so much. 
For exampl , when we look at the accumulation of transportation costs per 
locRtion, the simulation shows results that. fit our expectation. Figure 7.4 illn, trates 
that most trRnsportation costs are accumulated by agents further away from the 
center, which of course is hardly surprising. 
However, Figure 7.5 hows the accumulation of money by each of the consumers. 
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Figure 7.4: Accumulation of transporLation co ·t by the agents. As can be expected 
the agents furth st away from the c nter collect the largest transport.atiou expen ·es. 
Surprisingly the con ·umer the fmthcst away from its upplicr has obtained the 
most money, where at the beginning of the model all agents start with au equal 
amount. Such results arc far from reali tic, bnt they can be rxplained a follows: 
Under normal circmnstanccs when the prices arc ncar or at the quilibrium price 
levels brcanse snpplies are locally sufficient none of prodncers has to go very far to 
acquire labour. In these circum tanccs consumer further away have the opportunity 
to sta ·h awity a little . tash of labom for when times are tongh. \ \Then . uch times 
arrive and prices increase, the local suppliers nm out quicker , since they nev<"r had 
the opportunity to increase their stocks. As a result the proctnccrs will have to 
go further for the required labour, at higher transportation costs. The ultimate 
ffect of the transportation co t i that consumers (and proclu ~ers alike) located 
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further out only trade when nearer suppliers are out and effectively only when 
the price is high. In itself this is not entirely unreaJi tic, if tran:port.atiou costs 
would couuterbalance the higher prices. However, here t.hi model show a 'trong 
imbalance, the transportation costs are small in compari. on to product prices. At 
first sight the solution to this imbalance i, to increa e the transportation cost: by 
designating a higher priced good a. the one that represents transportation. However, 
t hL is easier said than done, because as was illustrated ea.rlicr, wbrn addit ional 
~urplus that will exit the system has to be generated, the r<'quired activity lrvrl. go 
up rather fast and quickly stretch the production systrm. 
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Figure 7.5: Accumulation of money (product 3). Surpri ingly the agents further 
away fare surprisingly well, even though they do have the largest transportation 
expenses. 
The problem sketched here is even more present in the othrr transportation 
mod l, where transportation cost is included in the price as if the producer is de-
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livering and is compensated for the t rip. In addi t ion to the higher yrices producers 
and consumers further away get due to the more pressing market ::;it uation, they 
also get a higher compensation for the transportation to the purchasing agent.. In 
this model the imbalance is even bigger. 
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Chapter 8 
Discussion and conclusion 
The subject of evolutionary economic · is very large in scope, and there are many per-
spect ives on how to approach this subject. Schumpeter approached it descriptively, 
while in the nineteen fifties, sixties and seventies researchers (e.g. vo11 Neumann 
(1946); Kemeny et al. (1956); Hamburger et al. (1967) ; Gale (1968); l\1orge11stern 
and Thomp ' 011 (1976)) tended to approach evolution quantitatively. in terms of ex-
pansion, rather than qualitatively, in terms of increasing complexity. Evolutionary 
economics in the eighties and nineties broke away from the equilibrium paradigm 
that dominates economic theory, dropping many of its uurealist.ic but convenient 
assumptions, and instead focused on dynamic modelling of the process based on 
changing technological scenarios (Nelson and \Vinter, 1082; Jovanovic, 1082; Dosi 
et al., 1095, 1097). Technological change in these models is pre-determined, or it. 
is left undetermined and exists merely in terms of gR.ins in productivity. Such a 
system, with quantitatively changing model coefficients, can simulate the r<'sttlting 
changes in economic interactions. 
This thesis adds to these perspectives in that it acknowledges the cmtral role 
played by technological developments. while at the same time accepting tlutt such 
developrneuts are more than mere quantitative changes, but can not be determined 
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a pr-ioTi. \iVe see novelty in new products, and noYclty in new production meth-
ods. However. it is unknown what the future will bring, and not jm:it in terms of 
normal uncertainty. 1\ ot only do we not know which of the outcome · of a prob-
abilistic process i, going to occur, but we do not even know the , et of po. , iblc 
outcomes (Knightian uncertainty (Kauffman, 2000, p.215)) . Nevertheless, we can 
obtain an under tanding of the interacting processes of the such systems through 
simulation. Just as Rrtificial hfe at tempts to simulate the evolutionary process of 
biological system. in order to gain insight. int.o the relevant machinery wit bout ac-
tually reconstructing any part of the real biosphere, so "artificial economics·· can 
provide insight into the processes shaping economic evolution without predicting the 
detail of that evolution . It is cl ar from the outset that economic C\'olution exists. 
Even in my short life ·pan of thirty three years very big changes have occurred in 
terms of new products and new processes. Changes in communicRtion technology, 
information technology, and energy supply have led to very different economic flows 
and dynamics than those of just 30 years ago. Yet economics do s not know how 
to explain any of thi . The equilibrium paradigm tells u · what system ::;tate we can 
eventually expect given that everything else remains equal, but often times, b fore 
t he stable st ate appear::;, the assumption of unaltered factor · and circun1 ·tances bas 
alr ady been refuted because the circumstances have changed. So how can we bet ter 
understand economic ystem that do allow changing condit ions? 
In addit ion, not only is novelty importaut in that it prove::; standard assumption::; 
\Vrong, it also is a driving force in economies (Dosi et al., 1997; Dawid. 2006). New 
consumer product uch as High Definition television or iPhonc , plus a considerable 
effort by the marketing division (in it elf another example of an innovRtion) to con-
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vince the cousumer group of the need for suc:h products are indeed a driving force 
in our western ecouomies, where much spending is in the form of discretionary cou-
'Umption. How can we better understand economic systems that arc e11dogeuou ly 
driven by the introduction of new clement ? 
8.1 Discussion 
The auswer to t he two questions posed above is, as this thesis has shown, by mod-
elling novelty, and subsequently incorporating this novelty into an explicit market 
model in ordu to establish a realistic fitness measure. This affe 'ts the copying 
process of technology and, indir ctly, the manufacturing of product·. 
In implementing this framework, many choices had to b ~ made, and in making 
these choices, existing research wa.s used as much as possible. \i\lhere this was impos-
sible, hopefully a modeller's common sen, e prevailed. l'dany of the implementations 
required a little experimentation and fine tuning of parameter , but ultimately, the 
result were quite satisfactory, as Chapter 6 ha shown. Regardle. s, there are many 
more po sible implementations of this framework, and these still need. to be explored. 
The present section will discuss some of the most pres ing issues. 
Innovation leading to price reduction 
When invention occurs, new technology, and. often also new products, are added 
to th existing et of technology and products. The addition i. in the form of 
new columns and row of t he von Neumann technology matrices. The inputs for a 
particular tran. formation are fit, in that th inputs to get her will contain sufficient 
iuteg r factors in order to compose the output. Even though this somewhat lin1its 
the possible combination. of products that can be transformed into more advanced 
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product., the quantitative aspects of thi: new transformation arc ·till undetermined. 
How much of each of the inputs i: requir d and how mu ·h output i · generated 
is unknown. \ Vh '11 left to a random proces . this could very asily lead to very 
unreali. tic input Fmd output number .. e.g. one proces being almo. t infinitely more 
capable than others. 
Therefore, to krep the input and output coefficients in chr k. thr rate of return 
on input va.l u was kept constant for all proce .. es. Howevrr, this lor not imply 
that all te hnology is equally fit in \'C'ry . ituation. Highrr Yalur of input- for 
. ome proces eb ombined with a fixed return rate nece arily leads to higher output 
coefficients. \i\hat thi means i that even though the return rate is fLwd for all 
technology. one technology can . till havr a higher output co fficirnt per unit of 
activity, and in terms of generated output, it will perform brt.trr than the technology 
,;..,ith lower input cost and lower output. ince activity i bound d per time . trp, 
high efficiency te hnology is preferred, , o that even though return rates are rqnal, 
there is a lifferen e in performance. This ften lead to the sysLem replacing old 
technology with n w technology. The uccess of higher p rformauc technology 
depends 0 11 the availability of its higher valued input. Higher value input implies t hat 
more cornpouents ar involved in the production of that iuput, aud therefor that 
the assembly of th se components may be more difficult to arrange. Thus, higher 
performance production come at a price, and a ·uch, i · not necc.· ·arily succ ssful. 
In this respect , having constant von ~euma.nn return rates i ' not problematic. 
However, the siugle fixed constant return rate for all processes has another cou-
, equence. In rcRlity many innovation· con ist of lowering input co fficirnts or rai. ing 
output corfficirnt . such that the new prores leads to a lowrr price for the product. 
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This kind of innovation i. currently <:xclucled from the model becau ·e either of the 
actions would introduce a technology with a return rate different from t he fixed 
model return rate. In addition to the fact that innovation in reality often re ·ult. 
in improving return rates having diff<'rcnt rrtnrn ratrs for cliffercnt sector is more 
realistic t han the fixed von Neumann return rate. There is reason to remove this 
model assumption, but . o far this has not been done. 
Consumer behaviour 
Two different type. of consumer behaviour have been dr. rrihed in thi. thesi . . One 
met hod prescribes a fixed rate of consumption for each of the consumers. regarcUess 
of the actual activity in the labour market. This type of discretionary consump-
tion is equivalent to the metabolism of a biological organi m. The problem with 
this 11pproach is that with a fixrd rate of consumpt ion. t herr is no nrrd for more 
advanc<'d products. Consumers satisfy the denumd for consuma bles, anct wl1C'n nrw 
consumal les <'tppear on the market these are ignored, since the fix0d exogenou ly 
determined consumption \vas already met by the previous consumable .. .1\Iany ex-
periments have taken place with an increasing rate of discretionary consumptiou 
as more advanced production techniques ancl consumables appear on the market. 
However. it turned out to be difficult to find the correct rat of increa e; with too 
fast of an increase the system grinds to a. halt, since t.oo many resources aTe wasted 
on consumption instead of manufacturing. If the increase is too slow, the inter st 
iu new technology and new products fades. This phenorneuon may. however, be 
realistic. 
An alt0rnative consumption mrchanism was implemrnt.ed to cnconragr the pro-
duction of more advanced consnmahles. \iVith this mechanism, all onsumers max-
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imize the total lal our g(:'nerat.ed according to their individual abili ties and other 
constraint: , as de 'cribed in Section 3.2.3, regardless of au excess supply of lab our. 
High demand for consumables iu tum leads to high production munl crs and t hus 
high labour demand. Demand is guaranteed and so there is alv, ay. a nC'cd for more 
advanced production technologic, , which will drive technological development. 
Because all con umers maximize the quantity of labour they grncrate, and be-
cause more advanced consumables generate morr labour, consumers prrfrr advanced 
products over more primitive product. . This is not unrealistic . but at the same time, 
this i, where t herr is room for improvement. Some form of diminishing marginal 
utility for consumable would be a more Rccuratc implementation of consumer be-
haviour, for exmnple. Instead of more advancrd products complrtC'ly taking over 
from the older products (to the extent. tlwt. supply is able to keep up with demand), 
this would lead to a more realistic d.vnamic of demand. whrre the totRl consumption 
is spread out over several consumables. 
M ult i sector models 
The number economy allows for separate sectors that do not overlap . By choosing 
different groups of primes that. lie at. the basis of each of the sectors, products of 
ou s ctor cannot contribute in the manufacturing of products from another sector, 
except t hat they can perform as capital. Such a setup allows the mo<.leller to take 
on a complete economic model, where development · in one sector through minimal 
but c ·seutial links can impact other sector ·. T he connectivity of our economic 
::;ystcm is amazingly complex, and small changes can cascade into largE phcnomcua. 
J ain and Krishna define key. tone specie as Jemcnts whosr removal changes the 
organisational strncture drast ically (J ain and Krishna. 2002). The model could 
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help identify such key elements in the system. 
Reproduction of technology per field or p er agent 
ection 4.3 d ·cribed hov: th occurrcnc of technology changes probabilistically. 
The probabilities governing these change, arc determined ha.eci on globalm asure. 
of ucccss. conn tivity anci di. tance. nh equently. a random draw , elect. a change 
to the trchnology firlds. For example, trdmology i obtain, an a lciitioual rrprcscn-
tative, to the ost of technology j. To implement this propo"ed change. the model 
finds t hr agrnts posse. ing technology j. but not po ses. ing t rdmology i. One of 
these agrnt L cho. rn randomly. and the proposed replacement of trchnology j by 
technology i is applied. This method completely disrrgards th possihlr negativr 
or positive effects this change can have on t hr functioning of the selected agent. 
Possibly the agent has no usc for technology i, or perhaps it s main sourer of incomr 
was based on the use of technology j that nO\\' ha. bern take11 away. 
An FtlternFttiw to this rather crudr implementation of reprociuction of trchnology, 
which has not bern implemented in t hr contrxt of t hi. t h sis, is to couple t hr 
generation of additional agents or technologies to the agents thems lves by giviug 
each agent some seL of rules that. would allow the agent to decide which technology 
it would like to acquire. based on local circumstances. If an agent i · profitable. 
what would be the best way to inv st the gained assets? Thi · would be mor in line 
with the approach advocated by ·c1 'On and \\'inter (19 2). in which firms decide 
whether or uot to expand or contract their assets or to change their routines based 
on the llH:trket situation they find themselves in. This certainly would improve the 
model. hnt, since it was not stricti· nrcessary for the framrwork that is discussed 
in this the~is. the impler mechani m was u cd (Bruckner t al.. 19 '9. 1996). 
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Intelligen c of agents strategies 
A similar remark can be made about th price and market mechanism. Currently, 
this is rather . imple, and agents arc merely pric takers. However. as the resulting 
stable Leonticf behaviour indicate . the pric mechanism i, cffrcti\c in signaling 
hortages and urpluses that need to be addrc.sed. anrl .uffices to upport the 
model. There already exist more advancrd pricing mechanisms in the context of 
a.grnt based modelling. The more adwmccd agents in those morlcls srt their own 
prices, which r ult from rounds of n gotiation . Agrnts can have various degree. 
of intelligence and may be capable of planning for futmc n. c (LeBaron. 2001). 
Spat ial b ehaviour 
In order to develop the model framework, and in order to krrp the first model 
manageable on a normal desktop computer Pmployed by a autodi lact programmer. 
, pace was not giwn the full attention it dcserv d . Howe\'E'r. the framework dewlopcrl 
is flexible. and in ord r to investigate f'patial aspects of the model proposed here. the 
model can ea ·ily be expanded. Thi · r ally would make it a model for evolutionary 
econorni . geography. Current ly all agents have a network of ageut · with whom they 
engage in trad . Thi network call be defined or constrained in any conceivable 
way. It i · possible to have only very local interactions in a :t-.Ioorc 11 'ighbourhood. 
consisting of th central location and the eight ·urrounding gri i locations. Or ver 
differently, the agent · can have a ·ocial net\vork that connect · them to every oth r 
agent they know, regardless of the d.istancc between them. This is th' network 
scheme mo. tly applied for the example.· in this thesis. Chapt r 7 de. cribed a first 
experiment that in lude transportation co. ts, but there arr many more experiment 
·worth looking into. \i\fhen agent arr made mobile. what rnle. would br t de. cribe 
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their behaYiour? How would ri ·iug transportation co ·t · affect their b haviour? 
Run time 
The simulation · ar generated on normal desktop computer', with a modest amouut 
of RAM and a modest 'PU speed. One of the proces or. nsed ha.· a clock speed of 
1 GHz and the other comput r ha, a dual 2.1GHz proces. or, of " ·hich only one i. 
used to do the calculations. Given the limitations of these machines, the size of the 
imulation (i . . th . ize of the map, the number of agents on it and the number of 
technologies) were controlled by the patience of the modeller. The fa. ter computer 
was u. ed to run slightly bigger models, making the time per iteration basically the 
. ame for both computers. The patience of the modeller \\'a tested thoroughly, an 1 
t he result. discussed in this thesis go as far as both the computer. an 1 the modeller 
could be . tretched. More simulations and anrdyses are desin-1ble but sonwhow first 
the run time reqnired to do o ha. to he reduced. 
8. 2 Conclusion 
Though there are still a number of i . . ucs that need improving or furt her exploration, 
the framework developed in thi. th<>si. is one with many merits. TlH' main virtue is 
t hat this framework demonstrate\ that it i. po .. ible to trrat the economic system 
as a constructive dynamic system. The field of evolu tionary economics as it has 
develop d over th la ·t two decad s already proved that conomics can be treated 
dynamically, and that the adaptiv qualit ies of element. · ar import c-mt in explaining 
typical patt rns. This thesis adcl · tb con tructive character of the economy to the 
modelling framev;ork. omet hing that i qually or even mor import aut to the 
'volution of an economic system. Despit the fact that the constructive dynamic 
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model research applied in economics is only ju t beginning. and that some aspects 
need to be explored in more detail, it is argued here that the model ha · justified 
itself. The framework developed here is capable of dealing with cndogenou · chauge, 
something that is very important in om economy. but that until now has be n 
essentially ignored in re. earch. The application of a constructive lynamic y tem to 
the field of economic opens up new opportunitic in economics. and once a prop r 
theory of economic is in place t hi: can he extended to econ mic gC'ography. 
In adcl.ition. the application of the B dau measure indicat.C' that the evolutionary 
economic dynamic generated by the model L appropriately named evolutionary: 
the dynamics display characteristic· comparable to the ca. e that define, om concept 
of evolution, the evolution of life in our bios ph re. 
Furthermore, the model show. thAt it is pos. ible to simula te a free market econ-
omy. in which agents with very implc rnlc. to determine their hehaviom are capable 
of generating a wdl functioning economy. Re. ources and tinw are. carce good,, and 
tlm · ne d to be used appropriately for th s~'stem to function. gents "·ho perform 
in local environment do not know how the global economy i: perfonni11g. ":\ vert he-
less, through a local price mechanism signaliug where local surpluses cmd :hortages 
exist, ag nts are capable of locally balancing the supply and demand. Since tl1e 
set of local market · completely over · the global market. this leads to stable. well 
balanced global behaviour. Here we · e Adam Smith' invi 'ible hand at work in a 
dynamic spatial model. 
The framework is also very useful to complement existing research in evolution-
ary economic. . For example, descriptive approachc on the entry Rnd exit of new 
enterprise. can b assisted by an experiment that can indicate what parameters arc 
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respon ·ible for the observed patterns. The model can shed light em why market 
shares and market size can flu ~tuate so wildly, and why in the production of one 
·inglc good there are a variety of technologies b ing appli d . Often such variability 
has a :::;patial character as well. 
The model here is inherently spatial; agent arc located in pace. and the tran.-
formation of a set of inputs into a composite product can only occur when all 
products required are present. in one location. However, the impact of location de-
pends on the specific model components. To convince the reader that the model i. 
inherently spatial a chapter on transportation costs w::ts added. Thi .. topic admit-
tedly is not exhausted - there arc a number of issues that till need to br addres. ed. 
Some of the issues can actually be solved by applying the full model as developed in 
this the i. to the c11se with non-zero transport::ttion costs. An unbalanced economy 
can become balanced by innovation or even more simply by a change in te ·hnology 
distribution. Both proces ·e. have been modelled in thi. thesis (additional columns 
to the technology matrices and replacemeut or copying of kills following the model 
outlined by Bruckner et al. re pectively), but due to time and computational con-
straints these processes were not applied to th simulations involving transportation 
cost·. 
Finally, to a.naly ·e t he artificially generated technologies , a tool v.:as developed 
to identify any highly conne ted set ' of technologies that might appear in the model 
output. This tool can be applied to the real world to ident ify technology cluster· as 
well. In addition, it is possible to detect mi. ·ing technologies in order to supplement 
existing unfinished clusters, an application with obviou potential for usc in t hC' 
design of regional technology du. tcrs. 
Thus. a lot of ground ha been CO\'('red bNe, and there i · still a lot of grouud to be 
explored. However, the scope of the pbcnorneua under tudy is rsthcr large. and the 
system under tud.v is highly connect •d. In consequence. it was f 'lt that an integral 
approach wa. not only the best. but the only option: none of the component that 
make up the model could be i, olFttect. Ther fore. the result. of this thesis is a broad. 
abstract framework applicable to the study of evolving economic systems. It has the 
potential to clucictate many aspects of onr economy, from clispcrsal of technology, 
t.o location strategies. t.o pricing, to the development of higher level organisation. 
Enough is left to do for tomorrow, and who knows what new insights and innovations 
tomorrow will bring. 
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Appendix A 
Model parameters 
A.l Parameters for the simulat ion in Chapter 5 
Table A.l: The table provides an overview ofthe parame-
ters that need to be et at the beginning of the simulation 
in Chapter 5. 
Parameter D escript ion Value 
ran seed used to r t the random number gen- 50523 
erator 
ra.wmaterials number of raw materials, represented by 6 
the first prime numbers 
lapo the prime at this position serves as lR bour 1 
mopo the prime at this position . erves as money 2 
p initial product set {2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 
13, 70, 110, 154, 
130, 260, 104} 
Cl' rate of return for each of the technologie 2 
I and 0 initial technology set See Table 5.1 
eqps equilibrium price s t {1, 1 2, 2, 2, 0, 
10, 10, 10, 2 2, 
n 
ma.. xmmrn the total level of activity p r agent per turn 4 
productivity 
Sl Z . the size of the map specified by one ide of 14 
a quare map. 
wear proportion of capital that disappears when .! 5 
it is used 
Contmncd on Next Page . .. 
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Table A.1 - ontinued 
Parameter D escription Value 
w number of iteration.· iudicating the length 50 
of t he history 
agents initial distribution of agents See Figure 5.1 
network initial set of connection. {} 
buy ellconstr number of products that. agent keeps to it- maxproductivity 
self and thFtt are not for sale 
requirrd . tock quantifies an appropriate level of products 
in store bat)ed on the act ivity level during 
history w 
start resources . pecifies the quantity of resources a nPv.r 
agent obtains at its introduction 
B ij birth rate of technology i influenced by 0 
technology j through new agent (for this 
and the following par am t ers see al:::;o TFt-
ble 5.2) 
A {O) 
t linear birth rate of technology i through 0 
new agent 
l( l ) 
A; second order birth rate of technology 't 0 
through new ageut 
llfij parameter controlling the probability of iu- f( c, n) 
traducing new technology by a new agent 
is a function of connectivity c and being 
new n, 1.e. probability of introducing n w 
technology i depends on demand for i due 
to strong technology j 
</J; parameter controlling the spontaneous in- 0 
traduction of technology j by a ne\v agent 
A (lJ 
lJ parameter controlling the probability of rc- h(gr, (1 - gr ).o) 
placing technology j by technology i taking 
into account. t.he size of both field 'i and j 
A (O) 
l) parameter controlling the probability of re- 0 
placing technology j by t chnology i t aking 
into account the size of only field j 
A ij parameter controlling the probability of in- g(g·r, c) 
novation by existing agent. 
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Appendix B 
Model algorithms 
B.l The static von Neumann model 
Let a and b b the input and output matrke. respectiYcly, with climension. of both 
matrices 11 x m, implying that there arr m production procrsse. and n products. 
and let .--:(t) b' the intensity or activity vector at timet. Von J\eumaun shows that. 
under certain conditions there exist a growth rate a and interest. rate {-J. such that. 
the output at timr t. b · z(t) is sufficient to cover the input rrquirccl at time t + 1. 
a · :::(t + 1) = a· az(t), and the profitability of each of the production proce ·ses it> 
smaller than or equal to the intere::;t ratr. 
a· z(t + 1) =a · uz(t) ~ b · z(t) 
In ca ·e there i · a single vroduction proce ·s for each of the products, the input 
a.nd output matrices arc square. and the activity vector .::: and pri c vector p can be 
found by determining the generalized rigenvcctors of o with respect to b. a and {J 
are equal t.o the largest real igenvalue (Gale, 1956). 
In case there arc more production proce scs than product.· (m > n ), the intensity 
vrctor z has to be determined differently by using technique\ dcYcloped for fair 
matrix games (Kemeny et al., 1956). The s t of solution · i ' given by the olution 
space of a ,ct of linear inequalities whNe the extreme point. that span the simplex 
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haY<: to be ch 'Cked for p · a · :::> 0. i.e. the price and intensity v 'ctor ·must result in 
a positivr ont omc. Any linear comhinRt.ion of the appropriatr cxtrrmr points is a 
suitable int ll.'ity vector::: satisfying the equations above. Furt hermore. with a fix cl 
interest ra te comes an equilibrium price ,·ector JJeq such that each of the production 
procrssc, has the same return rate. 
In auy cas . if w denote the product set at timet with S(t) = (S1. 52 •...• S11 ) 
to reprCS('llt the total quantity of each of the products in the sy ·t 'lll at timet, thcu 
S(t + 1) = S(t) + (b- a) · z(t) . 
B.2 The dynamic von N eumann m odel 
Instead of the aggregat<' activity z(t ) p('l' tim<' st<'p now W<' g<'n<'rat<' activity bottom 
up through t he us of agents. To explaiu the different parts of th ;:tlgorithm in an 
ordely fashion we make use of a franlc\vork provided by R asmu 'sen and Barrett 
(1995). Again we define a and bas tl1<' input and ou tput matrices with m proc<'SS<'S 
a.nd n products, but no\:v we add 1· age11t · to the model. Each of the ageut objects 
Ai i,' defined by 
where .fi giv s th activity of agent Ai, I i.i is the interaction matrix specifying th 
agents with whom A1 interacts and Ti specifics which technologic · agent Ai possesse ·. 
Interactions and activity (which depend. on technology Ti) operat·c on Si(t). v,:hich 
is the produ t ,' et in agent Ai · po ·session at time t. '"'hen we as ·ume the agent , 
are in a w '11 stirr 'd v ssel. they cau interact \\·ith all other ag at·. and I iJ = Pii. j . 
The activity of the agent A i i. given hy 
f'i(t) = max. (p(t) · (o - i)- (J) · zi 
z , E!Qm 1 2n 
subj ct to the condit ion , B , C. T M . 0 , F a11d E li:-5ted below. 
where p(t) i · the Yector con i ' ting of th' price Pi(t) for each of tb' product · i = 
1. ... . 11 at t im t (price mechani. m given hdow). Prices arc determined ane\\· for 
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every agent. to include the prevwu · agcnt"s effect on the balaucc of supply and 
demand. A is standard in this thc.~i .. the first product in the product list i labour 
and the ·ec nd product represents on unit of money. Tow expand the matrices a 
and b by joining the matrices a and b with l\1 and I to join the iuput and output 
column. of manufacturing, buying and elling: 
z 
0 = 
manu farturing 
a 
b 
buying 
Ju 
I 
lli 17 g 
I 
]\ [ 
wher I is the ideutity matrix of size 11. and l\1 1s t.he sqmu matrix of size 11 
with all elements equal to 0 except for the second row wl1ich is equal to p = 
{p1 .JJ2· . .. Pn}· zi is a vector of length m + 2n, indicating the action (manufac-
turing, buying, selling) of agent i at timet. If we write z = {z1 . .::2 .. .. Zm+2"} = 
{ m 1 • .. . nt 111 , b1 .... b,, , s 1 , .. . sn} to br ak up the activity vector into the differeut 
parts of manufacturing (m), buying (b ) and clling (s), then agent A; maximizes 
the outcome of its actions zi under the following con.'traints: 
Balance B : The tate of agent i at time t minus expenditure · plu ' output has to 
remain non-negative at all time.: ;(t) + (o - i) · Z 1 2:: 0. 
Capital C: An agent cannot execute a technique more oft n than what it has cap-
itFtl for: { Zc1 , Zc2 , • . • , zq. } :S {r1, r2, . .. , rk} where c1, c2, ... , r~,: arc the capital 
good · r qu i red for executing techniques t c1 , t c2 ... . t r k. 
Technology T: n agent cannot p rform actions for which it lack , the skills, 
and at the ame time it cannot p rform each indiYidnal action more than 
max]n·oducti uity times: { m 1, . . . . '//111L} :S ma1p1·odu.ctivity · { t 1 , . .. t 111 } wh r 
Ti = { t 1 •... t 111 } i t he technology li ·t of agent i, which i · a boolean \'ector 
with ls and 0 for skills it can and cannot perform. 
Maximum activity M : An agent is limited in how much it can do in one turn: 
~;::, 1 z i :::; maxproducti~ ity. 
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Offered 0: How much an agent can buy depends 011 the quantities offered: 
For sale F: How much an agent can sell depends on the quantities in possession: 
Exogenous consumption E: For every consumer the expenditures on onsum-
ablcs Zt 1 , z12 , . .. Ztn have to generate more than c units of labour: 
{.::t 1 ,Z12 , .. . z1,.} · {a1 ~'a12 , . .. a1J;::: c. These consumablcs arc removed from 
the system without resulting in labour. 
·with the actions of agent A defined a. above, its state Si is updated as follow : 
The .6i indicates that the sy 'tern is in an intermediate state between S(t) a.ncl 
S(t + 1). Once all agents have had their turn. time t is increased to t + 1. Thus 
~~=1 .6i = 1. 
In the execution of zi (t) the state of other objects is possibly affected as well, 
c ince they serve as suppliers or buyers and thus resources have to be exchanged. 
Appropriate agents (those who have the cash or the produce) are selected randomly 
and the exchanges are made. This implies that. when transaction Z k involves agent 
AJ(k): 
Sj(k)(t + .6i) = Sj(k)(t)- (a- i) · {0, .. . , 0, Zk, 0, ... , 0}\fk E (m + 1, .. . , m + 2n) 
A complete update Ui of the state of the system as a result of the action of 
agent Ai thus consist of the following 2n + 1 instantaneous updates: 
Si(t + .6i) 
sj(m+ l)(t + .6i) 
si ( t) + (a - i.) . zi ( t) 
Sj(m+ l)(t)- (a- i) · {0, ... , 0, Zm+11 0, ... , 0} 
Sj(m+2n)(t)- (a- i,) · {0, .. . , 0, 0, . .. , 0, Zm+2n} 
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where S(t) = ( 1 (t ), S2(t) .... Sr(t)). ec Figure B.l. ub ·cquently, one complete 
iteration consists of this update sequence applied to each of the agcnt·s. Hereto the 
r agents ar . put in a randomly ordered list 1·1 . ·r2 .... , r,. as Figure B.2 illustrat s, 
and 
/ . Price 4 mechanism ~ 
State of agent ... Decision 
and 
4 ~ ~ Di~~~~~~~~~ee aking process environment 
SJ..t) of agent 
-~~ ~. Expand v network ~ 
... Execute 
planned ~ Intensity vector 
Update state activities: 
S(t) of agent Sell products 
and affected Buy products partners 
Produce 
products 
Figure B.l: A tivity for one agent cyde. The c~'de starts in the top left corner with 
state S(t) aud in particular state Si(t). After a number of intermediate step · t he 
system i , updated to S(t + 6.i) and the cycle i repeated but with another agent j. 
Furthermore, 
r 
z (t) = I: zi(t) 
i = l 
and 
S(t + 1) = (t ) + (o- i) · z(t). 
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ll For i=1, ... , r ~ 
Generate list of 
S(t) -~ randomly ~.1 ·~~ S(t+1) ordered agents 
A t, A2, .. . , A, 
• • Agent A, cycle 
Figure B.2: One iteration cycle. \Vh('ll all agent , have had their tum the system 
ha: been updated to the next time step. 
B.2.1 Price 1nechanism 
The above algorithm defines one iteration. \ iVith a history of w itrration. it i known 
which products and how much of each have been demanded during the previous u• 
iterations D(w , t), and also the currf'nt tock (t) is known. The pricf' mechanism 
takes into acconnt the balance for C'ach of the n products: 
B = (ba/1 , ba.l2 .... , bal,) = I:(t) - D(w. t ) 
Von T\eumann' · work show · there exists a fi:xed inter st / retmu rat ~ and an 
equilibrium price P eq that provides each production proces with an equal return 
rate f] . 
p · (b- a) = (tJ , . . .. !3 ) 
p·a 
The mechanism to determine appropriate prices p = {p1, . . . , p,} 1s a linear 
programming procedure that minimizes the ' Ull1 of the prices 
min L Pi under the conditions P and R 
i=11 ••• 1n 
where 
Price equilibrium P: Prices are always greater than or equal to the equilil>rium 
price: p ~ P eq 
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R eturn rat R : Let 1np be the ·et of production proc<'. ' ·c· · producing product 
i for which bali ::; 0 and lrt m 1 be the set of product ion processes prod ac-
ing product j for which balJ ~ 0. 1/lp i. the set of manufacturing processes 
which rc' ·ult in a product of which there currently i · a shortage. and m1 is 
the set of manufacturing proce .. e. \Yhich rc. ult in a procinct of which there 
currently i · a surplu . In order to bc:dance the mark"t. prot ·se · in nip should 
produce with a profit, i.e. a return rat higher than the int 're ·t rate and pro-
cesses in n11 should produce at a lo ... i.e. a return rate lower than the interest 
rate. Condition Il states that for each j E mp: 
and for each j E m1 
(
p · (b- a) ) 
-3>0 
p·a. J 
(
p · (b-a) ) -(3::;0 
p·a J 
A solution to the above problem docs not always exists. F r example there 
exists no suitable price et when all products are in hort snpply. To ca. e this 
sit uation price. arc. et. uch that condition R only applies to the relevant produ Js 
and production pro e ses, i. . only to the products involved in the technology of 
the currently active agent (Remember that prices arc set for <'ach agent anew). The 
currently active agent has no int r st in other produ ts, and thus tlPir prices are 
irrelevant, reducing the number of cou traints. It is possible that still no solution 
exists. In that ca. e the prices arc set to the cquilibrinm price P eq resulting in no 
opportunity for profit or loss for the active agent. and thu no a tion. B:y moviug 
on to the next agent with a different 'kill set the condition R chang · and often the 
deadlock i. broken, although thi can take a number of agent ,kipping their turn. 
When the leadlock is 11ot broken the ecouomy will era: h. 
B.3 The dynamic spatial von Neumann model 
\ Yhen agent. arc located on a map in ·tead of in a well stirred " 'scl they interact 
with a limit .d set of agents. Thi i. implemented in the model by a nct\York of 
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connection· to indicate which locations arc connected with one another. In the 
, tructnrc u cd above to rrprcscnt the objrcts in the model this can br rrpresrntcd 
by the interaction matrix I ij · Each element iiJ is a boolean value. with a 0 for no 
interact ion and a 1 for po 'Sible int 'ractiou between agent i and j . 
Currently when an agent docs not have access to all of the products rcquirrd for 
its technology, it will attempt to add a connection to its network such that formerly 
unavailable commodities become available. The implementation of such a proccs ' 
eRn follow different rules, for example: 
• An agent can add the ncarc. t supplirr 
• An agent can add a supplier at random 
• An agent can ask Fi ll a lready exiting contact to clwck his n righbourhoocl. to 
find a upplier and if one is available thi , supplier can be added to the network 
\Vhichevcr proce , is used, to arl.d agent. j to the network of agent i the clement 
j, i of I is updated by replacing a 0 with a 1. 
In addition to the limited interact ion between agents, the local interact ion re -ult , 
in local prices instead of global prices by limiting the balance 
to the local demand D(w . i) and lo al current ,'tock I:(t , i) in the network of agent 
i . :'>Jo other change, to the model are required. 
B.4 The dynamic von Neumann model without 
exogenous consumption 
This i , achieved simply by removing condition E above. In order to prevent the 
model from converging to the trivial stable 0-statc, f is changed: 
f i(t) = max g(t) · zi subject to the conditions B , C, T , M , 0 and F 
ZtEQ' m -1 2n 
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where g(t) = p(t) · (a- i)- /3 with ·ome of its elements re]Jlaccd. Th<:> goal funct.iou 
g(t) provides agmts with an indication of t.he profitability (rrtnrn rate higher than 
the intePst rat ) of each of the produ tion processes. In case p(t) = Pcq· the 
return rate for each of th proc:essc · i · equal to j] . and thu · 11011 ~ of the proccssc 
re. ulL in a profit higher than 0. As rxplained above. thr price mechanism set. 
price such t ltat the appropriate elements of g(t) are )JO ·itive, and the remainder 
of the clements are less than or equal to 0. In order to drive the economy without 
exogenous consumption, the clem .nts of g(t) corrcspomling to consumption arc 
replaced by positive numbers, disregarding the Rctual profits (which are based on 
the pric s and ultimately shortage or ·urplus of Ia bour) for these elements. Thi:s 
results in a permanent po itive stimulu · to consume. However. the intcn ity of the 
con. umption depend on the availahlr mean . and thus the rate of consumption is 
not fix d. Either for a balanced lal our supply or one that is unbalanced, consumers 
are driven to consume. Variations in th ·izc of the innertcd po ·it ive numbers allowf:i 
the mod0lling of con. umer preference .. 
B.5 Diffusion of technology 
Even without new technology and 11 w productf:i being introduc d in the model it 
can be int resting to ·tudy t he entry and xit of existing teclmology. A· I3ruckn ·r 
ft al. (1096) showed, successful technology is copied and lcs. succe~dnl technology 
i · discard d. This implie · that. Ti, th technology set in pos:ession of agent i varies 
with time. 
Three indicator, arc used to clefinr a probabilistic pro c to :simulat<' diffusion 
of technology: distance betwe n t ·hnology. gross return. and conn ctivity, and 
t hese economic indicators influence the probabilities of changes in the occurrence of 
technologies in the model. 
The ·imilarity between hvo technologies -i and j is ba.·ed on input coefficients 
cil, ... Cin and C'jJ · ... Cjn respectively: 
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n 
d(i, j) = rxp(-~ lc'ik- CJJ.:J) . 
1.:= 1 
Thi. result. in a measme where for technologies with equal input coefficient. the 
similarity is equal to 1. \Yith inc-rea 'ing different s in coefficients. the ·imilarity \\·ill 
decrea e to 0. This mea 'ur can be u · d to define the probability of 'Ubstituting 
one technology for rtnother. 
Gross return is an appropriate measur to distinguish between the capability of 
techuologie: to expand their field. To measure the actual gross retur11 pn technology, 
activity lrvcl. per technology of the Ia. t w iterations arc add d and multiplied 1 y 
their output vah1r to calculate total rrvenue per technology. Tote that this measme 
dependent on time t, ince produ ·tion 1 vels will ,·ary over tim . 
gT(t) =(total prodv.ction(t)- tot.a.l prodttction(t - w)) · {~~~:::: : ~:]} 
Here o(s) is the value of the output of skills, n is the number of products, and thus, 
gross revenue g1·(t) = {g-r(1) ... . g1·(n)} is a vector of rrvenur grn rated by each of 
the tedmologie · per agent pos ·essing that technology. Subsequ ntly the vector i ' 
normalized by di vi ion by the large t element. By normalizing we o ht a in a measure 
for succcs, ranging from 0 to 1, with 0 indic11 ting no rcvrnue, and 1 indicating the 
highest revenue per occurrence of that technology. Moreover, the measure has th 
same magnitndc a the imilarity mrasurc defined abow (rang . 0-1). and at the 
. am0 time 1 - gT can be used as a measure for how un. ucc<', sful technologies arc· 
technologie ' with a score of 1 ar th worst performing te huologi ·. 
Finally, we define a mea ure to indicate the connectivity of liffcrent. trchnolo-
gies. To simulate vertical expansion of an agent , it is interesting to take into account 
the connection , sectors have, either to upstr am supplying technologies or to down-
strram buyer. that arc being served 1 y the sector (or bot h) . This mra. nrc is given 
1 y the boolean input-output matrix to inli ·ate the existence of flows between th<' 
different sectors. 
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Sub ' 'quently a probability di ·tribution i · generated based on the coefficients in 
Table B.1, and per iteration one of the events in the table is sclcctC'd (sC'c Figme 13.3). 
After 1 ction the vent is applied to a random but appropriate agent. 
Table 13.1: The definition of entry and exit coefficieuts. d. tands for the similarity 
matrix, gr is a measure of gro, s revenue of each of the technologic , and c stand. 
for the connections (between technology) matrix. f and g arc function, combining 
t he economic indicators into one matrix. For example, g usr, the succes. score of 
technology gr with the failure score of technology (1- gr) tog nerate a matrix that 
ident ifies pairs (f, s) of failing tC'dmology f and successful technology s. Ni is the 
number of occurrences of technology i in the model, i.e. the size of fiekl ·i. 
Type of innovation Dependency 
Innovation hy new agent 
l¥1(Ni + 1, NiiNi = 0, Ni) = JvfiJNJ Jl.1i.i = c 
Innovation by existing agent. 
H12(Ni + 1, NJINi = 0, N1) = Ai1N1 AJ = c 
Spontaneous new agent 
l¥3(Ni + 1) = ¢i ¢i = Random(O, 1) 
Expansion through new agent 
l·V1(Ni + 1, N11Ni · NJ) = BiJ = j(g1·,d.c). A (O) = 0 t ' A (
1) = 0 
t 
{0) (1) 
Ai Ni + Ai NiNi + BiJ NJ'l1 
Imitation 
W-(N+1 N· - 1IN N) = A (l ) = g(yr-) A (o) = 0 1 ' J t' ] t ) · 1 I.J 
Ai~l (l) i + Aii NiNi 
l\ote that the first two types of innovation in the table deal with n<'w t<'chnology, 
and as su ·h they only apply one the innovation algorithn1 of the next section is iu 
place. 
B.6 Evolving t echnology 
For the implementation of evolving technology the matrices n., band i. o arc no long ,r 
fixed in time. In thi case the matrices vary with time. 
The innovation algorithm pseudo code is giwn in Figure B.4. The parameters 
q1. q2 and q3 control the probabilities of innovation and the type of innovation. 
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Generate random ...__ ., 
number n .. 
For }=1 , ... , n 
Bruckner 
ology field 
update 
Iteration 
cycle 
Figure I3 .3: Probabilistic diffusion of technology. Once every iteration a technology 
diffusion event is chosen based on the distribution generated by the coefficients iu 
Table I3.1. 
Suppose that mndom :::; q1 and mndom > q2 such that new technology will he 
generated. Input for new technology consist. of two rlements. an actual tool t and 
the ingr clients that are transformed into the de ired product by means of tool t. 
Ingredient arc used np in t.he process, the tool remains available. Once one of the 
product. in hort upply is identified, thr. ingredients for t h new technology can 
be cornpo d. More precisely, when the product in excess demand p d is factorized 
p ed = f/ 1 • f!F · .. . · f~" for some n and Q. E N, it is clear which factors arc reqnired 
in the ingredients. A random list of products i 1 , .... im t lwt contain those factors is 
generated ·uch that the product of the ·e inputs i. = i 1 · i 2 · .. . · im will be divisible by 
the sought after product ped, thu _j_d = g E N. There arc t.hcn two possibilitie, : a pe 
draw of a uniform random variable is le than q3 and the new technology assembles 
the required product ped, based on th~ new input i. and tool t , or the uniform 
random variable is larger than q3 ancl the new technology a. scmblcs the different 
parts i 1 , i 2 , . . . , im into product ped without product i first being assembled by means 
of tool t. g is considered garbage and ignored. 
\i\rl1en random::; q2 a new consumable is introduced. Consumer can be modelled 
such that they do not have a preference for any of the con ·umable ' available: they 
will use whatever is available at the smallest cost. Another option is to let consumer 
preference correspond to the labour output coefficient .. In this ca. c more advanced 
products can thus be more attractive to the con umer than old fashio11ed prod-
ucts. A new product is generated by randomly combining existing product ·. The 
method to determine the labour output coefficient. depends on the type of consumer 
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if mndom ::; q1 innovation: 
if random :S: ()2 
then g<'nmate new consumable: 
combine random products 
. <'t th quantity of labour r<'snlting from con. umption of thi good 
else generat new t chnology: 
select product that i in excess d "mand 
create a tool t 
if random :S: q3 
then new tool require ' new product: 
find list of products ' 'vit h Rppropriate factorization 
multiply these products to create new product 
<'L new tool t u. es old products: 
find list of product. with appropriate factorization 
Figure B.4: The innovation algorithm in pseudo code. ·random is a uniform raudom 
variable in th<' (0. 1) interval. q1 . q2 and q3 arc param<'ters to control th<' probabilities 
of innovation and tlw type of innovation. 
preference that is d<'sired. 
\t\ ith the expanding matrices algorithm in place the model cau simulate the 
impart of t h<' introduction of new t chnology and n<'w prod ucL . In ord<'r t.o do so 
the diffcr<'nt pr re. , es that have be<'n desrrib<'d in thi. app<'ndix arr placed in a 
loop lepicted in Figur B.5. The <:~gent cyde is repeated agai11 until all agents have 
had their turn. Suhsequ<'ntly the presence of technology in the mod<'l is changed 
ba. ed on a proha bility distribution that kpends on measm s for surc<'ss gL failure 
(1 - g1·) . iutcr-t dmology connections c aud similarity bet,,·' 'n tcclmologie d. a , 
was explain<'d in ection B.5. Aft<'r a random nnmbrr of rep<'tition. of the iteration-
technology diffusion cycle. the matrirc. ar<' <'xpanded 1 y gcnrrating n<'w products 
a.nd teclmology, after which the iteration and technology diffu ·ion cycle is repeated 
again. This proces. simulates the introduction of new technology Fmd products 
into a free-markrt conomy. wherr the, u ess cmd failure of the products rmd th<' 
technology is determined by the combiu d action of many loca l actors. 
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For i=1 , ... , ·7~ 
xpan 
technology 
matrices by 
adding columns 
and rows to 
input and 
out ut matrices 
Iterations and 
bruckner cycle 
Determine type 
of innovation 
and/or new 
products 
Figure B.5: The full cycle of an evolving e onomy shows how clll of the above cycles 
a.re combined iuto a rout ine that can be run indefinitely if t ime would allow. 
B.7 Transportation cost s 
Tbe inclusion of transportation costs involves a different definition of the matrices 
i and o. 
z ( a !lfu I Is ) 
0 ( b I h I Afs ) 
To implement transportation costs in buying transactious, the m::~trix llh , rep-
resenting the monetary input of all purchases must have a column, not just per 
product, but per product per trading partner. Trading partners in different loca-
tions will have different transportation costs, and this is represented by the enlarged 
buying input matrix !11b· 
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